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ABSTRACT
Unprecedented traffic growth is expected in future wireless networks and new
technologies will be needed to satisfy demand. Optical wireless (OW) communica-
tion offers vast unused spectrum and high area spectral efficiency. In this work, optical
cells are envisioned as supplementary access points within heterogeneous RF/OW net-
works. These networks opportunistically offload traffic to optical cells while utilizing
the RF cell for highly mobile devices and devices that lack a reliable OW connection.
Visible light communication (VLC) is considered as a potential OW technology due
to the increasing adoption of solid state lighting for indoor illumination.
Results of this work focus on a full system view of RF/OW HetNets with three pri-
mary areas of analysis. First, the need for network densification beyond current RF
small cell implementations is evaluated. A media independent model is developed
and results are presented that provide motivation for the adoption of hyper dense
small cells as complementary components within multi-tier networks. Next, the rela-
vi
tionships between RF and OW constraints and link characterization parameters are
evaluated in order to define methods for fair comparison when user-centric channel
selection criteria are used. RF and OW noise and interference characterization tech-
niques are compared and common OW characterization models are demonstrated
to show errors in excess of 100x when dominant interferers are present. Finally,
dynamic characteristics of hyper dense OW networks are investigated in order to op-
timize traffic distribution from a network-centric perspective. A Kalman Filter model
is presented to predict device motion for improved channel selection and a novel OW
range expansion technique is presented that dynamically alters coverage regions of
OW cells by 50%.
In addition to analytical results, the dissertation describes two tools that have
been created for evaluation of RF/OW HetNets. A communication and lighting
simulation toolkit has been developed for modeling and evaluation of environments
with VLC-enabled luminaires. The toolkit enhances an iterative site based impulse
response simulator model to utilize GPU acceleration and achieves 10x speedup over
the previous model. A software defined testbed for OW has also been proposed
and applied. The testbed implements a VLC link and a heterogeneous RF/VLC
connection that demonstrates the RF/OW HetNet concept as proof of concept.
vii
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Annual global IP traffic is expected to surpass the zettabyte threshold by 2016 and
approach the two zettabyte threshold by 2019. Forecasts also expect traffic from
wireless devices to exceed that from wired devices and indicate that Internet video
will account for 80% of the overall consumer Internet traffic (Cisco, 2015). As data
networks trend towards increased wireless usage and video streaming, the limitations
of omnidirectional radio frequency (RF) technologies will become evident. This is
particularly true in crowded indoor environments (e.g., home, apartment or office
spaces) where much of the traffic is destined. Next generation wireless networks must
implement novel techniques to meet the demand.
Highly localized optical wireless (OW) technologies are emerging as a viable means
to overcome the crowded RF spectrum for multi-user communication systems with a
high density of mobile terminals (MTs) (Elgala et al., 2011; Jovicic et al., 2013; Wang
et al., 2014). The work presented in this thesis focuses on the use of visible light com-
munication (VLC) as the OW medium (Rahaim and Little, 2015b). Dual-use VLC
supports both data communication and illumination in indoor environments where
new energy efficient light emitting diode (LED) materials and devices are beginning
to replace incandescent and fluorescent lighting. Among multiple advantages, VLC
uses a vast unregulated and free spectrum (Kavehrad, 2010) while benefiting from
the availability of the lighting infrastructure. Light signals also have the ability to
be directed and sequestered allowing VLC-enabled environments to transmit data in
2hyper-dense small cells and achieve high bandwidth densities (b/s/m2). Increased
bandwidth density will play an important role in meeting the demands of next gen-
eration wireless networks.
RF and OW communications can also co-exist in heterogeneous networks (Het-
Nets). Such HetNets utilize OW links to enhance traditional RF systems by increas-
ing aggregate capacity. In this work, multi-tier HetNets comprised of macrocells, RF
small cells (RFSCs), and OW cells are analyzed and evaluated. The macrocell and
RFSC tiers currently exist in practice; however the proposed system exploits the use
of distributed directional OW links to supplement conventional RF networks. The
additional OW cells add system capacity through increased bandwidth density. The
heterogeneous integration allows MTs without a reliable OW connection to benefit
from the reliability of the broader coverage RF channel. Figure 1·1 shows a hypo-
thetical RF/OW HetNet where VLC hotspots add wireless capacity - supporting a
variety of devices ranging from laptops and tablets to TVs and gaming consoles.
This chapter provides motivating trends for the adoption of OW communication
within next generation wireless networks. It then provides a brief overview of the
history and trends within the two industries related to VLC - namely, the wireless
communication and indoor lighting industries. Finally, this chapter outlines the re-
mainder of the thesis as well as the objectives and focal points of the research.
1.1 Motivation
Over the past century, wireless communications have come to the forefront of tech-
nological advancement. The desire for ubiquitous untethered network access and the
capabilities that come along with such access have driven the growth of mobile tele-
phony, mobile computing, and many other fields. As these fields have grown, data
demands have continually pushed the limits of what our wireless networks can provide.
3Figure 1·1: RF/OW HetNet where multiple VLC hotspots supple-
ment a traditional WiFi network. Image courtesy of Yuting Zhang
Each generation of wireless technology has added extensive wireless capacity; how-
ever, novel use cases and technological adoption have continually raised the aggregate
and per-device demand at rates previously unseen. Whenever network capabilities
improve, application complexity and data demands tend to grow as well. Essentially,
limiting wireless capacity impedes the growth of potential wireless applications and
can stall technological advancement; therefore a cyclical trend has occurred where
increased capacity has led to increased usage, which has in turn driven the desire for
additional capacity.
This trend continues today as massive data downloads, video streaming, aug-
mented reality, and the Internet of Things (IoT) push the limits of current 4G net-
works. Furthermore, increasing application complexity and demand per device is
paired with an increasing number and density of wireless devices. Hence, the wireless
communications industry is challenged to meet an extreme growth in data traffic in
the coming years - a demand growth that is unlikely to be met with iterative modifica-
tions to the current infrastructure. With this in mind, the world mobile and wireless
infrastructure community is looking towards the 5th generation of mobile telecommu-
4nications, or “5G”, with the expectation that new technologies will be adopted which
drastically alter the conventional view of wireless networks (International Wireless
Industry Consortium, 2014). While the objectives in 4G implementations have fo-
cused on peak rate performance, the motivation for 5G is to improve average and
worst case performance. This implies that 5G implementations will focus on aggre-
gate system performance and fairness amongst devices by adding capacity where it
is needed most.
Although 5G has been described as the solution for demands of 2020 and be-
yond, global standardization efforts have been limited. Given the wide variety of
devices, applications and services expected to be part of next generation networks,
the vision for 5G has been defined in several ways (Ericsson, 2013; NGMN, 2015;
Wu et al., 2014b). There are, however, common components shared amongst the
various views. Figure 1·2 depicts a set of 5G design principles that relate to the
integration of OW within the next generation wireless communications landscape.
In particular, the trend towards smaller cells and network densification is expected
to be a primary contributor to the aggregate capacity gains. Smaller cells allow for
increased spatial reuse, leading to higher bandwidth density and higher area spectral
efficiency (b/s/Hz/m2). This has been a common trend throughout the history of
wireless communications, most recently with traffic offloading to femtocells or wire-
less local area networks (WLANs) in 4G. However, increasing the density of om-
nidirectional RF technologies is limited by infrastructural constraints including the
placement and connectivity of access points (APs). Directional technologies such as
OW allow the APs to be distributed at reasonable distances from the MTs while
generating a small coverage area at the working surface.
In addition, 5G networks are expected to utilize a wide range of access technologies
in order to accommodate the variety of use cases. Therefore, HetNet integration will
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Figure 1·2: Next generation wireless communications landscape.
play an important role in providing the required aggregate network capacity. Het-
Nets allow for distribution of user traffic amongst wireless access technologies that are
best suited for specific use cases. This provides drastic performance improvements
in environments with a diverse set of MTs where channel and traffic characteristics
can vary over time and from one device to another. While OW communication has
potential to increase aggregate capacity due to high bandwidth density, characteris-
tics of the optical medium lead to certain use cases where it is preferable that the
MT is associated with a broader coverage RF channel. As an example, quasi-static
MTs (i.e., wireless devices such as laptops or tablets that are typically used in a
static location) may associate with a reliable OW link if available, whereas MTs with
high mobility conditions may associate with the broader RF cell in order to minimize
overhead from handover as the device moves between OW cells. This has similarities
to the decision in 4G networks to associate with a macrocell when driving down a
street as opposed to connecting to each of the many RFSCs that are passed by.
Finally, the dynamic conditions expected in 5G networks have motivated a great
deal of research in adaptive systems. Network cognition provides the ability to pre-
dict channel and link characteristics, which can be used in the modulation and coding
scheme (MCS) selection for dynamic physical layer or HetNet link selection. Cross-
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Figure 1·3: Electromagnetic spectrum showing the visible light range.
layer design improves individual and/or network-wide performance by use of knowl-
edge from various network layers in the configuration process. Implementation of
these techniques requires flexibility provided by software defined systems, including
software defined radio (SDR) and software defined networks (SDNs). Such systems
offer the ability to dynamically reconfigure MT connections. This implies the im-
portance of reconfigurable OW systems and the need for dynamic adaptation of OW
links. Software defined VLC (SDVLC) systems also allow dual-use devices to adapt
to the lighting requirement and can be used as an educational tool or testbed.
VLC is an OW technology that has potential to be an integral part of 5G due to
the massive available spectrum in the visible light band (Figure 1·3), high bandwidth
density stemming from the directionality of optical signals, and broad adoption of
illumination sources based on LEDs (O’brien, 2011; Rajagopal et al., 2012). However,
practicality and marketability of dual-use VLC systems rely on a connection between
two disjoint industries - the broadband wireless communications industry and the
commercial lighting industry. In order for practical dual-use VLC devices to be
marketable, they must provide high quality lighting and reliable data communication.
In addition, broad scale adoption requires availability of VLC enabled luminaires
and incorporation of a VLC network interface within next generation MTs. Neither
VLC luminaires nor VLC enabled MTs will find success on their own. Therefore, an
economic benefit to both industries must exist if such a union is to come to fruition.
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Over the past century, wireless communication technology has evolved from analog
transmission of audio signals to the massive amounts of digital data transmitted in to-
day’s wireless networks. Advancements in the wireless communications industry have
paved the way for the ubiquitous connectivity currently available throughout much
of the world. Beginning with Marconi’s pioneering work on radio transmission at the
end of the 19th century, wireless communication has changed the way that we interact
with technology and with other individuals on a global scale (IEEE Communications
Society, 2012). While a great deal of focus is placed on the link rate capabilities for
individual connections, many of the most significant changes have come from the way
wireless networks are deployed and utilized.
In the 1960’s, communication satellites began to provide voice connectivity over
large distances (Stallings, 2005). Cellular networks grew quickly towards the end
of the 20th century and wireless coverage expansion occurred through much of the
1990’s and early 2000’s. Throughout the 2000’s, the objective of cellular networks
moved from expansion to consolidation - allowing devices to span multiple networks
to ensure access. The standardization of IEEE 802.11 protocols (i.e., WiFi) beginning
at the end of the 1990’s brought wireless network access to the home. WiFi WLANs
provided wireless connectivity to the fixed Internet and the capabilities of WLANs
have increased greatly over the past decade - reaching multi-Gigabit per second rates
in recent amendments. More importantly, they also started the movement towards
small cell coverage that allows for dense distribution of wireless APs. The adoption
of WLANs and other RFSC technologies have brought forth the current trend of
network densification.
As network densification continues into 5G, multi-tier RF networks can be sup-
plemented with an additional tier of densely distributed VLC hotspots as shown in
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Figure 1·4: Multi-tier HetNet implementing ISP deployed macrocells
with planned distribution, locally deployed RF small cells with ad-hoc
distribution, and locally deployed VLC cells with planned distribution.
Figure 1·4. The multi-tier HetNet concept allows MTs to benefit from the bandwidth
density of OW cells while providing the coverage and reliability of the RFSC tier
within the home or office and the macrocell tier when outdoors or in high speed mo-
bility scenarios (e.g., riding in a vehicle). Offloading of cellular traffic onto the fixed
Internet through WLANs in 4G has already led to mobile convergence where MTs
have the capability to access a variety of wireless networks. With this in mind, the
addition of an OW receiver within MTs is reasonable - assuming the device can be
added at a relatively low cost. The locality of OW cells also allows OW APs to be
centrally deployed and controlled as opposed to the adhoc deployment of RFSCs and
their need to distributed coordination.
The use cases for wireless communications and the Internet have also changed
since the turn of the century. Early wireless data traffic was low rate and highly
9asymmetric due to use cases such as web browsing. As peer to peer networking
became popular, traffic became slightly more symmetric; however the advancement
of video streaming has led to an asymmetric traffic flow with a high percentage of
downlink traffic. It is possible that next generation applications such as augmented
reality, cloud computing, and machine to machine communications will generate more
symmetric traffic scenarios; however the OW tier is well suited to provide additional
downlink capacity indoors in order to offload high rate downlink traffic from the RF
network. For example, WiFi congestion in hotels can be alleviated by providing non-
interfering OW channels in each room. Similarly, traffic can be offloaded to VLC
enabled luminaires in conference halls, offices, and stores. WiFi congestion issues
in mass transportation (i.e., bus, subway, airplane) can also be improved with the
provision of separate VLC channels from each overhead light. In this way, OW adds
wireless capacity where it is needed most.
Indoor Lighting
The indoor lighting industry has changed drastically since Thomas Edison’s inven-
tion of the first carbon filament lamp in 1879. Incandescent lighting and discharge
lamps (e.g., fluorescent lighting and high-intensity discharge) have been the main
sources of artificial illumination for many years; however the introduction of solid
state lighting based on LEDs has driven a great deal of innovation in the commercial
lighting industry over the past decade. This includes technologies relating to high effi-
ciency lighting as well as controllable lighting and intelligent lighting systems. As the
lighting industry moves towards long lasting solid state luminaires, advanced systems
will begin to integrate novel use-cases into the lighting infrastructure.
The proliferation of wireless devices and the demand for wireless access in in-
door environments creates a synergy between the wireless communications and indoor
lighting industries. Since wireless traffic demand is typically at its highest in indoor
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environments where artificial lighting is already in place, it makes perfect sense to
incorporate novel wireless access technologies into the lighting infrastructure. Energy
efficiency has been the primary driver for the introduction of solid state lighting and
the trend towards replacement of incandescent and fluorescent light sources with LED
based luminaires; however, the high speed switching capability is another marketable
trait that allows VLC to be implemented with illumination grade LEDs.
The lighting and communications industries are relatively disjoint; however, the
shared infrastructure concept is not completely novel. As the small cell concept has
developed, street lighting has attracted the attention of wireless service providers as
a viable option for deployment of RFSCs. Given that intelligent street lights have
the available infrastructure and network connectivity, deploying RFSCs on light poles
throughout a city comes at a lower cost to wireless service providers than deployment
of an entirely new infrastructure. Lighting companies benefit from the ability to mar-
ket the novel street lights with the added service of wireless connectivity in order to
further motivate the adoption of energy efficient LED-based street lights and provide
a service that separates their products from those of their competitors (InterDigital,
2014; Ericsson, 2014)
While lighting has traditionally been passive, novel LED-based luminaires are
moving in the direction of digitally controlled devices with the functionality for in-
dividual control of brightness and color content. In order to provide this control, a
communication infrastructure connects the luminaires to a controller. In many cases,
this infrastructure connects to the Internet in order to allow remote control of the
lighting infrastructure via external services or MTs. While low data rate wireless mesh
networks or proprietary wired communication protocols are often used to connect lu-
minaires, higher rate connectivity via power line communication (PLC) or Ethernet
are options that the industry is beginning to explore. Power over Ethernet (PoE)
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is a strong candidate for DC powered LED luminaires because of the plug-and-play
potential for simplified installation and it is feasible that the lighting industry moves
in this direction. Such an infrastructure would benefit both industries - the lighting
industry via simplification of the installation process and the communications indus-
try via broad scale distributed network access within indoor environments. These
incentives could lead to further collaboration with the objective of adding wireless
services - in particular, VLC - to the indoor lighting infrastructure in a manner similar
to that of RFSC / street light integration.
1.2 Related Work
Optical communications have become an important component in the continued trend
towards ubiquitous high speed data communications. The backbone of the Internet
is based on fiber-optic communication and increasing last mile data demand is raising
interest in Fiber-To-The-Home. Laser based Free-Space Optical (FSO) links are used
for building to building communication as well as communication between satellites.
The directionality of the optical medium has also led to increased interest in the use
of OW for WLANs and small cell networks (Kavehrad, 2010; Elgala et al., 2011;
O’brien, 2011; Hanzo et al., 2012; Jovicic et al., 2013). This section reviews work
related to the OW techniques, link implementations, and networks. It also discusses
recent work from the RF community in regards to small cells and HetNets. Finally,
external work in the area of RF/OW HetNets is presented.
Innovation regarding Infrared (IR) emitters and initial demand for in-home wire-
less connectivity drove early research in IR communication (Gfeller and Bapst, 1979).
This research continued throughout the remainder of the 20th century (Barry, 1994;
Kahn et al., 1994; Park and Barry, 1995; Carruthers and Kahn, 1996; Kahn and
Barry, 1997) and IR was even standardized in the early IEEE 802.11 specifications.
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Increased efficiency and adoption of LED technology have driven interest in VLC.
In the early 2000’s, the use of LEDs in street lighting and signage raised interest in low
data rate outdoor VLC (Pang et al., 2002; Kitano et al., 2003) and the development
of LEDs for general illumination drove interest in indoor VLC (Tanaka et al., 2001;
Komine and Nakagawa, 2004). Standards for short range OW using the visible light
spectrum were defined in (IEEE, 2011) and researchers began to explore techniques for
higher data rate VLC. These techniques included optical OFDM (Afgani et al., 2006;
Elgala et al., 2007; Armstrong, 2009) and optical MIMO (Zeng et al., 2009; Azhar
et al., 2010; Butala et al., 2013). Recent work in VLC has also produced various
successful implementations of high speed communication ranging from 100Mbps to
over 1Gbps (Minh et al., 2009; Vucic et al., 2010; Kottke et al., 2012).
The increasing capabilities of the OW physical layer have led researchers to explore
OW networks in recent years. Evaluation of stand-alone OW networks include work
on various handover techniques for dynamically rerouting traffic as MTs move through
a network of OW cells (Wu et al., 2012b; Vegni and Little, 2012; Wu et al., 2014a) as
well as analysis of AP placement techniques for optimal performance and, in the case
of VLC networks, placement for both communication and illumination (Cui et al.,
2013; Stefan and Haas, 2013; Liu et al., 2014). Resource allocation amongst cells and
multiple access in OW networks has also been analyzed (Ghimire and Haas, 2012;
Bykhovsky and Arnon, 2014). In addition, the integration of bi-directional OW links
within TCP/IP networks have been proposed in (Mai et al., 2013; Mai et al., 2014).
The performance of OW small cells has also been compared with RFSCs in regards
to area spectral efficiency (Stefan et al., 2013).
Outside of the OW field, research on RF small cell networks and HetNets has
also evolved. The small cell concept has been around since the 1980’s (Stocker,
1984); however the growing use of small cells in 4G networks has led to novel analysis
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of small cells and network densification. This includes analysis of future small cell
deployments (Andrews et al., 2012; Chou et al., 2014) as well as integration of RFSCs
within multi-tier HetNets (Dhillon et al., 2012; Hwang et al., 2013). In these HetNets,
similar evaluations have been observed as those in OW networks including evaluation
of optimal base station density (Cao et al., 2012), mobility constraints and handover
techniques (Nasser et al., 2006), and cell association criteria (Ghosh et al., 2012;
Andrews, 2013).
Much of the early literature related to RF/OW HetNets was conceptual. Some
early implementations include (Sakurai et al., 2003) where an RF and IR WLAN are
integrated using selection between two bi-directional network interface cards (NICs)
and (Rufo et al., 2010) where the authors investigate a WiFi/VLC HetNet for indoor
broadcasting and develop a prototype consisting of visible white LED lamps that
achieve bit rates of 2 Mbps. From an analytical perspective, (Hou and O’Brien,
2005) and (Hou and O’Brien, 2006) propose vertical handover decision algorithms
for integrated WiFi/IR systems in order to combine benefits of both RF and OW.
In (Stefan and Haas, 2014), techniques for network-centric distribution of traffic are
analyzed comparing maximum signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) and
minimum distance as potential channel selection criteria. Dynamic conditions are
also observed in recent work. In (Chowdhury and Katz, 2014), mobility conditions
are considered in the evaluation of RF/OW HetNets and (Li et al., 2015) uses load
balancing in the assignment of resources amongst cells for optimal capacity.
1.3 Outline and Contributions
The remainder of this thesis provides a system level view of RF/OW HetNets in-
cluding requirements, capabilities and analysis techniques. In Chapters 2 and 3,
trends and motivational analysis are presented for next generation lighting and wire-
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less communication systems, respectively. Chapter 2 provides a background overview
of recent work within the Smart Lighting Engineering Research Center (ERC) and
relates access network requirements of controllable lighting and intelligent lighting
systems to the requirements for connectivity of densely distributed OW small cells
within indoor environments. Chapter 3 motivates 5G cellular network trends. In par-
ticular, the small cell trend is described, a novel model for performance is presented
and evaluated, and practical implications of the model are discussed. The model
provides a tractable approach to small cell performance analysis by abstracting the
channel model and results show that (1) user trends relating to an increasing density
of MTs and increasing data requirements per MT are driving performance away from
the ideal operating region for high effectiveness, and (2) increasing cell density and
per-cell capacity improves system effectiveness in scenarios where a dense distribution
of MTs with high rate requirements is likely.
Chapter 4 motivates the integration of OW hotspots within the coverage of RFSCs,
provides a system level view of a potential RF/OW HetNet, describes the provisioning
of RF and OW APs, and indicates system considerations for practical implementation
of the HetNet under static and dynamic conditions. Monte Carlo simulation results
show how the distribution of directional APs at ceiling height can improve the proba-
bility that a MT has a LOS path to at least one AP by 20-40% and compares various
AP distributions in a similar manner. Queuing analysis is also used to evaluate the
maximum capabilities of standalone RF and OW networks with the capability of an
RF/OW HetNet. Simulation results verify the results and indicate the scalability of
the RF/OW HetNet capacity as additional OW cells are added.
Chapters 5 through 7 define and analyze components of the proposed RF/OW
HetNet. In Chapter 5, RF and OW physical layer characteristics and characteri-
zation techniques are compared. A variation of the OW channel is defined for fair
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comparison of RF and OW links and an analysis relating SNR definitions shows that
the difference between electrical and optical SNR for a given scenario can vary by
4-5dB. Chapter 6 focuses on evaluation of interference in OW systems - specifically
in relation to assumptions regarding variance and distribution of interference from
other OW sources. An upper bound is defined for the variance of OW signals and,
accordingly, SINR lower bounds are evaluated. The assumption of Gaussian interfer-
ence is also evaluated and OW error rate models are demonstrated to show errors in
excess of 100x when dominant interferers are present. Multi-user coordination on the
OW network is also discussed in regards to medium access control and resource allo-
cation, multi-user scheduling, and MIMO cell selection. Chapter 7 evaluates network
layer requirements of the RF/OW HetNet including MT traffic routing, handover and
dynamic network reconfiguration. A Kalman filter model is presented to track the
motion of MTs in an environment enabled with distributed OW APs and the use of
MT motion for predictive handover is discussed. A novel technique for dynamic recon-
figuration of OW networks is shown to provide variability in coverage regions by 50%
while maintaining constant illumination for dual-use VLC. The use of this technique
for load balancing in environments with densely clustered MTs is also discussed.
Chapters 8 and 9 present two analysis tools that have been developed as an out-
come of this work. Chapter 8 presents a Matlab-based software toolkit for simulation
of indoor environments implementing dual-use VLC luminaires (i.e., luminaires for
both illumination and wireless communication). Results of the toolkit are presented
and a novel GPU accelerated model for the impulse response calculator at the core
of the simulation is shown to provide 10x speedup in simulation time. In Chap-
ter 9, a SDVLC testbed is presented in which SDR platforms (GNURadio and Mat-
lab/Simulink) with universal software radio peripheral (USRP) front end hardware
are utilized for OW communication. The USRP output signal is modified to drive
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off-the-shelf LED luminaires and the signal is received with commercial photodiode
hardware connected to a separate USRP. In addition to the VLC connection, the
SDVLC testbed has been used for asymmetric routing in a HetNet implementation
where uplink traffic is routed over WiFi and downlink traffic is sent in a broadcast
manner through the SDVLC connection. Future work describes the potential to scale
the SDVLC system for multiple APs and MTs so that handover and other higher
layer techniques can be tested.
Finally, Chapter 10 concludes the thesis with a review of the results and contribu-
tions described above and an overview of future work. The individual contributions
are listed here for clarity:
• A Tractable Media-Independent Model for Small Cell Performance Evaluation
• A Novel Model of the OW Signal Chain for Comparing RF and OW SNR
• Bounding SINR in OW Networks Given Constraints of the OW Channel
• Evaluation of the Gaussian Interference Assumption in OW Networks
• Novel Architectures for integration of OW within RF/OW HetNets
• Kalman Filter Model for Motion Tracking Using Optical Emitters
• Cell Zooming Under Constant Illumination Constraints in OW Networks
• Communication and Lighting Environment Simulator (CandLES)
• Software Defined Visible Light Communication (SDVLC) Testbed
In addition to these individual contributions, this work contributes a full system
perspective necessary for practical implementation of RF/OW HetNets and has laid
the groundwork for future development and optimization of such systems.
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Chapter 2
Smart Lighting
For most of history, artificial lighting has centered around “dumb” light sources that
can either be turned on or off - providing a fixed color and illumination. These sources
have also been highly inefficient in regards to energy usage. The recent adoption of
energy efficient LED lighting has brought many of capabilities to the lighting industry.
Much of the early push for LED lighting was focused on energy efficiency, but the use
of digitally controlled multi-color luminaires also provides a level of user control that
was not previously available. This control also implies that lighting systems can be
monitored and modified by an intelligent system in order to optimize energy savings
and lighting quality within an environment (Tsao et al., 2014).
As part of the Smart Lighting Engineering Research Center (ERC) (Smart Light-
ing ERC, 2015), this work focuses on VLC enabled luminaires that operate within
the constraints of energy efficient controllable lighting and have the ability to interact
with smart lighting systems. This chapter describes the basic models and constraints
of LED lighting, overviews the requirements for lighting control, and discusses how
VLC enabled luminaires fit within the view of smart lighting systems.
2.1 LED Lighting
In this section, the basic properties of lighting are presented in regards to radiomet-
ric and photometric principles. Radiometric properties measure the electromagnetic
radiation of the light whereas photometric properties characterize light with respect
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Figure 2·1: CIE photopic and scotopic luminous efficiency functions.
to the way it is observed by the human eye. The theory of photometry is identical to
that of radiometry (Taylor, 2000) and a conversion between radiometric and photo-
metric values relates to the spectral power distribution (SPD) of the light, S (λ), and
the luminous efficiency function, V (λ),
lumens
optical watt
= 683
720nm∫
380nm
S (λ)V (λ) dλ (2.1)
where λ is the optical wavelength. The luminous efficiency function is a dimensionless
function defined by the Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE). The CIE 1931
standard defines two versions of the function as shown in Figure 2·1. The photopic
response relates to everyday lighting scenarios and the scotopic response relates to
low light levels. Mesopic vision is a combination of both and occurs in the transition
between photopic and scotopic vision. The updated photopic response from 1976
adds weight to the blue spectrum between 400 and 450nm. The work in this thesis
considers the 1976 photopic curve unless otherwise noted.
The SPD of a light source can vary greatly from device to device. Figure 2·2 shows
the SPD of a variety of light sources including natural sunlight, incandescent bulbs,
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Figure 2·2: Spectral power distributions of a variety of light sources.
SPD Values from (Lebedenko and Vaicekauskas, 2014)
fluorescent lighting, a white phosphor LED, and a multi-color RAGB LED. Much of
the energy used in incandescent bulbs is not in the visible light range. Fluorescent
lights generate a broad spectra when passing through phosphor - which is not easily
controlled. Phosphor coated LEDs also use phosphorescence to generate white light.
High energy light from a blue LED is passed through a semi-transparent phosphor
coating in order to pass some blue light while absorbing varying amounts of energy in
other blue photons. This leads to the peak around 450nm and the additional spectra
between 500 and 700nm.
One of the major benefits of LED lighting is that novel devices can produce narrow
wavelength emission and be combined to generate a variety of spectra. Luminaires
based on multi-color LEDs (e.g., the red, amber, green and blue - or RAGB - LED)
are now common and have the ability to generate various SPDs by changing the
output of individual color LEDs. It is also important to note that the SPD received
at a surface may differ from the SPD emitted by a source. When light follows a direct
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Table 2.1: Radiometric and photometric optical properties
Radiometric Photometric
Quantity Symbol Units Symbol Units
Radiant & Luminous Flux Φ W Φv lm
Radiant & Luminous Intensity I W/sr Iv lm/sr
Irradiance & Illuminance E W/m2 Ev lm/m
2
Radiance & Luminance L W/sr/m2 Lv lm/sr/m
2
path from the light source to a surface, the SPD does not change; however reflections
off most surfaces have a wavelength specific reflection coefficient.
Luminous power - measured in lumens [lm] - relates to the human eye response
and is used for lighting, whereas radiant power - measured in optical watts [W] - is
typically more relevant for communications. Various metrics define the measurements
of an optical channel. Radiant flux is a measure of the total optical power emitted by
a device. Radiant intensity of a point source indicates power per unit solid angle in a
specified direction. Irradiance defines power per unit area incident on a surface and
radiance defines power emitted by a surface in a specific direction. Similarly, luminous
flux, luminous intensity, illuminance and luminance correspond to the same metrics
normalized for the human eye response as defined in Equation 2.1. These parameters
are summarized in Table 2.1. In addition to the units shown in the table, lux - or
lm/m2 - is defined as an equivalent measurement for illuminance.
For a typical lighting system, average illuminance at the working surface is the
primary constraint. In particular, the average illuminance at a given surface relates to
the task occurring at that point. For indoor environments, the requirement can range
from 150 lux for home environments to 400 or 500 lux for office spaces and 750 lux for
supermarkets. The illuminance throughout an environment should also be relatively
consistent in order to avoid locations with noticeable lighting variation (i.e., bright or
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dark spots); therefore layout of luminaires must be planned appropriately so that the
total illuminance from all sources is appropriate. In addition to the average optical
power constraints, instantaneous optical power is non-negative and light sources have
a peak value constraint on the instantaneous optical power.
2.2 Controllable Lighting
The growing demand for LED lighting is not only due to the energy efficiency of
LEDs, but also the dynamic control capabilities of solid state lighting. Novel LED-
based luminaires often incorporate digital control within the fixture in order to alter
the color content and brightness of the emitted light. This control implies that the
luminaire can receive digital commands, process them, and modify the emitted light
accordingly. Therefore, controllable luminaires must implement an embedded proces-
sor to determine output requirements and adjust the optical output as well as some
network connectivity to receive control commands. In many cases, LED-based lumi-
naires are individually addressable and specific control commands can be sent to each
luminaire to vary lighting conditions throughout an environment. Figure 2·3 shows a
pair of controllable luminaires set in cool white, warm white, blue, red, and green.
Controllable luminaires are often connected with copper wire (e.g., DALI, DMX)
or RF mesh networks (e.g., Zigbee). These techniques provide low data rate through-
put - on the order of 100Kbps - which is appropriate for control; however they are not
intended for high data rate traffic. Two technologies that provide promise for high
throughput are power line communication (PLC) and Ethernet - specifically power
over Ethernet (PoE). PLC and PoE provide both communication and power, mini-
mizing installation overhead. In home PLC is capable of operating on the order of
100Mbps and PoE can be utilized with Gigabit Ethernet links. The IEEE 802.3at
PoE+ standard provides up to 51W of power (IEEE, 2009; Microsemi, 2011).
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Figure 2·3: Multi-color controllable luminaires from Telelumen.
2.3 Smart Lighting
Given the dynamic control capabilities of modern LED lighting, next generation light-
ing systems will incorporate intelligence that provides the right light where and when
it is needed. In the Smart Lighting ERC, there has been a great deal of research
relating to control loops that utilize digitally controlled lighting, sensors, and sys-
tem intelligence to adapt the lighting to a variety of sensor networks in order to
improve energy efficiency, health, and productivity (Jia and Radke, 2014; Dong and
Sanderson, 2013; Afshari and Mishra, 2013).
LED lighting in itself improves energy efficiency when compared to other light
sources; however smart lighting systems aim to provide further improvements by
monitoring the light use in an environment and then dimming or turning off lights
that are not in use. Daylight harvesting is another important component of smart
lighting systems where luminaires are dimmed or turned off in areas where sunlight
provides the desired illumination. In regards to health, the color spectrum control of
multi-color LED lighting has been shown to more accurately model daylight. Circa-
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dian Rhythm has also been tied to lighting and appropriate modeling is expected to
improve health of night shift workers as well as travelers experiencing jet-lag. Smart
Lighting relates to productivity in many ways including activity monitoring to pro-
vide appropriate lighting for specific working conditions (Zhang et al., 2015). Recent
work in low data rate VLC has also proven to be an effective method for indoor
localization and asset tracking (Prince and Little, 2012).
These traits of Smart Lighting systems are driving the adoption of individually
controllable luminaires within networked lighting systems - delivering data to the
fixtures. The next step from a communications perspective is to provide wireless
access from the luminaires in order to offer that network connectivity to MTs within
the environment. This is particularly important since the distribution of luminaires
is highly correlated with the distribution of users and, accordingly, MTs in indoor
spaces where wireless data traffic demands are at their highest.
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Chapter 3
5G Wireless: A Novel Analysis
Motivating Small(er) Cells
Many techniques have been implemented to meet the growing demand for wireless
network capacity. New spectrum allocation has allowed for larger channel band-
width and increased link capacity (b/s). In addition, novel modulation schemes
and signal processing techniques along with methods to increase signal to noise ra-
tio (SNR) or signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) have improved spectral
efficiency (b/s/Hz). However, the most significant gains in aggregate wireless network
capacity have stemmed from network densification - bringing the APs closer to the
MTs and reducing cell size in order to increase the number of APs and, accordingly,
increase aggregate bandwidth density and area spectral efficiency (Chandrasekhar
et al., 2008). Figure 3·1 depicts the evolution of cell size for wireless access and fore-
casts future needs where hyper-dense cells are implemented with densely distributed
VLC APs. The small cell concept has been successfully implemented in recent years
with femtocell, picocell, microcell, and other commercially available RFSCs. WiFi
WLANs have also played a major role in offloading traffic from the cellular network.
As of 2014, 46% of mobile data traffic was offloaded to the fixed network via RF-
SCs and it is forecasted that more mobile data traffic will be offloaded to WiFi than
remains on the cellular networks by 2016 (Cisco, 2015).
In addition to the offloaded mobile traffic, traffic increase over RFSCs is com-
pounded by the growth in traffic on the fixed Internet (i.e., non-cellular networks)
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Figure 3·1: Evolution of cell size for wireless access with predictions
for VLC small cells. Adapted from (ZTE Corporation, 2012).
and the increasing percentage of fixed Internet traffic destined for wireless devices.
While a typical family may have had a single wireless device a decade ago, household
WLANs now service multiple smart phones, tablets, and laptops as well as TVs and
other networked appliances within the Internet of Things. Offices and commercial
environments must also accommodate more MTs assuming every patron or employee
requires wireless access and that the infrastructure incorporates wireless sensors and
networked devices to meet demands of the “industrial internet” (General Electric,
2015). Given the increasing demand and density of MTs, a case can be made for a
continued densification of wireless cells - specifically in indoor environments.
This chapter motivates continued network densification. Historical trends are pre-
sented and a theoretical model is defined to analyze performance gains and motivate
the continuation of the small cell trend within 5G networks. The model does not re-
late to specific wireless technologies, but rather focuses on the amount of traffic that a
single cell can accommodate. Performance gains are analyzed in an idealistic scenario
and real world constraints are discussed in relation to how much of these potential
gains can be practically achieved. While adding network capacity is the ultimate
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goal, optimal provisioning should satisfy MT traffic requirements with high probabil-
ity while avoiding over-provisioning at the expense of additional infrastructure and
maintenance costs. Defining system performance in regards to effectiveness (i.e., the
ability to meet MT requirements) and efficiency (i.e., the usage of available resources)
offers a metric to depict how well a system is provisioned. Weighting performance to-
wards either parameter allows the metric to show preference towards either maximally
satisfying user requirements or minimally over-provisioning the system.
The following motivation shows how the current trends of increasing MT traffic re-
quirements and growing number of MTs affect system performance. The analysis also
shows how increasing cell capacity and cell density can combat the demand growth
in order to provide suitable system performance. The analytical example observes
ideal operating conditions which are seldom the case in practical implementations;
however trends relating to the effects of additional MTs, device requirements, cell
capacity and cells can be generalized. Simulated performance results are also shown
in order to indicate expected relationships in more complex environments. Decisions
are assumed to be made in the provisioning process regarding the number of cells,
cell distribution, and the capacity of each cell. The number and spatial distribution
of MTs as well as their individual requirements are assumed to be dynamic variables
with known probability distributions.
3.1 Performance Model
In order to make the analysis environment agnostic, consider a model where the
system consists of M cells each with capacity Ci where i represents a cell in the range
1 ≤ i ≤ M . In this case, capacity is not the theoretical channel capacity but the
maximum throughput a cell can provide based on available MCS. This removes the
reliance on physical layer properties but assumes that performance within the cell is
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equal at all locations. The environment has a variable number of MTs, n, each with
rate requirement, rj, and cell assignment, uj, where j represents a specific MT in the
range 1 ≤ j ≤ n. The number of MTs in the ith cell, ni, relates to the total number of
MTs, n =
∑M
i=1 ni, and the desired cell capacity, di, is the minimum capacity required
to satisfy all MTs within the specified cell. These values are formally defined by
ni =
n∑
j=1
δi,uj (3.1)
di =
n∑
j=1
rjδi,uj (3.2)
where δ is the Kronecker delta function. Aggregate capacity, C, and minimum ca-
pacity required to fulfill the MT rate requirements, C ′, are the sum of individual cell
capacities and the sum of desired cell capacities (or individual MT rate requirements),
respectively. Aggregate throughput, T , is the sum of throughput from each cell, Ti.
These are formally defined as
C =
M∑
i=1
Ci (3.3)
C ′ =
M∑
i=1
di =
n∑
j=1
rj (3.4)
T =
M∑
i=1
Ti (3.5)
Ti = min (Ci, di) (3.6)
In a given implementation, the number of MTs in the network is a random value
with distribution pn (x) and every MT has a random rate requirement and cell associ-
ation with distributions prj (x) and puj (x), respectively
i. Given these distributions,
the distribution of the associated variables ni and di, can also be evaluated. In the
iFor the purpose of this work, the shorthand pa (x) = p (a = x) is defined for the probability
distribution of a random variable a.
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generalized formation of the problem, the closed-form expression for pni (x) and pdi (x)
become very convoluted for large n, and can not be derived for rate requirement dis-
tributions that are not finite; however some simplifying assumptions described in
Section 3.2 allow the problem to be viewed in a more tractable manner.
Performance for a specific instance is evaluated in terms of the effectiveness, τ ,
and efficiency, ε of the network.
τ =
T
C ′
(3.7)
ε =
T
C
(3.8)
Effectiveness is defined as the ability of the network to satisfy all MT rate require-
ments and efficiency is defined as the percentage of available capacity in use by MTs.
Instantaneous performance, Ψ, is defined as the weighted sum of τ and ε, where the
weights ωτ and ωε are assigned to τ and ε, respectively. Note that 0 ≤ ωτ ≤ 1,
0 ≤ ωε ≤ 1, and ωτ + ωε = 1. For scenarios where n, rj, and uj are not fixed,
evaluation observes expected performance over the range of potential scenarios.
E [Ψ] = ωτE [τ ] + ωεE [ε] (3.9)
E [τ ] = E
[
T
C ′
]
= E
[
T∑M
i=1 di
]
= E
[
T∑n
j=1 rj
]
(3.10)
E [ε] =
E [T ]
C
=
E [T ]∑M
i=1Ci
(3.11)
3.2 Performance Evaluation
In order to observe ideal performance, define a system with a fixed n = N and
assume cells have the same capacity (i.e., Ci =
C
M
for all i) and MTs have the same
rate requirements (i.e., rj =
C′
N
for all j). In this case, the optimal effect of network
densification can be shown through a best-case scenario where MTs are laid out in
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a structured cell assignment. In a deterministic scenario where MTs are divided
amongst cells with uj = j%M , the first N%M cells have one MT more than the
others. Here, % is the modulo function, defined as a%b = a− b ⌊a
b
⌋
, where de and bc
represent the ceil and floor functions, respectively. Per-cell relations are accordingly:
ni =

⌈
N
M
⌉
if i ≤ N%M⌊
N
M
⌋
if i > N%M
(3.12)
di =

⌈
N
M
⌉
rj if i ≤ N%M⌊
N
M
⌋
rj if i > N%M
(3.13)
Ti =

min
(
Ci,
(⌈
N
M
⌉)
rj
)
if i ≤ N%M
min
(
Ci,
(⌊
N
M
⌋)
rj
)
if i > N%M
(3.14)
Given these individual cell characteristics, aggregate throughput is evaluated as
T =
(
N −M ⌊N
M
⌋)
min
(
Ci,
⌈
N
M
⌉
rj
)
+
(
M − (N −M ⌊N
M
⌋))
min
(
Ci,
⌊
N
M
⌋
rj
)
= Ci
[ (
N −M ⌊N
M
⌋)
min
(
1,
⌈
N
M
⌉ rj
Ci
)
+
(
M − (N −M ⌊N
M
⌋))
min
(
1,
⌊
N
M
⌋ rj
Ci
) ]
(3.15)
In this instance, efficiency and effectiveness can be defined in terms of the ratio of
MTs to APs, ΓM =
N
M
, and the percentage of a cells capacity required to satisfy MT
requirements, ΓC =
rj
Ci
. Equations 3.16 and 3.17 show that efficiency and effectiveness
are related by ΓMΓC .
ε = (ΓM − bΓMc) min (1, dΓMeΓC) + (1− (ΓM − bΓMc)) min (1, bΓMcΓC) (3.16)
τ =
ΓM − bΓMc
ΓMΓC
min (1, dΓMeΓC) + 1− (ΓM − bΓMc)
ΓMΓC
min (1, bΓMcΓC) (3.17)
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Figure 3·2: Idealized small cell effectiveness, τ , and efficiency, ε.
This is also shown in Equation 3.18 by observing the definitions of τ and ε along
with the fixed capacity and rate requirement definitions for this specific scenario:
τ =
T
C ′
=
C
C ′
ε =
MCi
Nrj
ε =
ε
ΓMΓC
(3.18)
Given these equalities, performance can be defined strictly in terms of ΓM , ΓC ,
and the weights given to efficiency and effectiveness. In Figure 3·2, the effectiveness
and efficiency of the system is shown as a function of ΓM and ΓC . When ΓC < 1,
the line ΓM =
1
ΓC
effectively breaks the system into scenarios that are highly effective
or highly efficient as defined by Equations 3.7 and 3.8. Below the line, resources are
abundant and MT requirements are satisfied. Above the line, resources are scarce but
available resources are mostly utilized. As ΓC increases above 1, effectiveness drops
because requirements of a single MT can not be satisfied by an AP and the model
does not consider data aggregation. In Figure 3·3, the resulting performance is shown
across ΓM and ΓC for various weights. Lines at ΓM = 1 (0dB) and ΓC = 1 (0dB)
indicate where N = M and rj = Ci, respectively.
In the top right quadrant of each graph, there are more MTs than cells and each
MT requires more capacity than a single cell can provide; therefore requirements
cannot be met. In the lower right quadrants, individual cells cannot meet the re-
quirements of a single MT and there are more cells than MTs. Distributed multiple
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Figure 3·3: Idealized small cell performance relating to network effec-
tiveness, τ , and efficiency, ε.
input multiple output (MIMO) techniques can be used to satisfy MT requirements in
this region (Butala et al., 2014a; Zeng et al., 2009); however this is not shown in the
results in Figure 3·3. The lower left regions depict performance when per cell capacity
is greater than the MT requirements and there are more cells than MTs. This region
relates to overprovisioning where effectiveness is high but efficiency is poor. The top
left quadrants depict the region of greatest interest where there are multiple MTs
per cell and the capacity of each cell can accommodate individual requirements. The
points where optimal performance is achieved fall on the line ΓM =
1
ΓC
when ΓM is
an integer value (i.e., N is a multiple of M). In this idealistic scenario, these are the
points where all requirements are met with optimal use of the available capacity.
When weights are set to bias performance towards effectiveness (i.e., achieve
throughput required to meet demands), there is a preference to be below and to the
left of the optimal performance line. With next generation wireless systems trending
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Figure 3·4: Empirical evaluation of system performance for random
cell assignment (Monte Carlo simulation averaged over 1000 trials per
data point).
towards more MTs with higher individual rate requirements, demands are pushing
the performance point up and to the right. In order to move the point back towards
the origin, either cell capacity or the number of cells must increase. Current MCS
techniques come close to theoretical bounds on capacity, hence densification towards
and beyond a 1 : 1 AP to MT ratio is a reasonable method for effectively meeting
requirements of the next generation wireless ecosystem.
Observing the same model, performance can be evaluated for scenarios when the
MT parameters are not known a priori. Figure 3·4 depicts expected performance
from a set of Monte Carlo simulations of scenarios where MTs have a random cell
assignment. In each case, performance is evaluated over 1000 trials and each MT
has an equal probability of being assigned to 1 of the M cells. The plots show
MT rate requirements that relate to the suggested connection speeds for standard
definition, high definition, and ultra high definition video streaming (3Mbps, 5Mbps,
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Figure 3·5: Empirical evaluation of system performance for random
cell assignment and MT rate requirement (Monte Carlo simulation av-
eraged over 2500 trials per data point).
and 25Mbps, respectively). The plot in the bottom right shows results for n = 80
while the other plots show results for n = 40. Note that the view of performance in
these graphs is inverted when compared to Figure 3·3 since the axes here relate to cell
capacity and number of cells whereas the axes in the previous figure relate to 1/Ci
and 1/M . The dashed line at M = E [n] E [rj] /Ci represents the optimal performance
line when ωτ = ωε = 0.5. This indicates where the ratio of MTs to cells is equal to
the ratio of cell capacity to average MT rate requirement.
These results again indicate how requirements for the number of cells and cell ca-
pacity increase with the number of MTs and the demand per MT. Compared to the
results in Figure 3·3, performance is less likely to reach 1 due to the random distribu-
tion of MTs amongst cells. The high performance region also falls within a broader
range. Lastly, scenarios with many low capacity cells have poorer performance than
scenarios with equivalent aggregate capacity from a smaller number of cells (e.g., In
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Figure 3·6: Empirical evaluation of system performance for random
cell assignment, MT rate requirement, and number of MTs (Monte
Carlo simulation averaged over 2500 trials per data point).
the lower left graph, performance from 40 cells with 25Mbps capacity is worse than
performance from 5 cells with 200Mbps capacity). The scenario with more cells has a
higher likelihood of saturating some cells and being unable to meet requirements for
a portion of the MTs. Conceptually, a larger cell with higher capacity can accommo-
date the various distributions of traffic in the environment better than smaller cells
with lower per-cell capacity but equivalent aggregate capacity.
In Figure 3·5, system performance is shown for scenarios where both cell assign-
ment and rate requirement are randomly selected per MT. The MT rate requirements
are either low rate (3Mbps) or high rate (25Mbps) with prj (3) = 0.9 and prj (25) = 0.1
in the upper graphs and prj (3) = 0.8 and prj (25) = 0.2 in the lower graphs. This
relates to environments such as classrooms, offices, and conference halls where traffic
patterns for each MT are relatively independent with only a small percentage of MTs
requiring high capacity (e.g., streaming video). This also relates to future smart home
scenarios where networked smart devices require low capacity and user devices such
as laptops, tablets, or TVs require high capacity.
Figure 3·6 shows a similar set of results where the number of MTs in the system is
also a random variable and ωτ = 0.5. This analysis also shows the performance drop
when comparing many low capacity cells to a smaller number of high capacity cells.
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As the range of potential values for n increases, the high performance region moves
further towards high capacity cells since lower capacity cells either (a) have a higher
probability of being saturated or (b) require more cells to accommodate the various
potential distributions of MTs. The former leads to poor effectiveness and the latter
leads to poor efficiency.
3.3 Conclusions and Practical Implications
While the results of the idealized analysis indicate that increasingly dense cells provide
continued gains in network capacity, it is clear that there are constraints that limit
the benefit of network densification in practical scenarios. First, signal disturbances
due to interference from other cells play an important role in the performance of a
given link. Hence, increasing the number of cells also requires decreasing cell size
in order to mitigate interference. Achievable throughput from an AP to a specific
MT is also not constant throughout a cell since signal and interference power are
each related to the relative distance and orientation of MTs and APs as well as any
obstructions in the signal path. Theoretical channel capacity is a function of the
received SINR, which is dependent on the location of the MT and the distribution of
APs in the environment as well as the allocation of resources amongst APs and the
characteristics of the wireless channel.
While the model observed here defines a fixed cell capacity, practical systems incor-
porate dynamic rate adaptation techniques such that the optimal MCS and achievable
throughput at various locations within a cell vary with SINR. In Chapter 5, modeling
techniques for SNR of RF and OW links are defined and evaluated in order to recon-
cile various models. MCS techniques are also defined relating link performance to the
various SNR definitions in order to provide appropriate comparison of link capacity
between RF and OW cells. Chapter 6 evaluates assumptions relating to interference
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Figure 3·7: Bandwidth density vs mobility
in order to validate SINR models for use in approximating link performance in the
presence of multiple simultaneous connections.
Dynamic traffic patterns and the variety of mobility states also lead to a wide range
of potential scenarios in a given system. Accordingly, instantaneous performance
can vary over time and average performance is dependent on the distributions of
various MT properties as shown in Figures 3·4, 3·5, and 3·6. If provisioning is done
such that MT requirements are met with high probability, general operation will
often encounter scenarios where resources are unused - increasing effectiveness at the
expense of efficiency. This is more evident when the number of devices per cell is small
such that the tail probabilities of a cells traffic distribution are high. When resources
are limited, dynamic resource allocation and network reconfiguration techniques can
improve the system performance by adapting individual cell capacities to meet the
distribution of traffic. In Chapters 6 and 7, techniques are presented to adapt OW
networks to the time-varying distribution of traffic in dynamic environments.
There is also a dependency between cell size and cell characteristics. The small cell
nature of dense networks implies that highly mobile devices move between cells fre-
quently - increasing overhead for network coordination. Figure 3·7 shows the relation-
ship between bandwidth density and mobility in wireless networks. While hyper-dense
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small cell coverage from directional cells such as VLC provide very high bandwidth
density, they do not handle mobility cases well. Conversely, broad coverage macro-
cells handle highly mobile devices relatively well but can not be densely distributed
and have a lower spectral efficiency per unit area. This implies the importance of
HetNets. Reconfigurable OW small cells can accommodate some variations in the
traffic distribution throughout an environment while the larger RF cell handles MTs
without a suitable OW link and alleviates traffic from highly congested OW cells
when traffic is not well balanced in the environment.
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Chapter 4
System Overview
The addition of OW as a tier within multi-tier HetNets is the ultimate objective;
however, the novelty of OW integration relates to the RFSC and OW tiers. Therefore,
the analysis in this work focuses on the implementation of multiple OW cells within
the coverage of an RFSC. In this way, the larger cell (i.e., the RFSC) and the smaller
cells (i.e., OW cell) interact in a way similar to the macrocell / RFSC networks in
operation today. There are similarities with respect to the concept; however practical
implementation must account for the differences between the RF and OW channels
as well as the difference in temporal channel variations at the smaller scale. In this
chapter, the proposed RF/OW HetNet is described and an overview of the various
considerations for the system under static and dynamic conditions is presented.
4.1 RF/OW HetNet: Proposed System Layout
The envisioned RF/OW HetNet, shown in Figure 4·1, consists of a central RF AP, one
or more VLC APs, various MTs, a router, and a gateway to external networks (Ra-
haim et al., 2011). MTs are ideally assigned to the AP with minimum footprint in
order to mitigate interference and maximize aggregate wireless throughput in static
scenarios. However, there is typically a tradeoff between bandwidth density and cov-
erage area or mobility as shown in Figure 3·7. As with traffic offloading to RFSCs,
the objective is to increase aggregate throughput via smaller cells while the larger
cell provides better coverage and reliability. MTs with unreliable VLC signals due
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Figure 4·1: RF/OW HetNet implementing a broad coverage RFSC
and multiple distributed VLC cells.
to either shadowing or movement between cells are better suited for the RFSC. High
data rate traffic destined for MTs with a reliable VLC link can be offloaded to the
highly localized VLC cells, removing congestion from the RFSC and nearby cells us-
ing the same RF band. The VLC links at the outer edge of the RFSC also provide
an alternative link where RF SINR and QoS are low.
4.1.1 RF Provisioning
Although the evolution of decreased cell size has been occurring for decades, the small
cell concept began in 3G networks with picocells and femtocells. WiFi WLANs also
began to grow in popularity in the early 2000’s. It is now common to find a multitude
of WiFi WLANs in urban environments. Dozens can be found in apartment complexes
and many businesses now provide wireless access. Service providers also deploy WiFi
hotspots in order to offload traffic from overcrowded macrocells. When analyzing
performance of RFSC systems and RF/OW HetNets, the various types of RFSCs
and the traits of the RF channel must be characterized.
Since the standardization of the first IEEE 802.11 specification in 1999, WiFi has
become a nearly ubiquitous means of indoor wireless network access. The unlicensed
use of ISM bands and contention based multiple access techniques have made it a
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favorable technology for home and office wireless Internet connectivity. Due to the
availability of WiFi WLANs, techniques to offload cellular data traffic to WiFi be-
came an important component of 4G. The available infrastructure of WiFi offered a
means for network densification without the expensive overhead of a new access net-
work for the wireless APs. New standards have drastically increased the achievable
WiFi throughput via increased spectrum usage, high order modulation, and MIMO;
however adoption of the new standards requires backwards compatibility. Accommo-
dating a mix of clients and protocols along with interference from other devices in the
ISM bands lead to performance below the peak rates defined in the specifications.
Femtocells are a form of RFSC that utilize licensed frequency bands and coordi-
nated multiple access techniques. While femtocells and WiFi WLANs provide similar
coverage area and utilize available infrastructure for connectivity to the access net-
work, femtocells operate in the same licensed band as the broader macrocells and
require resource allocation in order to mitigate interference. Since the frequency
bands in use by femtocells are licensed, interference can be coordinated by the mobile
operator; however femtocells are purchased by local entities (e.g., home or business
owners) and deployed in a way that is not coordinated with the broader cells; there-
fore dynamic resource allocation techniques are important to the aggregate system
performance for mitigating interference between various femtocells as well as between
the femtocells and higher tiers in the cellular network.
RFSC provisioning relates to both the AP placement and the type of RFSC.
Generally, coverage of an omnidirectional RFSC is maximized when the AP is placed
in a central location relative to the environment. The channel quality at any location
in the environment is determined by the distance from the AP, the number and type
of obstructions between the AP and MT, and the amount of interference from other
in-band RF cells. The characteristics of the interference depend on the type of cell.
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In a femtocell, resources are allocated to each MT and interference exists from other
femtocells and MTs in the area as well as potential interference from macrocells and
MTs associated with the macrocell. Resources are intelligently allocated to mitigate
interference; however, assigning resources requires overhead and assigned resources
that are unused affect the aggregate throughput of the system. The carrier sense
multiple access (CSMA) technique used in WiFi WLANs allows devices to only reserve
the channel when transmission is required; however there is no guarantee on the
latency of the link. These factors play a role when developing handshaking protocols
for asymmetric VLC connections where the RF channel is utilized for uplink.
4.1.2 OW Provisioning
When provisioning VLC cells, interfering APs are typically owned and deployed by
the same entity; therefore AP layout and allocation of resources can be locally planned
in a manner similar to dense RFSC deployments in universities and office environ-
ments (Florwick et al., 2013). Additionally, VLC devices in the same system can be
centrally coordinated for dynamic reconfiguration and dynamic resource allocation.
In dual-use scenarios, desired lighting levels and uniform illumination are often re-
quired to meet lighting specifications. This implies that luminaire provisioning should
be optimized for communications under the constraints of the lighting system. Pa-
rameters relating to VLC provisioning include AP position and orientation as well as
the luminaire’s emission pattern and optical signal power range.
Modern lighting systems are often deployed in a grid fashion or with strip lighting;
however the distribution of VLC APs in a hexagonal lattice structure has also been
explored (Liu et al., 2014). These three scenarios are depicted in Figure 4·2. The
latter relates to the traditional RF macrocell model and provides potential to improve
the distribution of SINR in an environment. The emission pattern affects performance
since wide emission luminaires generate better illumination uniformity while narrow
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Figure 4·2: Grid (a), strip (b), and hexagonal (c) layout of VLC APs
in a conference room setting.
emission provides better separation of cells. Since interference is related to the optical
signal, the signal range of VLC APs can also be provisioned such that the output of
the luminaire consists of a DC optical power and the VLC signal. Varying the ratio
alters the aggregate system performance since increasing signal improves performance
of MTs associated with the AP while increasing the non-signal DC component and
decreasing the VLC signal improves performance of other MTs by reducing interfer-
ence (Rahaim and Little, 2013). This is further discussed in Chapter 7.
In addition to SINR in an empty room, the distribution of VLC APs can also
effect the probability that a line of sight (LOS) path exists between an AP and
MT when obstructions are present. While OW communication is possible with a
diffuse channel where the multipath component carries the primary signal, the LOS
signal is generally multiple orders of magnitude greater than the multipath signal;
therefore, a LOS path is preferable. Figures 4·3 and 4·4 show simulated results of the
LOS coverage within an 8mX8mX4m room and an 8mX4mX4m room, respectively.
Obstructions are 0.5mX0.5mX2m boxes located at Z = 0 with uniform probability of
being at X and Y locationsi. The LOS probability, P (LOS), is averaged over 100
trials where each trial represents a random layout of obstructions. LOS probability
iObstructions may overlap in the simulated results.
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Figure 4·3: Simulated probability for the existence of a LOS path in
an 8m X 8m room with randomly distributed objects. Distributed APs
at ceiling height improve coverage.
for a given trial is defined as the ratio of the number of discrete locations that have
a LOS path to the total number of discrete locations that do not land within an
obstruction. Locations are observed over −4 ≤ X ≤ 4, −4 ≤ Y ≤ 4 (or −2 ≤ Y ≤ 2
for Figure 4·4), and 1 ≤ Z ≤ 2 at 0.2m steps in X, Y, Z.
In Figure 4·3, the grid distribution with various number of APs at a height of 3m
is compared with a centrally located AP at table height of 1m. For each scenario,
the APs are positioned to divide the room equally. When the single AP is moved to
ceiling height, P (LOS) increases because obstructions no longer shadow the entire
region behind them. Similarly, adding multiple APs in a distributed manner at ceiling
height increases the visibility of the set of APs; therefore the overall coverage improves.
In Figure 4·4, the grid, strip and hexagonal structures are compared in a similar
fashion. APs are distributed within the bounds of the room as well as outside the
observed bounds in order to provide a more fair comparison across layouts. The layout
of APs is shown in Figure 4·5 with a rectangular box representing the area under
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Figure 4·4: Simulated probability for the existence of a LOS path in
an 8m X 4m room with randomly distributed objects. The hexagonal
lattice shows some improvement over a grid layout.
investigation. Strip lighting has the highest likelihood of shadowing conditions since
these luminaires are not symmetrically distributed. Hexagonal layouts show a similar
performance to the grid and may perform better or worse depending on the distance
between APs. Hex 1 observes a 2m separation in the misaligned direction (i.e., X) and
Hex 2 observes a 2m separation in the aligned direction (i.e., Y ). In either case, the
important observation is that each of these distributed AP scenarios observe improved
coverage when compared to the single centrally located AP.
Design of the receiver and optical front end also affects performance. In particu-
lar, receivers with a very wide FOV have high likelihood of achieving a LOS signal;
however, it is also likely that a LOS path exists to interfering APs. On the contrary,
narrow FOV receivers have a lower likelihood of achieving a LOS path to multiple
APs - mitigating scenarios where interference stems from a dominant source. How-
ever, narrow FOV receivers also have a higher likelihood of being positioned such that
no LOS path exists and VLC must implement diffuse communications. These issues
are further discussed in Chapter 6. Spatial diversity techniques such as optical MIMO
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Figure 4·5: Layout of APs in the analysis from Figure 4·4.
and diversity selection utilize multiple photosensors to improve the visibility of the
receiver while limiting scenarios where multiple signals land on the same sensor.
Beyond the physical provisioning of APs, resources may also be distributed in
order to mitigate interference. This includes various time, frequency or code division
multiple access techniques where overlapping cells utilize different resources. Increas-
ing the reuse factor in an environment adds more separation between interfering
APs; however this also decreases the resources available per cell. Various resource
allocation techniques are analyzed in Chapter 6. In order to best accommodate envi-
ronments where traffic patterns vary over time, dynamic allocation allows resources
to be provisioned in relation to the current traffic demands.
4.1.3 Access Network
In the RF/OW HetNet, OW APs require network connectivity in order to relay data
to associated MTs; therefore data packets must flow between the central RF AP and
each of the OW APs. The access network allows data traffic and additional overhead
to flow throughout the system. There are various options for implementing the access
network in regards to both the physical channel and the network topology connecting
the central AP and the set of OW APs. As described in Chapter 2, PLC and PoE
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Figure 4·6: Various access network topologies.
are two candidates to implement connectivity for both lighting control and high rate
communications. The access networks topology defines how traffic can flow in the
network. PLC is a bus topology since all devices utilize the power line as a transmis-
sion medium. PoE topologies are limited by the power transmission capability of the
PoE connection since power constraints limit the number of luminaires that can be
powered by a single PoE connection. Therefore PoE is likely implemented in a star
topology powering a single luminaire per connection. Other wired connections that
are independent of the power requirement may implement tree, line, ring or hybrid
topologies - some of which are shown in Figure 4·6.
If a single link in the access network is shared between multiple OW APs, as in
the bus topology, it can become a system bottleneck. This is also the case when a
link is the only path connecting the central AP to a subset of OW APs, as in the
tree topology, since all traffic to the subset is routed through the link. The system
does not need to operate under the requirement that all OW APs are capable of
operating at full capacity simultaneously. For example, assume a system where OW
APs are either unused or at max capacity of Xb/s with P (max) = 0.5. If 4 OW
APs are connected by a bus with capacity 3X b/s, the access network is a bottleneck
when all OW APs are in use. Since this occurs 100P (max)4 = 6.25% of the time,
requirements are satisfied 93.75% of the time. If P (max) = 0.2, the access network
satisfies requirements 99.84% of the time. Beyond a certain point, additional access
network capacity provides minimal improvement.
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4.2 RF/OW HetNet: System Considerations
In the envisioned RF/OW HetNet, the higher bandwidth density OW cells add capac-
ity to the system while the RFSC alleviates potential issues relating to stand-alone
OW networks. These issues include small cell coverage area which provides the high
bandwidth density but leads to excessive overhead for highly mobile devices, suscepti-
bility to blocking due to the properties of the OW channel, and user acceptance, since
RF systems currently dominate the market. Bidirectional VLC systems also suffer
from intrusive uplink channels that produce an unpleasant irradiance from the MT.
The work within this thesis consists of RF/OW HetNet analysis under (a) static
conditions relating to fixed position MTs within statically allocated networks, and
(b) dynamic conditions relating to environments with variations in the position and
orientation of both MTs and obstructions as well as adaptive networks capable of
reconfiguration and dynamic resource allocation. This section overviews each case
and evaluates how the integrated HetNet gains the benefits of the OW network while
mitigating issues through use of the RFSC.
4.2.1 Static System
Static analysis evaluates the components of a fixed system when MTs operate without
temporal variations in their channel quality or traffic patterns. Parameters for provi-
sioning were described in the previous section; however additional decisions must be
made in regards to MT connectivity. The proposed system should be fully compatible
with conventional RF technologies (i.e., WiFi or cellular) so that MTs without OW
capabilities can operate as normal. The physical and link layer properties of the OW
connection must be evaluated for optimal use of the OW network; however, the RFSC
should not require modification to operate within the HetNet and integration of the
RF and OW networks should be handled at the higher layers of the network stack.
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Much of the work on OW to date has focused on the physical layer - specifically
in relation to point-to-point connections. Implementation of an OW network also
requires an understanding of the physical layer characteristics. The relationship be-
tween OW signal constraints, the OW channel, noise components in a received OW
signal, and MCS selection for optimal throughput ultimately determine how fast data
can be transferred from an OW AP to a MT.
Within the past few years, the focus of OW research has turned to link layer
and medium access control (MAC) protocols. Within a single OW cell, resources
should be intelligently divided in order to accommodate scenarios where multiple
MTs access the same cell. Because of the interference from signals transmitted by
neighboring cells, OW resources should also be divided amongst the OW APs within
the network. Resource allocation for shared access and channel separation requires
appropriate evaluation of the effect of interference and also the tradeoffs between
individual performance and system-wide performance. In the presence of multiple
OW cells, APs must also be uniquely identified by MTs.
At the network layer, there are two primary areas of interest in regards to im-
plementation of an RF/OW HetNet - each relating to the potential issues discussed
above. First, the use of an asymmetric RF/VLC connection has been proposed to
mitigate the intrusive uplink issue relating to VLC. In this scenario, the MT utilizes
the RF connection for uplink while the VLC connections provide additional downlink
capacity via broadcast channels. This requires implementation of asymmetric traffic
routing protocols and potential handshaking protocols that route acknowledgments
through the network to avoid excessive packet loss over the OW channel. Second,
selection between the available RF connection and OW connections (or asymmetric
RF/VLC connections) is required for a MT to maintain connectivity as long as it is in
range of the RFSC. This allows the system to compensate for LOS blockage scenarios
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by transferring downlink traffic from the OW hotspot to the RF channel. In addition,
the available RF connection allows the OW network to be marketed as supplemental
as opposed to a competing technology.
In the following analysis from (Rahaim et al., 2011), the benefit of implementing
densely distributed OW cells within the RF/OW HetNet is evaluated under static
conditions. The objective of this analysis is to display the potential performance im-
provement from adding OW cells to RFSCs with many MTs. First, queuing analysis
techniques are used to evaluate the system when high data rate traffic from multiple
MTs is offloaded to OW cells. Next, the scalability of OW cells is shown and the
effect of integrated RF/OW networks is evaluated with a comparison of the HetNet
to stand-alone RF or OW networks.
Queuing Analysis
This analysis evaluates downlink traffic for an office scenario where the environment
contains four non-contending VLC enabled light fixtures and a single WiFi channel
covering the entire space. Downlink traffic is analyzed in three cases:
• Case 1: Utilizing only the WiFi channel. The entire WiFi capacity is assumed
to be available for downlink traffic.
• Case 2: Utilizing asymmetric links where all downlink traffic is passed through
VLC. MTs are evenly distributed amongst the VLC channels.
• Case 3: Utilizing a hybrid implementation where MTs are offloaded to a VLC
channel once the WiFi channel has reached capacity.
Downlink traffic is defined as either interactive (low data rate) or streaming (high
data rate). The number of interactive and streaming MTs in the system are de-
fined as NI , NS, respectively. Each channel is evaluated as an M/D/1 queue and
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Table 4.1: Parameters for Downlink Channel Queuing Analysis
Channel Rate Packet Size Arrival Rate
R(W ) = 25 Mb/s MI = 8 Kb λI = 37.5
R(V ) = 50 Mb/s MS = 16 Kb λS = 612.5
each MT as a Poisson arrival stream with rate λI , λS [packets/second] for interactive
and streaming users, respectively. Transmission rate is dependent on the channel
type (i.e., R(W ), R(V ) [Mbit/s] for WiFi and VLC, respectively) and packet size is
dependent on user type (i.e., MI ,MS [bit] for interactive and streaming users, re-
spectively). Table 4.1 indicates values used for analysis.
Case 1 is evaluated as a single WiFi queue, Q
(W )
1 , where all arrivals are presented.
Case 2 assumes four VLC downlink channels, corresponding to four VLC queues,
Q
(Vx)
2 with x ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, each with an approximately equal distribution of the
streaming user and interactive user arrival streams. Finally, Case 3 is evaluated
as a single WiFi queue, Q
(W )
3 , and four additional VLC queues, Q
(Vx)
3 with x ∈
{1, 2, 3, 4}. In this case, all interactive user arrival streams are presented to the WiFi
queue, while streaming user arrival streams are presented to the WiFi queue until
it becomes unstable; at that point all remaining streaming user arrival streams are
equally distributed amongst the VLC queues. By summation of Poisson streams, the
following arrival rates are obtained for each queue in the i-th case with i ∈ {1, 2, 3}
λ
(q)
i = λ
(q)
I,i ·N (q)I,i + λ(q)S,i ·N (q)S,i (4.1)
where q represents the specific queue. N
(q)
I,i and N
(q)
S,i represent the number of inter-
active and streaming user arrival streams at the specified queue for the i-th case.
Expected service time, E[X
(q)
i ] [s], for a packet in each queue is defined as:
E[X
(q)
i ] =
λ
(q)
I,i ·N (q)I,i ·MI + λ(q)S,i ·N (q)S,i ·MS
λ
(q)
i ·R(q)
. (4.2)
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Assuming constant packet size (i.e., MI ,MS), the workload, ρ
(q)
i , residual service
time, T
(q)
R,i [s], and expected queuing time, E
[
T
(q)
Q,i
]
[s], for each queue are defined as:
ρ
(q)
i = λ
(q)
i · E
[
X
(q)
i
]
, (4.3)
T
(q)
R,i =
λ
(q)
i · E
[
X
(q)
i
]2
2
, (4.4)
E
[
T
(q)
Q,i
]
=
T
(q)
R,i
1− ρ(q)i
. (4.5)
It follows that the average delay of each queue, D
(q)
i [s], is the sum of the expected
time spent queuing and the expected time spent in service, such as:
D
(q)
i = E
[
T
(q)
Q,i
]
+ E
[
X
(q)
i
]
. (4.6)
Average delay of the WiFi system, DWiFi, is the average delay of the WiFi queue
from Case 1. Average delay of the asymmetric, Dasym, and hybrid, Dhyb, systems are
the weighted average of the delays from the queues in Case 2 and 3, respectively.
DWiFi = D1, (4.7)
Dasym =
∑4
x=1
[
λ
(Vx)
2 ·D(Vx)2
]
λI ·NI + λS ·NS , (4.8)
Dhyb =
λ
(W )
3 ·D(W )3 +
∑4
x=1
[
λ
(Vx)
3 ·D(Vx)3
]
λI ·NI + λS ·NS . (4.9)
Analytical results of the downlink scenario are shown in Figure 4·7 (a). A fixed to-
tal of 48 MTs are considered with varied distribution between interactive and stream-
ing users. Delay is depicted versus the number of streaming users for Cases 1, 2, and
3, labeled “WiFi”, “VLC(4)”, and “Hybrid(4)”, respectively. Results of a fourth case,
“Hybrid(8)” show an extended version of Case 3 with eight VLC channels.
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Figure 4·7: (a) Analytical results and (b) simulation results for down-
link channel analysis of a system with 48 users.
Analysis shows that Cases 1, 2 and 3 and the “Hybrid(8)” scenario become unsta-
ble at 2, 17, 22 and 42 users, respectively. When comparing the two hybrid scenarios,
it can be seen that additional VLC channels provide additional aggregate system
bandwidth, alluding to the scalability of the system. In the hybrid situations, delay
follows the curve of the WiFi only scenario until the total traffic becomes greater
than the capacity of the WiFi channel. At this point, streaming users are offloaded
to VLC channels and average delay improves until VLC channels begin to see delays
greater than that of the WiFi channel. The 22nd and 42nd streaming user causes the
first of the VLC links to become unstable in hybrid situations with four and eight
VLC channels, respectively. Simulation results are provided in Figure 4·7 (b). The
four cases are simulated and the amount of queued data over time is shown as the
number of streaming users increases (one user per second). As with the analytical
results, the cases become unstable at 2, 17, 22 and 42 streaming users.
Traffic Offloading
For system analysis, simulated results show the interaction between streaming traffic
at an AP and congestive traffic from n users utilizing the WiFi channel. Streaming
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Figure 4·8: Effective downlink throughput for a hybrid system with
ten contending users and ten streaming users with a single WiFi channel
and (a) one VLC channel, (b) multiple VLC channels.
traffic is distributed between one or more VLC channels and a single WiFi channel
in contention with the users. Regarding contention on the WiFi channel, the basic
access mechanism of the IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function is simulated
as described in (Bianchi, 2000). Figure 4·8 (a) and (b) show per channel and system
downlink throughput for a simulation with 10 contending users and 10 streaming users
requesting 0.3 Mb/s and 9.8 Mb/s, respectively. The figures observe throughput as
streaming users are offloaded from the WiFi channel to VLC.
In Figure 4·8 (a), all users share one VLC hotspot. Optimal distribution occurs
with 5 − 7 users on the VLC channel and 3 − 5 users on WiFi. At this point, the
VLC and WiFi channels are both fully utilized. This shows that traffic should not
always be offloaded to VLC. In cases where multiple MTs overload a VLC cell, the
RFSC can accommodate some of the traffic demand. In Figure 4·8 (b), each user
observes a separate VLC hotspot. Provided that the data rate of each user is less
than a VLC cells capacity, optimal distribution occurs when all users are utilizing
VLC, leaving WiFi solely for uplink traffic and showing the scalability and bandwidth
density benefits of the system. The MTs that utilize VLC hotspots are utilizing an
uncontested channel and adding new bandwidth to the system.
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Figure 4·9: Throughput comparison for WiFi only, asymmetric VLC
and hybrid systems with n contending users.
In Figure 4·9, the hybrid system with a single VLC channel is compared to a
WiFi only and asymmetric VLC system. In this simulation, VLC capacity is 50Mb/s
and WiFi capacity is 25Mb/s. Downlink throughput is shown versus the number of
streaming users (3.2 Mb/s per streaming user) where n = 10, 20, and 40 represents the
number of users contending for the WiFi channel (0.2 Mb/s per user) . This analysis
shows that the hybrid has potential to perform better than either system acting
alone. The asymmetric VLC system saturates near the VLC bandwidth independent
of uplink traffic. In both the WiFi and hybrid systems the downlink traffic saturates
dependent on the amount of uplink traffic; however the additional bandwidth of the
VLC channel allows the hybrid to reach higher system throughput.
4.2.2 Dynamic System
In a dynamic environment, device mobility and signal loss from mobile obstructions
introduce time varying characteristics of the OW link. Practical systems must seam-
lessly modify the MCS, reallocate resources, reroute traffic or alter the communication
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path in order to maintain continuous connectivity from the users perspective. Accord-
ingly, the system should either react quickly or predict the outage and preemptively
modify the connection to avoid outages that lead to loss of transmitted data. Dynamic
changes require additional overhead that also reduces system capacity; therefore per-
formance should account for signal loss and overhead related to channel monitoring
and reconfiguration. Performance can be defined by aggregate throughput, fairness
of capacity distribution amongst MTs, or the likelihood of meeting MT requirements.
In order to alleviate OW issues related to mobility and signal loss, RF/OW Het-
Nets utilize the RFSC for coverage and reliability. Given the variability of OW
connections, the RF channel is better suited for use in the control plane. Therefore,
overhead related to dynamic changes regarding MCS selection, resource allocation,
cell assignment, or network reconfiguration are coordinated via the RF connection.
Dynamic Link Characteristics
When channel quality changes, the connection between an AP and MT does not
necessarily go directly from available to unavailable. As SNR or SINR varies, higher
or lower order modulation schemes and different degrees of error control coding can
utilize the same resources with variable data rate so that the connection maintains a
reasonable error rate. Given that the SNR of an OW connection can vary greatly due
to MT location and orientation, OW APs should dynamically select a MCS technique
that optimally utilizes the available resources. This is comparable to the definition
of various MCS techniques in the IEEE 802.11 standards.
Dynamic Cell Characteristics
In practical scenarios, the number of MTs in a cell, MT rate requirements, and SINR
for a given MT are dynamic variables. As the variables change, resource requirements
for specific MTs and APs vary. Cellular networks implement dynamic resource al-
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location to accommodate variation in network traffic distribution between daytime
and nighttime hours. OW resources within indoor RF/OW HetNets requires similar
flexibility to accommodate dynamic variations in distribution of MTs in environments
such as conference rooms and lecture halls. To accommodate these variations, indi-
vidual OW APs should dynamically allocate resources amongst MTs within the cell
and the network should allocate resources amongst OW APs to mitigate interference
between cells. Resources include time, frequency, code and wavelength. Allocation
can be implemented across the same dimension for MTs and APs or in various dimen-
sions (e.g., frequency division for cells and time division for MTs within a cell). Phys-
ical properties, including signal power and physical orientation, can also be changed
to dynamically adapt to the distribution of MTs and traffic in the environment.
Dynamic Network Characteristics
In static scenarios, offloading as much traffic as possible to cells with the smallest
footprint is typically ideal; however dynamic signal conditions and MT mobility make
the ideal link selection for a MT in a multi-tier system dependent on signal quality
and temporal channel variations. In the selection between RF macrocell and RFSC,
MTs traveling at high speed (e.g., in a moving vehicle) experience rapid variation
in RFSC channel quality and are better suited for connection to the RF macrocell.
On the smaller scale of OW systems, walking through a room creates similar channel
quality variations. In addition, the directionality of OW and susceptibility to blocking
lead to rapid variations due to misalignment, obstruction, and MT rotation. The
distribution of MTs in an environment can also lead to scenarios where a specific
OW AP is overloaded and link quality is poor. In these cases, use of the RFSC can
improve the aggregate system performance.
Handover protocols allow the system to evaluate available connections and alter
a devices connection in response to variations in channel quality. When switching
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Figure 4·10: User-centric handover flow graph.
between two APs of the same type (e.g., from one OW link to another) a horizontal
handover (HHO) occurs. When switching between APs of different types (e.g., from
RF to OW), a vertical handover (VHO) occurs. Figure 4·10 shows a user-centric
handover flow graph indicating a MTs actions within the RF/OW HetNet. In this
model, the MT first accesses the network via the RF connection. It then determines
if OW links are available. Traffic is rerouted through the appropriate OW AP if the
MT discovers an available connection and the assessment determines that handover
should be initiated. Once the MT is associated with the OW AP, channel monitoring
continues to observe quality of the associated OW link while also discovering other
OW links. Assessment is continually done to determine if the current connection is
optimal or whether a switch should made to another OW connection via HHO or to
the RF connection via VHO. A subset of this model includes a model where MTs
avoid HHO and utilize the RF connection when moving between OW cells.
4.3 Chapter Conclusions
In this chapter, the RF/OW HetNet was proposed and components of the system
were described. The envisioned system integrates OW hotspots in a distributed man-
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ner within the broader coverage of an RFSC. In addition to the bandwidth density
benefits of OW, the smaller coverage area of OW cells allow APs to be distributed
locally so that interference can be planned and coordinated. This is in contrast to the
ad-hoc distribution of RFSCs which leads to unexpected interference scenarios and
requires distributed coordination amongst cells. It was also shown that distributing
APs at ceiling height improves the probability that a LOS path exists from an AP
to a MT and, accordingly, increases the coverage of the OW network. Access net-
work technologies that benefit from shared use with the lighting infrastructure were
discussed and potential access network congestion scenarios were described.
In Section 4.2, considerations for the proposed system were described in regards to
requirements for system implementation under static and dynamic conditions. Queu-
ing analysis techniques were used to show the scalability of potential OW network
capacity with an increasing number of OW APs and simulated results show how the
RFSC can be used to accommodate scenarios where MTs are clustered in the region
of a single OW AP.
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Chapter 5
Physical Layer Analysis
In order to evaluate performance of the RF/OW HetNet, underlying differences be-
tween the RF and OW physical layers are analyzed. This relates to differences in
the channel model, noise components and transmission techniques. In particular, RF
systems typically implement heterodyning where the signal is modulated onto the
electromagnetic spectrum whereas OW systems typically utilize intensity modulation
with direct detection (IM/DD) techniques where the signal is transmitted via varia-
tions in the optical power. With an optical power signal, OW modulation must utilize
real valued and strictly positive signal constraints that are not present in RF.
In addition, RF and OW constraints have driven various metrics for link char-
acterization. This chapter also compares the SNR definitions for RF and OW links
and evaluates the relationship between the various definitions. Specifically, the rela-
tionship between the average electrical power which characterizes RF links and the
average optical power that is used to characterize OW links is modulation dependent
and the relationship is shown for a range of common OW modulation schemes. This
relationship becomes important when comparing the expected performance of RF and
OW links and making decisions regarding link selection and traffic routing.
5.1 RF Communication
Radio or RF has become synonymous with wireless communication due to its wide
use in cellular, WLAN, and AM/FM radio. RF transmission encompasses use of the
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electromagnetic spectrum from a few kilohertz up to 300GHz and the properties of the
RF channel can vary depending on the range of spectrum. This work focuses on use
of the low GHz range where communication via cellular and WLAN occur. Millimeter
wave frequencies are briefly discussed - specifically relating to the 60GHz range used
by IEEE 802.11ad WiFi devices. In RF communication, the average electrical power
of the transmitted signal is constrained; therefore the RF link is characterized by the
electrical power of the received signal and aggregate disturbance (i.e., noise and inter-
ference powers). This section defines the RF channel model and noise components,
then reviews MCS techniques for WiFi WLANs and cellular devices.
5.1.1 RF Channel Model
In RF communications, the observed signal is evaluated in complex baseband - a com-
plex valued baseband equivalent of the transmitted high frequency passband signal.
Accordingly, symbol constellation points are two dimensional values represented by
real and imaginary or in-phase and quadrature-phase components. For each trans-
mitted symbol, x (t), the transmitted signal is achieved by carrier modulating the
constellation point by a carrier with frequency f0. In the frequency domain, a shift of
±f0 from baseband occurs - leading to the Hermitian symmetric real valued signal,
X (t), that is actually transmitted over the RF channel.
X (t) = real
(
x (t) ej2pifot
)
(5.1)
At the receiver, carrier demodulation occurs and the observed received signal,
y (t), is also the complex baseband equivalent of the received RF signal; therefore the
RF channel is analyzed with respect to the baseband equivalent signals,
y (t) = x (t) ∗ h (τ, t) + n (t) (5.2)
where h (τ, t) is the channel response and n (t) is the additive noise component.
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The following discusses the RF channel with transmit power constraints and ad-
ditive noise components while common MCS techniques are discussed in 5.1.2. For a
transmitted signal, X (t), the average power is defined as
Pt = lim
T→∞
1
2T
T∫
−T
X2 (t) dt (5.3)
and is directly related to the electrical power of x (t). If x (t) is zero mean, the variance
and power of x (t) are related by load resistance. Given that transmit powers are
known, path loss between APs and a specific MT is used to evaluate received signal
and interference powers. In its simplest form, the RF path is modeled by
Pr
Pt
= GrGt
(
λ
4pid
)2
= GrGt
(
c
4pifd
)2
(5.4)
where Pt and Pr are the electrical transmit and receive powers, Gt and Gr are the
antenna gains, λ and f are the wavelength and frequency of the RF carrier, d is the
distance between antennas, and c is the speed of light. Since Pr is related to the
variance of y (t) in the same way that Pt is related to the variance of x (t), the two
variances - and powers - are related by the inverse of d2. Path loss is the inverse of
the transmission equation and can be written in dB as
LdB = 20log10 (d)− 20log10 (λ) + 21.98dB− 10log10 (GtGr) + Lx
= 20log10 (d)− 20log10 (f)− 147.56dB− 10log10 (GtGr) + Lx
(5.5)
Note that the additional value, Lx, is an environment specific term. In the indoor
environment, this represents attenuation due to walls and obstructions. It is depen-
dent on the number of floors and walls that the signal passes through as well as the
type of material that they are made of. Antenna gain is the gain in the direction of
the signal with respect to an isotropic emitter or receiver. While the antenna gain
for an ideal isotropic antenna is G = 1, practical antennas do not radiate in a uni-
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Figure 5·1: Emission patterns for an ideal isotropic antenna (a) and
a di-pole antenna (b,c,d).
form pattern in all directions. Figure 5·1 depicts the normalized radiation patterns
of an ideal isotropic antenna and a commonly used dipole antenna which produces
an omnidirectional radiation pattern across the horizontal plane. In these depictions,
magnitude is normalized; however RF gain is conventionally defined as the ratio of
the power produced on the antenna’s beam axis to that of the hypothetical isotropic
source. Although the RF gain does depend on the elevation angle, it is constant along
the horizontal plane for the omnidirectional dipole antenna.
Noise in RF systems can be characterized in various ways; but analysis of symbol
error rate (SER) or bit error rate (BER) typically relates to the variance or standard
deviation of the disturbance to the received electrical signal. Thermal noise in RF
relates to random fluctuations from vibrations of electrons at a specific temperature.
Shot noise occurs due to the quantized nature of current or electron flow. These
sources are modeled as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with power spectral
density (PSD) of N0 [W/Hz]. The noise PSD is related to total received noise power
by the noise bandwidth, Bn, which is determined by the filter used at the receiver for
eliminating frequency components outside of the signal range. Noise is assumed to
have zero mean noise and a resistive load implies that the power is directly related
to the noise variance, σ2n, by the load resistance.
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5.1.2 RF Modulation and Coding
The MCS technique used for data transmission ultimately defines the achievable
throughput of point to point connection. The raw data rate can be determined
with knowledge of the MCS and symbol rate. Additionally, the relationship between
SNR and a given MCS defines error rate. Techniques and analysis for various RF
MCS techniques have been broadly explored in literature. Techniques defined in the
IEEE 802.11 WiFi specification and in cellular networks are reviewed in A.
5.2 OW Communication
When IM/DD techniques are used for OW, the constraint is often on the average
transmitted optical power rather than the electrical power constraints of RF links.
This is due to eye safety regulations for IR or lighting requirements of dual-use VLC
systems. This section evaluates OW channel and noise characteristics and evaluates
various MCS techniques that meet the constraints of the OW channel.
5.2.1 OW Channel Model
The OW signal chain is viewed as shown in Fig. 5·2. The signal chain is first dis-
cussed in the absence of noise and interference. Noise components are discussed in
Section 5.2.1 and interference effects are discussed in Section 6.1. At the transmit-
ter, a binary data stream, xb, is passed through an encoder to generate a discrete
signal, x [s]. This is then sampled with a Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) to
generate the electrical signal, xe1 (t), representing the symbol constellation. This sig-
nal may then be carrier modulated and pre-processed to generate a positive valued
electrical drive signal, xe2 (t), that ideally operates in the linear range of the optical
conversion device. This signal is used to drive one or more laser diodes (LDs) or LEDs
and generate the optical output consisting of the transmitted optical signal, x (t), and
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Figure 5·2: Signal chain for an optical communication link.
a DC optical offseti. The optical device may also incorporate additional sources that
generate an additive DC optical power offset in order to meet illumination require-
ments for VLC (e.g., a VLC enabled luminaire may use a subset of the LEDs for
communication and the remainder solely for illumination). In this model, consider
PDC,tx as the sum of these two offsets.
In the optical domain, an optical channel response, ho (t), effects the optical signal,
leading to the received optical signal power, y (t). PDC,tx observes the same channel
response such that a percentage of the optical offset power, PDC,rx, lands on the
photosensor. Additional DC optical power from ambient sources also lands on the
photosensor which combines with y (t) and PDC,rx to produce the total optical received
power, Yo (t). Interference from other OW devices would also be added at this point.
At the receiver, Yo (t) is converted back to the electrical domain, generating the
DC biased electrical signal, ye1 (t), which is amplified, carrier demodulated and filtered
to produce the received electrical signal, ye2 (t). This signal is sampled at the Analog
iDC offset and x (t) are separated such that min (x (t)) = 0 for conventional analysis of OW links.
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to Digital Converter (ADC) to generate a digital signal, y [s], that is decoded to get
the estimate of the original binary data stream, xˆb.
Digital Modulation
The digital encoder and DAC encompass digital modulation. Binary data is mapped
to the symbol constellation in the digital encoder and a continuous time, discrete level,
baseband electrical signal is generated by the DAC. The change in symbols occurs at
a maximum rate of fDAC [Hz], relating to the DAC sampling rate. The optical link
can either use baseband techniques where the symbol constellation is required to be
real valued or passband techniques where x [s] is either real or complex valued and
low frequency carrier modulation techniques are used to modulate the optical power.
Carrier Modulation
OW modulation conventionally uses baseband schemes; however passband schemes
are also possible. For baseband, carrier modulation is ignored and DC bias can be
included in the digital domain. For passband, the DAC output is carrier modulated
to generate a real valued bipolar signal. In this case, an additional DC bias must
be added to generate the unipolar signal required to convert to the optical domain.
Additional amplification or attenuation is also done to map xe2 (t) to the linear range
of the optical conversion device.
Optical Conversion
The optical conversion function, Fo (·), specifies DC response of the optical emitter:
x (t) = Fo (xe2 (t)) (5.6)
Although an LED or LD converts current to optical power, the optical converting
device may be voltage driven. This conversion is non-linear; however there is typically
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Figure 5·3: Optical conversion relating electrical input to optical out-
put for a typical optical conversion device and an ideal linearized device.
a linear or nearly linear range within the function as shown in Figure 5·3. The input
range of the device, α, can be defined so that the previous block provides a signal
that operates within the linear range. The device may alternatively incorporate pre-
equalization to linearize the response and allow the signal to maximize optical power
range, γ. Another option is to output a set of discrete level optical powers - as is the
case with binary drivers or optical DACs (Armstrong, 2013; Fath et al., 2013).
The average transmitted optical signal power is defined as
x¯ = lim
T→∞
1
2T
T∫
−T
x (t) dt (5.7)
and relates to OW characterization. Since the signal represents optical power, the con-
straint x (t) ≥ 0 must hold. Additionally, optical emitters have peak power limitations
and x (t) ≤ Xo,max must hold for the maximum instantaneous optical power, Xo,max.
Positive and peak value constraints on x (t) are discussed often, but there is also an
implied assumption that min (x (t)) = 0 and, accordingly, 0 ≤ x (t) ≤ γ ≤ Xo,max.
Given this and the potential of an additional optical offset for optical conversion to
occur in the linear range, the instantaneous optical output power of the device, Xo (t),
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Figure 5·4: Frequency response of a typical optical conversion device.
consists of a DC optical offset and the instantaneous transmitted optical signal. This
and average transmitted optical power, P¯tx, are
Xo (t) = PDC,tx + x (t) (5.8)
P¯tx = PDC,tx + x¯ (5.9)
Optical devices also have an inherent frequency response, Ff,x (f), as shown in
Figure 5·4. This defines signal gain as a function of frequency and is related to the
rate of conversion from electrical signal to optical power. The LED or LD acts as a
low pass filter due to switching speed limitations. Device bandwidth, f3dB, is defined
as the frequency that the output signal has a 3dB loss relative to the peak.
Optical Channel
The channel impulse response for an incoherent OW link, ho (t), specifies the channel
and relates transmitted optical signal power to the total optical signal power incident
on the photosensor. It consists of a LOS and multipath component:
y (t) = x (t) ∗ ho (t) (5.10)
ho (t) = ho,LOS (t) + ho,m (t) (5.11)
The OW channel also has a strong dependence on directionality and observes high
attenuation or complete blocking from path obstructions (Kahn and Barry, 1997). In
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this manner, OW channel gain is similar to that of a mmWave RF channel. The LOS
component of ho (t) is therefore defined as
ho,LOS (t) = V Ho,LOSδ (t− τ) (5.12)
where propagation delay, τ , represents time difference between emitted and received
signal, and the visibility of the link, V , is 1 when the LOS path is unobstructed and
0 otherwise. The DC LOS channel gain, Ho,LOS, is a unitless value
iidefined by
Ho,LOS =
A
d2
Ro (φ)Ts (ψ) g (ψ) cos (ψ) (5.13)
where A is the area of the photodiode, d is the distance between transmitter and
receiver, φ is the angle of emission, and ψ is the angle of arrival. The functions Ro (·),
Ts (·), and g (·) are the angle-dependent radiation pattern, filter transmissioniii, and
concentrator gain, respectively.
For analysis of OW emitters, a Lambertian transmission pattern with Lambertian
order, m, is observed such that
Ro (φ) =
m+ 1
2pi
cosm (φ) (5.14)
m = − ln 2/ ln (cos Φ1/2) (5.15)
wherem is related to the semiangle at half power, Φ1/2, as in Equation 5.15. Figure 5·5
depicts two Lambertian emitters - one with m = 1 and the other with m = 5. For
most of the analysis in this work, the filter transmission is set to unity, Ts (ψ) = 1, and
a non-imaging hemispherical concentrator with internal refractive index n is assumed
such that g (ψ) = n2/ sin2 (Ψc) for ψ ≤ Ψc.
The multipath component of the OW channel has been described with various
models. The most prevalent models being ray tracing and multi-element reflection
iiChannel gain occasionally includes electrical conversion. If so, it incorporates unit conversion.
iiiNote that Ts is wavelength dependent; therefore is dependent on Sy (λ).
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Figure 5·5: Emission patterns for a Lambertian emitter of order 1 (a)
and order 5 (b,c,d). Emitters are directed downward.
where the environment is divided into many reflectors and the impulse response is
calculated in a recursive bounce-by-bounce analysis (Carruthers and Kannan, 2002).
The later is described in detail along with a GPU accelerated model in Chapter 8.
Metrics for the multipath channel response are DC channel gain, Ho,m, and delay
spread. There are multiple ways to analyze the delay spread of a channel including
the total delay spread, relating to the maximum time interval between arrival of
significant signal energy, and RMS delay spread, τrms (Carruthers et al., 2003). These
metrics are defined as
Ho,m =
∞∫
−∞
ho,m (t) dt (5.16)
τ 2rms = E
[
(t− τ)2] = ∫ (t− τ¯)2 h2o,m (t) dt∫
h2o,m (t) dt
(5.17)
τ¯ = E [t] =
∫
th2o,m (t) dt∫
h2o,m (t) dt
(5.18)
where E [·] indicates expected value and τ¯ is the mean delay of the channel. Note
that this definition assumes a distribution of delay relative to h2o,m (t) such that
P (t = τ) =
h2o,m (τ)∫
h2o,m (τ) dt
(5.19)
Alternatively, ho,m (t) may be observed in place of h
2
o,m (t); however, the definition in
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Eq. 5.17 and 5.18 is typically used in order to provide a closer comparison to con-
ventional analysis of the RF channel since variances of the transmitted and received
optical power signals are related by h2o,m (t). Additionally, the LOS can be included
in the calculation of τrms such that ho (t) is the impulse response under consideration.
The delay spread of the channel is important for determining intersymbol inter-
ference (ISI) and is often used in determining the cyclic prefix length of an OFDM
symbol (Armstrong, 2009); however τrms is on the order of nanoseconds for typical
environments and is often assumed negligible for symbol rates of an OW link, specif-
ically in the presence of a LOS signal. Additionally, the LOS component typically
dominates the multipath component when present; therefore the approximation
ho (t) = ho,LOS (t) + ho,m (t) ≈ ho,LOS (t) (5.20)
Ho = Ho,LOS +Ho,m ≈ Ho,LOS (5.21)
is typically very good. This simplification also implies that the received SPD, Sy (λ),
is similar to that of the emitted signal. This is not necessarily the case in a multipath
environment since reflective objects have various coefficients of reflectivity for different
wavelengths. Finally, the dominant LOS path assumptions in Eq. 5.20 and 5.21
observed with Eq. 5.10 and 5.12 imply the simplified channel assumption
y (t) ≈ x (t− τ)Ho,LOS ≡ x (t)Ho,LOS (5.22)
where the equivalence is used whenever time shift is irrelevant. As shown in Fig-
ure 5·2, additional optical power from ambient sources and any additional bias from
the transmitter will also land on the photosensor such that
Yo (t) = y (t) + PDC,rx + PDC,amb = y (t) + PDC (5.23)
This assumes that other devices have a constant optical output. Variations in output
of these devices will account for interference as discussed in Section 6.1.
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Electrical Conversion
At the receiver, an electrical current is generated proportional to the total optical
power on the surface of the photodiode. This proportionality factor depends on the
SPD of light incident on the receiver and the responsivity function of the optics, R (λ),
which incorporates the wavelength-specific response of the photodiode and other op-
tical components. Responsivity to the received signal, R [A/W], is
R =
∑
λ
(Sy (λ)R (λ)) (5.24)
Note that y (t) and PDC may not have the same SPD; therefore the responsivity
to the ambient optical power, RDC , may be different. The received electrical signal
current, Is (t), and total received current are then defined as
Is (t) = Ry (t) (5.25)
ye1 (t) = Is (t) +RDCPDC (5.26)
≈ RYo (t) = Ry (t) +RPDC (5.27)
where the approximation is valid if it is assumed that the photodiode has a similar
response to signal and ambient optical power. DC electrical current from ambient
optical power, IDC , acts as an offset to electrical signal current; therefore the approx-
imation does not affect the received signal. It may, however, affect dynamic range
and shot noise calculations.
In literature, the channel model often incorporates R in channel response (Park
and Barry, 1995) such that h (t) = Rho (t) and
ye1 (t) = x (t) ∗ h (t) + IDC (5.28)
≈ x (t)H + IDC (5.29)
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where H = RHo ≈ RHo,LOS and Eq. 5.29 is valid under the assumptions from
Eq. 5.22. This model observes a unit conversion in the channel gain such that H is
defined in [A/W]. In either case, the received electrical power relates to the square of
the received optical power.
Carrier Demodulation
This block in the signal chain modifies received electrical current in amplitude and
potentially frequency in order to match the requirements for converting to a digital
signal. Given that IDC could range from a small percentage of the peak-to-peak signal
current (e.g., an otherwise dark room) to a value orders of magnitude larger than the
signal (e.g., room with sunlight), ye1 (t) should be modified to meet the requirements
of the ADC block. If a carrier was utilized as discussed above, carrier demodulation
should convert the signal to a baseband equivalent. To maximize the use of the
available ADC resolution and minimize quantization errors, ye1 (t) should ideally be
biased (e.g., DC filtered) and amplified (or attenuated) such that the peak-to-peak
range of the output signal, ye2 (t), matches the range of the ADC.
Digital Demodulation
Digital demodulation converts the analog electrical signal, ye2 (t), to a digitally sam-
pled signal, y [s]. The ADC takes samples of ye2 (t) at a rate of fADC [Hz] and the
resulting samples are decoded based on the symbol constellation. The ADC’s resolu-
tion and range can result in errors from quantization and clipping, respectively.
Bandwidth
When implementing a VLC link, it is important to note the difference between the
channel bandwidth, sampling rate, and signal bandwidth. Channel bandwidth, typ-
ically limited by f3dB, indicates the constraints of the physical channel relating to
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Figure 5·6: Comparison of baseband (top), passband (bottom right),
and baseband equivalent (bottom left) OW signals with B = f3dB.
attenuation of signal at various frequencies. Sampling rateiv, fs [Hz], constrains the
rate at which samples are generated. Signal bandwidth, B [Hz], is dependent on the
symbol rate and constellation. In an ideal system, signal bandwidth should be set
such that the channel bandwidth is optimally utilized.
To define signal bandwidth, baseband signals, passband signals, and the base-
band equivalent signal or complex envelope of the passband signal (represented in
Figure 5·6) are clarified. Baseband and passband signals are both real valued due
to Hermitian symmetry (negative frequencies of the passband signal are not shown)
and the baseband equivalent can either be real or complex valued. For real valued
signals, we define B as the minimum range of positive frequencies that contains the
main lobe of the signal. For a complex valued signal, B is defined as the full range of
frequencies containing the main lobe. In each case of Figure 5·6, B = f3dB.
Regarding sample rate, a real valued signal sampled at rate fs can represent fre-
quency components in the range
[
0, fs
2
)
without ambiguity. If the complex envelope
is sampled at rate fs, signal in the range from −fs2 to fs2 can be represented unam-
biguously. The sampled signal technically observes twice the bandwidth, but also
observes twice as many samples since each sample contains an I and Q component.
ivAssume fs = fDAC = fADC for simplicity.
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Figure 5·7: Equivalent block diagrams for the optical signal chain.
OW Noise Characteristics
Similar to RF, noise in OW typically comes from shot and thermal noise. Shot noise
can be significant as it relates to the photon arrival and depends on optical power.
Variations in the optical signal of ambient optical sources (Hauske et al., 2009) and
effects of clipping or signal distortion (Dimitrov et al., 2012), turbulence in FSO links,
or quantization error from sampling hardware can also add noise.
Since noise components occur throughout the signal chain, a simplification is made
to define equivalent noise at a specific location in the chain such that the various noise
components can be combined as a single value. Consider the total noise component,
n (t), as an additive electrical current at the output of the photosensor:
Is (t) = Hx (t) + n (t) (5.30)
I ′s (t) = Hx
′ (t) + n (t) (5.31)
This noise component has an electrical power, Pe,n, and variance, σ
2
n, that relates
to the combined equivalent noise power and variance from all noise components if
they were added at this point in the model. Since each component is conventionally
assumed as zero-mean AWGN, aggregate noise is also zero-mean AWGN with σ2n
equal to the sum of the variances from each of the components.
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Figure 5·8: Equivalent block diagrams for the variation of the optical
signal chain, observing the unbiased signal, x′ (t).
Variants of the OW Channel Model
The OW signal chain is commonly observed from the transmitted optical signal power
to the received electrical signal. Since the assumed DC channel gain applies to both
PDC,tx and x (t), the received optical power is
Yo (t) = HoXo (t) + PDC,amb (5.32)
= Ho (x (t) + PDC,tx) + PDC,amb (5.33)
= Hox (t) + PDC,rx + PDC,amb (5.34)
= Hox (t) + PDC (5.35)
These equivalent block diagrams are shown in Figure 5·7. In the overall view of the
OW signal chain, PDC,rx is simply a component of total DC optical power at the
receiver and is not relevant when considering the signal portion of SNRv.
vDC optical power does effect shot noise as discussed in Section 5.2.1.
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Figure 5·9: Transmitted and received optical power with the conven-
tional optical signal definitions, x (t) and y (t).
In the described view of OW, the positive value constraint requires x (t) to have a
DC component; therefore symbol constellations must be translated to strictly positive
values. As an alternative, consider the transmitted signal, x′ (t), as an optical power
difference - or the AC component - rather than an optical power output. It is therefore
constrained by the the peak-peak values rather than minimum and maximum. With
this definition, received signal, y′ (t), is the optical power difference at the receiver.
This allows x′ (t) to be defined as an unbiased signal:
x′ (t) = x (t)− x¯ (5.36)
y′ (t) = y (t)− y¯ (5.37)
Just as PDC,tx was defined as a component of PDC in the first view of the optical
communications signal chain, this definition allows x¯ to be defined as a component of
P ′DC as shown in Figure 5·8. This essentially allows the signal, x′ (t), to be decoupled
from the instantaneous optical power constraints under the assumption that a DC
optical power, P ′DC,tx, is capable of shifting x
′ (t) such that min
(
x′ (t) + P ′DC,tx
) ≥ 0
and max
(
x′ (t) + P ′DC,tx
) ≤ Xo,max. Figs. 5·9 and 5·10 show Xo (t) and Yo (t) for the
biased and unbiased definitions of the optical signal.
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Figure 5·10: Transmitted and received optical power with unbiased
optical signal definitions, x′ (t) and y′ (t).
The received electrical signal currents related to x (t) and x′ (t) are defined as
Is (t) = RHox (t) = Ry (t) (5.38)
I ′s (t) = RHox
′ (t) = Ry′ (t) (5.39)
An important trait in the relationship between x and x′ (as well as the corresponding
received signals) is that the variances are equivalent:
σ2x = E
[
(x− x¯)2] = E [(x′)2] = σ2x′ (5.40)
σ2y = E
[
(y − y¯)2] = E [(y′)2] = σ2y′ (5.41)
σ2Is = E
[(
Is − I¯s
)2]
= E
[
(I ′s)
2
]
= σ2I′s (5.42)
Combining the equalities above with the relationship in Equation 5.39, the relation-
ship between variance of the received electrical signal and that of the transmitted
optical signal is found to be σ2I′s = (RHo)
2 σ2x′ .
As a component in the optical signal chain from Figure 5·2, the electrical signal
currents are related to the DC biased electrical current by
ye1 (t) = Is (t) +RPDC = I
′
s (t) +RP
′
DC (5.43)
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and the electrical signal to be sampled, ye2 (t), is an amplified version of ye1 (t) with
filtering which is assumed to remove the additive DC component. Note that DC
filtering removes the entire DC component, RP ′DC , which includes I¯s. This implies
that the relevant observed signal is unbiased and proportional to x′ (t). This unbiased
view of the optical signal is not ideal for fair comparison across OW implementations
with a fixed requirement on average optical power, P¯tx; however it is relevant for
comparison with RF links in HetNet implementations and the analysis of optical
interference effects described in Section 6.1.
5.2.2 OW Modulation and Coding
MCSs for IM/DD optical communication must meet the strictly positive real-valued
requirements while limiting instantaneous optical power below Xo,max. Additionally,
IR emission must limit average optical power for eye safety purposes and dual-use
VLC systems must provide dimming capabilities such that average transmitted optical
power can vary from nearly off to nearly full power while still transmitting data.
Modulation frequency of IM/DD optical emitters is limited by the switching speed
of the optical device and the conversion speed of the optical receiver; therefore base-
band modulation schemes are often used. In these instances, average optical power
depends on the signal range and modulation scheme. Passband schemes are not com-
monly used in OW; however, they can be implemented with a low frequency modu-
lator that generates an intensity modulated carrier and have been demonstrated in
the SDVLC system described in Chapter 9. In these instances, the carrier modulates
around a bias point and the average optical power depends on this DC bias.
In this section, common OW pulsed schemes are defined along with optical OFDM
schemes that modify traditional OFDM to meet the optical constraints. Each scheme
is related to the constraints of the OW channel. In addition, optical MIMO is briefly
introduced and the use of distributed OW APs for dynamic cells is discussed.
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Pulsed Schemes
Pulsed schemes utilize discrete levels to represent symbols. On-Off Keying (OOK) is
the most basic pulsed scheme for representation of binary data where a high signal
represents a 1 bit and a low represents a 0 bit. Pulse Amplitude Modulation with order
M (MPAM) uses M amplitude levels to represent log2 (M) bits and Pulse Position
Modulation with order M (MPPM) represents log2 (M) bits by sending a single pulse
per symbol with one of M time shifts. Variable Pulse Position Modulation (VPPM) is
a technique proposed in the IEEE 802.15.7 standard for VLC where a 2PPM symbol
is used with a specified duty cycle, α, for each pulse to vary average optical signal
power. A time domain and frequency domain depiction of the schemes are shown in
Figure 5·11 and 5·12, respectively. The characteristics are defined below.
MPAM: The mth symbol, m ∈ (1, 2, ...,M), in an MPAM signal is defined as
xm,MPAM (t) = 2 (m− 1) p (t) (5.44)
x′m,MPAM (t) = Amp (t) (5.45)
Am = 2m− 1−M (5.46)
where p (t) is a pulse with period Ts and amplitude equal to half the difference between
symbols. For a symbol set ranging from 0 to γ, p (t) = γ
2(M−1) . Note that MPAM
with M = 2 is equivalent to OOK since the symbols are located at 0 and γ for x (t).
Figure 5·12a shows the frequency response of a 4PAM signal. The main lobe has
frequency components that range from DC to the symbol rate, Rsym, or equivalently,
the bit rate divided by log2 (M). If the symbols are equally weighted,
x¯MPAM =
γ
2
(5.47)
σ2x,MPAM = σ
2
x′,MPAM =
M + 1
12 (M − 1)γ
2 (5.48)
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Figure 5·11: Baseband pulsed modulation schemes for OW.
MPPM: For a MPPM signal, the data is represented in pulse shifts; therefore
the mth symbol, m ∈ (1, 2, ...,M), in a PPM signal is defined in terms of a pulse,
p (t), with period Ts/M and amplitude of γ such that the signal is always at either 0
or γ and has a time domain representation defined as
xm,MPPM (t) = p
(
t− (m− 1)Ts
M
)
(5.49)
x′m,MPPM (t) = p
(
t− (m− 1)Ts
M
)
− γ
M
(5.50)
The frequency response of the signal, in Figure 5·12b, shows large components at
harmonics of Rsym while the main lobe extends from DC to the pulse frequency (i.e.,
MRsym). The mean and variance of an MPPM signal are evaluated as
x¯MPPM =
γ
M
(5.51)
σ2x,MPPM = σ
2
x′,MPPM =
(M − 1)
M2
γ2 (5.52)
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Figure 5·12: Frequency components of a simulated series of symbols
representing (a) MPAM, (b) MPPM, and (c) VPPM.
VPPM: There are two symbols, m ∈ (1, 2), in a VPPM constellation and p (t)
represents a pulse with period αTs and amplitude of γ.
xm,V PPM (t) = p (t− (1− α)Ts (m− 1)) (5.53)
x′m,V PPM (t) = p (t− (1− α)Ts (m− 1))− αγ (5.54)
The frequency response, in Figure 5·12c, again shows the large components at har-
monics of the symbol rate; however there are two patterns. Since each signal has an
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‘on’ period of αTs and an ‘off’ period of (1− α)Ts, frequency components of pulses
with frequency Rsym/α and Rsym/ (1− α) are present and the main signal compo-
nents span from DC to the maximum of these two frequencies. Accordingly, the
required bandwidth increases as you move the dimming level away from γ/2 in either
direction. The mean and variance of an α-VPPM signal are
x¯V PPM = αγ (5.55)
σ2x,V PPM = σ
2
x′,V PPM = α (1− α) γ2 (5.56)
Optical OFDM Schemes
In order to reach higher data rates with OW, optical OFDM techniques have been pro-
posed and analyzed (Armstrong, 2009). Among other benefits, bit loading techniques
allow the signal to use frequency components far beyond the 3dB bandwidth of the
optical front end. To implement intensity modulated optical OFDM, Hermitian sym-
metry is required so that the transmitted signal is real valued. This is accomplished
by setting the negative frequency subcarriers to the complex conjugate of the data on
the positive subcarriers. In addition, positive value constraints require the signal to
be unipolar. Various adaptations have been shown; however the primary techniques
proposed for this are DC-biased optical (DCO) OFDM (Carruthers and Kahn, 1994;
Gonzalez et al., 2005) and asymmetrically clipped optical (ACO) OFDM (Armstrong
and Lowery, 2006; Armstrong and Schmidt, 2008).
With DCO, a DC offset is added after the signal is generated so that the trans-
mitted signal is positive valued. Since the original signal is a combination of various
subcarriers, the mean of the signal is dependent solely on the bias point and the
variance is set as a parameter when generating the signal. With ACO, only odd num-
bered subcarriers are used and negative values are set to 0 such that clipping noise
falls only on even subcarriers. In an ACO signal, the variance is also a parameter
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set when generating the signal and the distribution tends towards a folded normal
distribution as the number of subcarriers increases due to the negative clipping. In
either case, the variance - or electrical signal power - relates to the probability that
an an optical OFDM signal goes beyond the bounds of the available signal range.
The use of channel bandwidth as a limit leads to a common misconception re-
garding bandwidth efficiency. In literature, it is often noted that DCO-OFDM is half
as efficient as traditional OFDM. This is true when defining bandwidth efficiency
in relation to fs but not when considering f3dB as the limiting factor. For a given
frequency range (i.e., −f to f), traditional OFDM can use twice the active carri-
ers as DCO-OFDM; however, after carrier modulation the signal bandwidth of the
traditional OFDM signal is 2f and that of the DCO-OFDM signal is f .
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
Although OW MIMO techniques are not considered in this work, research in the area
has seen a great deal of recent interest. OW MIMO offers higher capacity per device
by transmitting data on multiple channels in parallel (Zeng et al., 2009). A common
technique for OW MIMO is to transmit from multiple spatially separated VLC APs to
a multi-pixel receiver or imaging receiver; however OW MIMO techniques also include
transmission via multiple optical wavelengths to a multi-pixel receiver with various
optical filters (Butala et al., 2014b). Either of these techniques can also be further
improved for signal decoding across the MIMO dimension. This includes spatial
modulation where receivers can distinguish between spatially separated APs (Mesleh
et al., 2010) and color modulation schemes including color shift keying (CSK) and
metameric modulation(Butala et al., 2012). In the vision of an OW small cell network,
spatially distributed OW APs with MIMO capabilities can be viewed as dynamic
cells. In this way, the cells can provide coverage and aggregate capacity via individual
transmission to multiple MTs or high capacity to a single MT by MIMO transmission.
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5.3 A Framework for Fair Comparison of RF and OW SNR
In digital communication systems, SNR is a metric for channel quality. Given an
AWGN channel with a specified MCS, the SER and BER are functions of SNR;
therefore, SNR is a good metric to maximize when selecting amongst various potential
network connections for optimal user-centric performance. Given specific channel
constraints, SNR is defined such that fair comparison can be made between various
link implementations or network connections. This fair comparison assumes similar
constraints across the links under observation; however link quality of two channels
with different constraints should not be compared via analysis of SNR values defined
for their specific constraints. If link quality is assumed to be the metric for resource
allocation or traffic routing in a HetNet, decisions should be made based on a metric
that is common across the various media.
In the OW field, SNR has been defined in various ways which differ from the
conventional digital communications definition since energy use is not the primary
constraint. The conventional definition, described here as SNRP¯e , is based on av-
erage electrical signal power since the signal (voltage or current) in wireline or RF
communications is subject to a power constraint in the form
E
[
X2e (t)
] ≤ C1
where Xe is the electrical signal (i.e., voltage or current), C1 is proportional to the
maximum electrical power, and E [·] is the expected value operator.
In IM/DD optical communications, the optical signal is constrained to positive
values and the transmitter has a maximum instantaneous optical power (Agrawal,
1997); therefore optical signal power is subject to the constraint
0 ≤ Xo (t) ≤ C2
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where Xo is the optical signal and C2 is the maximum instantaneous optical power of
the transmitter. Given this constraint, received electrical signal has a DC component
and received electrical power is dependent on the DC bias. In order to define SNR
such that it is independent of the bias, the fiber-optics community uses peak to peak
electrical signal (or peak to peak optical signal power) rather than received electrical
signal power when defining SNR. Consider this definition as SNRp−p.
In OW communications, average optical power is often constrained due to either
eye safety regulations for IR or lighting requirements of dual-use VLC systems. In
these systems, the additional signal constraint is in the form
E [Xo (t)] ≤ C3
where C3 is the maximum or desired average transmitted optical power (Kahn and
Barry, 1997; Komine and Nakagawa, 2004) relating to eye safety conditions in IR or
lighting requirements in VLC. For fair comparison of OW links, SNR is defined in
terms of average optical signal power. Consider this definition as SNRP¯o .
These definitions are often indicated for the specific case under investigation;
however, a clear comparison of the operating points for different SNR definitions has
not been shown. As an example, claims that OW communications operate in a higher
SNR regime than RF communications are not valid if SNRP¯o is compared directly
to SNRP¯e . Also, comparison of SNRP¯o and SNRP¯e in a HetNet does not directly
relate to link performance. Figure 5·13 depicts electrical and OW SNR versus average
current for a 16PAM scheme. The plot shows that if handover decisions regarding
link quality are made through a comparison of the optical and electrical definitions
of SNR, it is not a fair comparison of the channels. This implies that the utility
function for resource allocation requires additional information about the physical
layer implementation. In the following, the SNR definitions are compared and the
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Figure 5·13: Relationship between optical SNR and electrical SNR of
a 16PAM OW link as average received signal current increases. When
optical SNR crosses the threshold for comparison with electrical SNR of
an RF channel, the equivalent electrical SNR is well below the thresh-
old; therefore, incorrect handover decisions regarding link quality are
made when optical SNR is directly compared to the electrical SNR.
use of the various definitions are shown via error rate calculation. The resulting error
rate calculations are then compared.
5.3.1 Signal to Noise Ratio Analysis
The definition of SNR varies between RF, OW, and fiber-optics because the specific
trait under consideration is based on the constraints defined above. For the conven-
tional link, including RF, average electrical power is constrained. In this case, SNR
is defined such that the ratio of electrical signal power to electrical noise power is the
trait in which, for example, various modulation schemes are compared. Equivalently,
conventional SNR is often defined per unit hertz as the ratio of symbol energy to
noise PSD. When comparing modulation schemes, holding SNRP¯e constant allows
for fair comparison. Similarly, SNR can also be defined as the ratio of energy per bit
to noise PSD in order to fairly compare schemes with various modulation orders.
SNRP¯e =
P¯e,sig
P¯e,n
=
Es
N0
∝ Eb
N0
(5.57)
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For a given received voltage and/or current, instantaneous electrical power is
Pe (t) = V (t) I (t) = I
2 (t)Rl =
V 2 (t)
Rl
(5.58)
where the last two equalities hold true in the case of a resistive load with resistance
Rl. In this case, average electrical power is directly proportional to the mean of the
squared signal (either voltage or current). Since the variance of a zero mean signal
is equivalent to the mean of the squares and the load resistance is assumed to be the
same for signal and noise:
SNRP¯e =
P¯e,sig
P¯e,n
=
E
[
(I ′s (t))
2]
E
[
(In (t))
2] = σ2I′sσ2n = σ
2
Is
σ2n
(5.59)
where σ2n is defined in [A
2] such that SNR is independent of Rl. The signal in an
ideal conventional link is assumed unbiased since any DC component increases average
electrical power without any benefit to the signal. The last equality shows the relation
to an optical signal and is valid since variance is independent of DC bias.
In fiber-optics, the optical signal power range and, accordingly, the range of re-
ceived electrical signal current, γI , are constrained. Therefore, SNRp−p is defined as
the ratio of γI to RMS noise current or standard deviation (Dahlgren, 2000)
SNRp−p =
RPo,p−p
In,rms
=
γI
σn
(5.60)
where R [A/W] is the responsivity of the photosensor. In literature, SNRp−p is
often defined in the optical domain observing the equivalent ratio of peak to peak
optical power to noise equivalent power. For the purpose of comparison, consider the
definition in Eq. 5.60 such that all SNR definitions are in the electrical domain.
With OW communications, the average optical power is the constraint that is held
constant for fair comparison (Kahn and Barry, 1997; Carruthers, 2002). This relates
to average current in the electrical domain. In literature, the ratio of the squared
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Figure 5·14: Two 4-PAM signals with equivalent average current.
Symbol distance is less for the red signal due to the non-signal offset.
average current to noise variance is typically observed such that
SNRP¯o =
(
RP¯o,sig
)2
(In,rms)
2 =
I¯2s
σ2n
(5.61)
where P¯o,sig is the average received optical signal power from the transmitter associ-
ated with the receiver. The important observation here is that SNRP¯o is not equiva-
lent to SNRP¯e . The additional positive value constraint on optical power guarantees
I¯s > 0. The assumption that min(x(t)) = 0 and, accordingly, min(Is (t)) = 0 is nec-
essary since SNRP¯o will otherwise depend on the bias as shown in Fig. 5·14. From
visual inspection, it can be seen that the SNR and associated performance should not
be equivalent for signals shown. By observing the min(x(t)) = 0 constraint, the DC
component of the signal is distinguished from any additional offset.
For comparison, relationships between the SNR definitions are as follows
SNRP¯e =
σ2Is
I¯2s
SNRP¯o =
α2σ2Is
I¯2s
SNR2p−p (5.62)
SNRp−p =
1
α
√
SNRP¯o =
1
α
√
I¯2s
σ2Is
SNRP¯e (5.63)
SNRP¯o = α
2SNR2p−p =
I¯2s
σ2Is
SNRP¯e (5.64)
where min(Is) = 0 is assumed and the average signal current is a percentage of the
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peak to peak range such that I¯s = αγI . Note that for a given instance (i.e., modulation
scheme, range, noise variance) the various definitions can be drastically different.
5.3.2 Error Rate Analysis
A common use of SNR is in the analysis of error rate for a specific link implementation.
In this section, SER analysis techniques of the various SNR definitions are compared
for an MPAM scheme - defined in Section 5.2.2 - in order to show the various views
of link performance.
In the SER analysis of a signal constrained by average electrical power, received
signal energy for the mth symbol in the constellation, Em, and average symbol en-
ergy (ignoring resistance or assuming a 1Ω resistance), Es, are defined as
Em =
∞∫
−∞
(Amp (t))
2 dt = A2mEp (5.65)
Es = E [Em] = Ep
M
M∑
m=1
A2m =
(M2 − 1)
3
Ep (5.66)
where Ep is the energy of p (t). Minimum Euclidean distance between symbols is
d2min =
∞∫
−∞
(
I ′s,m (t)− I ′s,m−1 (t)
)2
dt =
∞∫
−∞
((Am − Am−1) p (t))2 dt (5.67)
= 4Ep = 12Es
M2 − 1 (5.68)
where the last equality comes from Eq. 5.66. Given that the first M−1 symbols have
a neighbor in the positive direction, the M − 1 symbols excluding the first have a
neighbor in the negative direction, and an error occurs when noise shifts the received
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symbol towards a neighboring symbol by dmin/2,
SERPAM =
2 (M − 1)
M
Q
(
dmin
2
√
No
)
(5.69)
=
2 (M − 1)
M
Q
(√
3Es
(M2 − 1)No
)
(5.70)
=
2 (M − 1)
M
Q
(√
3SNRP¯e
M2 − 1
)
(5.71)
where Q (·) is the Q-function for a Gaussian distribution.
In optical communications, it is assumed that the symbol constellation is biased to
meet the positive value constraint. When SER is calculated as a function of SNRp−p,
distance between symbols is related to the peak to peak received signal current, γI ,
which is independent of DC bias. For MPAM, there are M equidistant symbols over
the range γI ; therefore d = γI/ (M − 1). An error occurs if the noise current, In,
shifts the observed signal current by at least d/2 towards another symbol.
P
(
In ≥ d
2
)
= P
(
In ≤ d
2
)
(5.72)
=
∞∫
d
2
1√
2piσ2n
exp
(
−
(
x− I¯n
)2
2σ2n
)
dx (5.73)
=
∞∫
d
2σn
1√
2pi
exp
(−χ2
2
)
dχ = Q
(
d
2σn
)
(5.74)
= Q
(
γI
2 (M − 1)σn
)
= Q
(
SNRp−p
2 (M − 1)
)
(5.75)
An error occurs when In ≥ d/2 for the first M − 1 symbols and an error occurs when
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Figure 5·15: Analytical and empirical results showing SER as a func-
tion of the various SNR definitions for an OOK link.
In ≤ −d/2 for the M − 1 symbols excluding the first. Given equiprobable symbols,
SERPAM =
2 (M − 1)
M
P
(
n ≥ d
2
)
(5.76)
=
2 (M − 1)
M
Q
(
SNRp−p
2 (M − 1)
)
(5.77)
In OW, the assumption min (Is (t)) = 0 leads to a specific instance of the previous
analysis where bias is known. Given equiprobable symbols and minimum of 0, the
ratio of average power to range is α = 0.5. The relationship in Eq. 5.63 can be used
in Eq. 5.76 to calculate SER as a function of SNRP¯o . Alternatively,
d2min =
Ts∫
0
(Is,m (t)− Is,m−1 (t))2 dt (5.78)
=
1
B∫
0
(
2I¯s
M − 1
)2
dt =
1
B
(
2I¯s
M − 1
)2
(5.79)
where the symbol rate is equivalent to signal bandwidth, B, and dmin is defined as
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Figure 5·16: Analytical and empirical results showing SER as a func-
tion of the various SNR definitions for a 4-PAM link.
a function of B and I¯s. Given this definition of dmin, we can observe error rate as a
function of I¯s and σ
2
n = BN0 such that
SERPAM =
2 (M − 1)
M
Q
(
dmin
2
√
No
)
(5.80)
=
2 (M − 1)
M
Q
(
1
M − 1
√
I¯2s
σ2n
)
(5.81)
=
2 (M − 1)
M
Q
(√
SNRP¯o
M − 1
)
(5.82)
5.3.3 Results and Conclusions
The relationships in Equations 5.71, 5.77, and 5.82 define SER as a function of the var-
ious SNR definitions for an MPAM modulation scheme. In Figures 5·15 through 5·18,
the analytical curves of SER vs SNR are shown for each definition. Empirical results
of a set of Monte Carlo simulations are also provided in order to verify the analytical
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Figure 5·17: Analytical and empirical results showing SER as a func-
tion of the various SNR definitions for an 8-PAM link.
curves. In the simulations, peak optical transmit power ranges from 0.5W to 1000W,
the minimum symbol is at 0W to meet the min (x (t)) = 0 requirement, and sym-
bols are equally distributed in the range. For each value, 106 symbols are generated
and SER is calculated observing ideal placement of the demodulation decision points.
The simulation parameters are Ho = 10
−7, R = 0.28A/W, and σn = 10−7A. The dB
value for SNR is evaluated as 10log10 (SNR) for each SNR definition since SNRp−p
is typically defined in terms of peak to peak optical power. Given that the definition
in Equation 5.60 relates to electrical current (i.e., signal amplitude), the dB value for
SNRp−p may alternatively be defined as 20log10 (SNRp−p).
For each resulting point, simulated SER is plotted against each of the three SNR
values for the specific instance. For example, the last point in the 4PAM simulation
shown in Figure 5·16 gave a simulated SER of approximately 10−4. For this one
instance, the peak to peak, electrical, and OW SNR values were 13dB, 18dB, and
21dB, respectively. As another example, the last observed point in Fig. 5·18 shows
that the SER of the link observing approximately 440W peak power is approximately
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Figure 5·18: Analytical and empirical results showing SER as a func-
tion of the various SNR definitions for a 16-PAM link.
3× 10−5. For this instance, the definitions of SNRp−p and SNRP¯e have about 10dB
difference and SNRP¯o is about 4dB higher than SNRP¯e .
Figure 5·15 as well as Equations 5.71 and 5.82 shows that SNRP¯e = SNRP¯o for
the case of an OOK signal (i.e., MPAM when M = 2). This can be proven through
analysis of the variance when symbols are defined as Is,1 = 0 and Is,2 = 2I¯s, each
occurring with probability of 0.5.
σ2Is = E
[
Is (t)
2]− E [Is (t)]2 (5.83)
= 0.5
(
2I¯s
)2 − (I¯s)2 = I¯2s (5.84)
Analyzing this relationship and Eq. 5.62, it can be seen that the equality of variance
and I¯2s implies the equality of SNRP¯e and SNRP¯o . translated into similar definitions.
The figures show a wide range of differences in the evaluation of SNR for each
of the various definitions. Since the relationship between electrical and OW SNR
depends on the variance, it is particularly important to note that the relationship is
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modulation dependent. This implies that comparison of an RF and OW link under
different constraints requires a knowledge of modulation schemes in use. This is not
ideal for higher layer analysis where the lower layer implementations are often left
ambiguous to simplify the system analysis.
5.4 Chapter Conclusions
In this chapter, physical layer properties of RF and OW links were defined and char-
acterization parameters of each were analyzed in an evaluation of various SNR defi-
nitions. In order to provide a fair comparison between RF and OW links, a variant
of the conventional OW signal chain model was developed which relates the OW
connection to the constraints of an RF link. SNR values were also related and the
relationship was shown to be modulation specific. Error rate calculations were de-
rived for an MPAM signal with respect to each of the SNR definitions and results
showed that a given instance can have a difference of 3-5dB between the OW and RF
or electrical SNR definitions.
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Chapter 6
Link Layer Analysis
In practical wireless networks, connections require reliability in the presence of ran-
dom disturbances and dynamic channel conditions as discussed in Chapter 5. In
addition to the disturbances from noise, multiple simultaneous connections on the
same channel lead to interference that must also be mitigated in order to assure reli-
able connectivity. At the link layer, this reliability is provided through coordination
between the ends of a connection and through coordination amongst the various con-
nections attempting to use the same medium. Since RF and OW are non-interfering,
the integration of OW within an RF/OW HetNet does not require changes to the
techniques for coordination amongst devices using the RF channel. However, coordi-
nation between devices using the OW connection requires additional consideration.
In order to maintain connectivity between two devices in the presence of random
disturbances, handshaking techniques are used to negotiate between nodes and de-
termine if the transmitted data was received accurately. When a MT is receiving
packets from an OW AP, acknowledgments should be sent to the AP and retrans-
mission should occur if the acknowledgment is not received - improving reliability of
the lower layers and mitigating packet retransmissions throughout the network. The
potential techniques for handshaking on the OW connection depend on the implemen-
tation. When the OW link is bidirectional, conventional handshaking techniques can
be used for acknowledgments and retransmissions. In the view of OW as a broadcast
medium, the connection between OW AP and the MT is unidirectional. The lack of
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an uplink from the MT to the OW AP makes conventional handshaking techniques
infeasible at the lower layers; however potential handshaking techniques are discussed
in relation to various proposed network architectures in Section 7.1.
This chapter focuses on interference analysis and techniques to mitigate interfer-
ence from various simultaneous connections on the OW medium. In Section 6.1, RF
and OW interference models are defined and common assumptions about the use of
SINR for performance analysis are evaluated. The relationship between OW con-
straints and interference are derived along with bounding conditions for aggregate
interference and SINR given average and peak value constraints. The assumption of
Gaussian interference is also analyzed and the effect of inaccurately assuming Gaus-
sian interference is shown to drastically effect expected performance. In Section 6.2,
multi-user coordination techniques are presented in relation to resource allocation
amongst MTs within the coverage of a single OW AP as well as amongst various OW
APs with overlapping coverage.
6.1 Evaluating Interference Models for RF and OW
When evaluating system performance, interference is often a primary component of
the channel disturbance. In the evaluation of OW connections within RF/OW Het-
Nets, appropriate optical interference analysis techniques must be established. In-
tersymbol and intrasymbol interference has been discussed in work relating to the
OW physical layer (Komine and Nakagawa, 2004; Grubor et al., 2008). The work in
this thesis focuses on co-channel interference from neighboring APs, which becomes
important when provisioning dense OW cells. In OW systems, interference occurs at
the MT when signals from multiple APs land on the photosensor as shown in Fig-
ure 6·1. The novelty of directional cells with very localized coverage is that AP layout
is determined by the local entity and interference between OW cells can be evaluated
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Figure 6·1: A 2D view of the VLC environment displaying emission
angles, φi, reception angles, ψi, and receiver rotation, ω.
in the provisioning process at the local level. MT rotation adds complexity to the
environment since rotation affects the signal strength and the number of interferers
with a LOS path to the MT. Since MT position and rotation are not known a priori,
system provisioning often evaluates SINR at the working surface assuming an upward
facing MT. Just as SNR is observed when evaluating a communication link in the
presence of disturbances due to noise, SINR is an important metric when provisioning
wireless APs and analyzing wireless network performance.
In order to define SINR in a way that is compatible with definitions for SNR, the
disturbance due to interfering signals is conventionally evaluated as the variance of
the aggregate interference signal and assumed to be Gaussian. There are two distinct
differences when comparing OW interference analysis to that of RF networks. First,
conventional RF communications observe a zero-mean signal with constraints on the
average electrical power; therefore the variance can be directly defined in terms of the
constraints. In OW, the signal is constrained by maximum peak to peak amplitude
and average optical power requirements; therefore the variance of an OW signal with
given constraints cannot be directly defined without knowledge of the specific MCS.
Second, RF interference is typically the aggregation of many individual interferers;
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therefore the central limit theorem (CLT) allows interference to be accurately modeled
as Gaussian with variance equal to the sum of the variances of individual interferers.
In scenarios like OW where a small number of interferers are dominant, the Gaussian
assumption is not always valid and the interfering signal is more accurately modeled
by the distribution of the dominant interferer or interferers.
In recent publications, OW SINR is defined in one of two ways. In one set, SINR
is defined so that the signal and disturbance from optical interferers each relates to
electrical power (Ghimire and Haas, 2012; Bykhovsky and Arnon, 2014). In this
case, disturbance is characterized by its variance; but SINR does not relate to OW
constraints. Alternatively, SINR is defined where the signal and disturbance are both
related to the squared average optical power (Stefan and Haas, 2014; Liu et al., 2014).
This definition characterizes the signal and interferers in terms of the OW constraints
but does not accurately generalize the effect of interference. In this section, SINR
definitions are presented, the relationship between variance and OW constraints is
defined and bounded, and the Gaussian interference assumption is evaluated.
6.1.1 Signal to Interference Plus Noise Ratio
Interference in OW systems occurs in situations when signals from various sources
land on the same sensor. Besides the case of neighboring APs with cell overlap, it can
also occur in other scenarios including multi-tier VLC implementations (Borogovac
et al., 2010) or wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) implementations when the
SPD of a non-signal emitter overlaps with the spectral response of the filter corre-
sponding to the signal of interest (Butala et al., 2014b). In systems where co-channel
interference is present, accurate performance analysis requires evaluation of the dis-
turbances due to both noise and interference. Network interference is commonly
modeled as Gaussian when it is the accumulation of many independent signals where
no individual signal dominates (Win et al., 2009). In such scenarios, the CLT ap-
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plies and the variance of the aggregate interference current, σ2e,int [A
2], can be used
in the definition of signal to interference ratio (SIR). For consistency with the SNR
definition in Equation 5.61, OW SIR is defined as
SIR =
(
RP¯o,sig
)2
σ2e,int
=
I¯2s
σ2e,int
(6.1)
In systems where the signal disturbances due to interference and noise are on the
same order of magnitude, SINR is the metric of interest. In RF networks, SINR is
conventionally defined as
SINRPe =
Pe,sig∑
i 6=sig Pe,i + Pe,n
=
σ2e,sig
σ2e,int + σ
2
n
(6.2)
where Pe,i indicates the average received electrical power from the i
th transmitter,
σ2e,int =
∑
i 6=sig σ
2
e,i is the variance of the aggregate interference, and σ
2
e,i is the vari-
ance of the received electrical signal from the ith transmitter. In the presence of
many interferers, σ2e,int has a Gaussian distribution due to the CLT and the aggregate
disturbance is also Gaussian with variance σ2 = σ2e,int + σ
2
n.
In the conventional definition, interfering signals are parametrized in the same way
as the true signal. Following this method, the OW SINR definition found in (Stefan
and Haas, 2014) and (Liu et al., 2014) is:
SINRPo =
(
RP¯o,sig
)2∑
i 6=sig
(
RP¯o,i
)2
+ σ2n
(6.3)
SINRPo =
(
RP¯o,sig
)2(∑
i 6=sig RP¯o,i
)2
+ σ2n
(6.4)
where P¯o,i indicates the average received optical power from the i
th transmitter. In
these definitions, the denominator no longer characterizes the variance of the distur-
bance in a general case. Section 6.1.2 shows that these SINR definitions approximate
the variance of the aggregate interference with a value that may be greater or less
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than the true variance and, accordingly, the SINR value may underestimate or over-
estimate performance depending on the modulation of the interferers.
The following is compatible with the OW SNR definition and uses interference
variance so that the denominator equates to variance of the aggregate disturbance:
SINR′Po =
(
RP¯o,sig
)2
σ2e,int + σ
2
n
=
(
RP¯o,sig
)2
R2
∑
i 6=sig σ
2
o,i + σ
2
n
(6.5)
This relates optical signal power of the associated transmitter to the variance of
the aggregate electrical disturbance; however the relationship between σ2o,i and the
constraints of the ith channel is modulation dependent.
6.1.2 Bounding Interference and SINR in OW
Variance of individual OW interference signals should be known to evaluate Equa-
tion 6.5. As discussed in Chapter 5, the relationship between σ2o and y¯ is modulation
dependent; therefore calculating interference variance requires knowledge of the av-
erage optical power and modulation scheme. This is shown by an MPAM signal with
equally weighted and equidistant symbols in the range 0 to 2y¯. Evaluation of Equa-
tion 5.48 with peak value 2y¯ gives the following and shows that the relationship is
dependent on the modulation order and, accordingly, modulation scheme.
σ2o,MPAM =
M + 1
3 (M − 1) y¯
2 (6.6)
The idea that σ2o can be bounded by y¯
2 is disproven with the contradictory scenario
of VPPM. Given a VPPM signal with duty cycle α, the peak value of y¯/α is used to
evaluate Equation 5.56 and achieve the following:
σ2o,VPPM =
1− α
α
y¯2 (6.7)
Here, a specified y¯ can be achieved with any α in the range 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 if a peak value
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Table 6.1: OW Transmit and Receive and Parameters
Parameter Tx Side Rx Side
Optical Power Xo (t) Yo (t) = HoXo (t)
Optical Signal Power x (t) y (t) = Hox (t)
Max Optical Power Co,tx,max Co,max = HoCo,tx,max
Min Optical Signal Power Xmin Ymin = HoXmin
Max Optical Signal Power Xmax Ymax = HoXmax
Avg. Optical Power Po,tx Po = HoPo,tx
Avg. Optical Signal Power x¯ y¯ = P¯o,sig = Hox¯
Max Avg. Optical Power Co,tx Co = HoCo,tx
constraint is not given. With this relationship, σ2o,VPPM/y¯
2 can range from 0 to ∞.
Therefore, y¯ alone can not bound the variance of the interfering signal.
Although variance can not be bounded with only knowledge of y¯, bounds can be
derived when peak constraints are known. First, a simplified signal chain model is
presented for the parameters summarized in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. For an instantaneous
optical power, Xo (t) [W], with non-negative output and maximum optical power
constraint, Co,tx,max, the transmit constraint 0 ≤ Xo (t) ≤ Co,tx,max must hold. Given
a potential added bias in order to meet a specific average optical power requirement,
define Xmin and Xmax as the minimum and maximum optical signal values such that
x (t) = Xo (t)−Xmin. Given these definitions, min (x (t)) = 0 and the instantaneous
emitted optical power and optical signal power are constrained as follows:
0 ≤ Xmin ≤ Xo (t) ≤ Xmax ≤ Co,tx,max (6.8)
0 ≤ x (t) ≤ Xmax −Xmin ≤ Co,tx,max (6.9)
In addition to the peak constraints, the OW channel is subject to an average op-
tical power constraint, Co,tx. Define average emitted optical power, Po,tx = E [Xo (t)]
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Table 6.2: Additional Parameters
Parameter Variable
Channel Gain Ho
Photodiode Responsivity R
Noise Variance σ2n
Optical Signal Variance σ2o
and average emitted optical signal power, x¯ = E [x (t)] in order to clearly distinguish
between the values. In IR systems, regulations are such that average optical power
can not exceed the maximum. In VLC systems, the lighting requirement specifies av-
erage optical power. This can be achieved by either setting the average optical signal
power to the specified value or setting it lower and adding a DC optical power offset
to meet the required specification; therefore, the average optical power constraint is
x¯ = E [x (t)] ≤ Co,tx (6.10)
Assuming a DC LOS channel gain, Ho, as defined in 5.13, the constraints at
the transmitter can be directly related to the receiver side parameters (described in
Table 6.1) as shown below.
0 ≤ Ymin ≤ Yo (t) ≤ Ymax ≤ Co,max (6.11)
0 ≤ y (t) ≤ Ymax − Ymin ≤ Co,max (6.12)
y¯ = E [y (t)] ≤ Co (6.13)
Although channel constraints relate to the transmitter, link performance is de-
termined by these associated constraints at the receiver. Given these peak to peak
constraints, bounding conditions can be applied to the variance. Popoviciu’s inequal-
ity bounds the variance of a signal that is constrained by a maximum and minimum
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value (Popoviciu, 1936). This bound can be tightened with additional knowledge
of the mean. The following bounds are derived with variations of the Bhatia-Davis
inequality (Bhatia and Davis, 2000):
1. Define a signal, z (t) = Yo (t)− 12Co,max such that its magnitude is bounded by
1
2
Co,max from Equation 6.11 and, accordingly, z (t)
2 ≤ 1
4
C2o,max. The signals Yo,
y, and z have equivalent variance that is bounded as follows:
σ2o = E
[
z2
]− E [z]2
≤ C
2
o,max
4
− E [z]2
=
C2o,max
4
−
(
Po − Co,max
2
)2
= PoCo,max − P 2o
(6.14)
2. In the case where an average optical power requirement is defined as a per-
centage of the maximum value constraint, Po = αCo,max, the inequality from
Equation 6.14 can be rewritten:
σ2o ≤ α (1− α)C2o,max (6.15)
3. Repeating step 1 with z (t) = y (t) − 1
2
Co,max and observing the constraints of
Equation 6.12, the following bound is found in terms of y¯ and is equivalent to
Equation 6.14 when no additional bias is added (i.e., Xmin = 0):
σ2o ≤ y¯Co,max − y¯2 (6.16)
4. Repeating step 1 with z (t) = y (t)− 1
2
(Ymax − Ymax) and observing the tighter
constraints of Equation 6.12:
σ2o ≤ y¯ (Ymax − Ymin)− y¯2 (6.17)
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5. Bounds 1-4 are specific cases of the Bhatia-Davis inequality. When min, max
and mean are known, the bound is formally defined by:
σ2o ≤ (Ymax − Po) (Po − Ymin)
= (Ymax − αCo,max) (αCo,max − Ymin)
(6.18)
Equations 6.14 through 6.18 bound the variance of interfering OW signals in vari-
ous ways, depending on known constraints. If the evaluation assumes no knowledge of
the signal, Equations 6.14 and 6.15 provide bounds based on constraints of the chan-
nel. If signal constraints are defined (i.e., Ymin, Ymax, and/or y¯), Equations 6.16, 6.17,
and 6.18 can potentially provide a tighter bound. If the interfering signal is specified,
σ2o can be evaluated directly. Note that each inequality becomes unbounded if the
average value is the only constraint and the other parameters are allowed to go to
infinity (with the exception that σ2o = 0 when y¯ = 0, Po = 0, α = 0, or α = 1).
Additionally, Equation 6.17 shows that σ2o ≤ y¯2 is, in fact, the bounding condition
when the peak to peak optical signal power is assumed to be 2y¯.
Given that variance of the interference from a single source is upper bounded, an
upper bound on the variance of the aggregate interference can also be defined. As-
suming that interfering signals are independent, the variance of the aggregate optical
interference, σ2o,int, is the summation of the variances of the individual interferers and
can be bounded in relation to the inequalities in Equations 6.14 through 6.18. As an
example, the following inequality is defined in relation to Equation 6.14:
σ2o,int ≤
∑
i 6=sig
(
Po,iCo,max,i − P 2o,i
)
=
∑
i 6=sig
H2o,i
(
Po,tx,iCo,tx,max,i − P 2o,tx,i
) (6.19)
where the second equality shows the bound when constraints are defined at the trans-
mit side. If Po is defined as a percentage of the maximum value constraint, the
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following is similarly defined in relation to Equation 6.15:
σ2o,int ≤
∑
i 6=sig
αi (1− αi)C2o,max,i
=
∑
i 6=sig
H2o,iαi (1− αi)C2o,tx,max,i
(6.20)
When P¯o,sig and σ
2
n are known, SINR
′
Po
as defined in Equation 6.5 can be lower
bounded with any upper bound on σ2o,int. Given the variance bounds in Equations 6.19
and 6.20, the following SINR bounds can be defined:
SINR′Po ≥
(
RP¯o,sig
)2
R2
∑
i 6=sig
(
Po,iCo,max,i − P 2o,i
)
+ σ2n
(6.21)
SINR′Po ≥
(
RP¯o,sig
)2
R2
∑
i 6=sig
(
αi (1− αi)C2o,max,i
)
+ σ2n
(6.22)
If the maximum is constant, Co,tx,max,i = C, for all APs, the SINR bound can be
defined in relation to the interferer channel gains and averages as a percentage of C.
SINR′Po ≥
(
RP¯o,sig
)2
R2C2
∑
i 6=sig (H
2
i αi (1− αi)) + σ2n
(6.23)
Given that SINR is also bounded from above by the OW SNR with equivalent P¯o,sig
and σ2n, a performance range can also be defined with SINR between the bounds
derived here and the OW SNR.
While bounding SINR′Po will not provide a definitive performance evaluation,
there are key areas where bounds can provide valuable information. In particular,
evaluating bounds on σ2o,int will indicate conditions where disturbances due to noise
are guaranteed to dominate the disturbances due to interference. If R2σ2o,int is upper
bounded by a value much less than a known σ2n, then the effect of interference can be
ignored and performance evaluation in regards to SNRPo is suitable. SINR bounds
can also be used in the evaluation of HetNets. Given an OW link with a lower bound
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on SINR, a minimum performance can be guaranteed. When comparing to an RF
link with known performance, the OW link is guaranteed to outperform the RF link
in scenarios where the OW link performance as evaluated with the bound is better
than that of the RF link. However, the reverse can not be definitively stated since the
OW link may still outperform the RF link in scenarios where the RF link performance
is better than the OW link performance as evaluated with the bound on SINR. In
this case, OW link performance as evaluated with OW SNR can be compared to the
RF link performance. In order to analyze the bounds described above, true variance
for a variety of common OW modulation schemes is evaluated and compared to the
bounding conditions.
Pulsed Scheme Evaluation
The bounds are first evaluated in relation to variance of pulsed modulation schemes.
Figure 6·2 shows variance of MPAM and VPPM signals, defined in Equations 6.6
and 6.7, as well as variance of traditional MPPM signals, defined as
σ2o,MPPM = y¯
2 (M − 1) (6.24)
Modulation parameters Ymin and Ymax are defined so that y¯ is maximum given the
constraints on Po and Co,max as well as the constraints of the modulation scheme.
VPPM: By varying duty cycle according to α, VPPM signals achieve the full
range of Po values with Ymin = 0 and Ymax = Co,max. This implies y¯ = Po = αCo,max
and, applied to Equation 6.7, that the variance of the VPPM signal equates to the
Bhatia Davis bound as defined in Equation 6.15. It can also be seen that y¯2 under-
estimates the variance when α < 0.5 and overestimates when α > 0.5.
MPPM: For equally weighted MPPM signals, Ymax is constrained by MαCo,max
when α < 1
M
and Ymin is constrained by
Mα−1
M−1 Co,max when α >
1
M
. When α = 1
M
,
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Figure 6·2: Relationship between variance bounds (Popovicious and
Bhatia David) and calculated variance for various baseband modulation
schemes. P 2o is the line indicating the squared average optical power.
the signal spans from 0 to Co,max and the variance of the signal equates to the Bhatia
Davis bound as defined in Equation 6.16 since Co,max = My¯. In the cases where
Ymin = 0, y¯
2 again underestimates the variance of MPPM signals.
MPAM: In an equally weighted MPAM constellation, the peak to peak sig-
nal range is limited to twice the minimum distance between Po and a boundary;
therefore, Ymax is constrained by 2αCo,max when α < 0.5 and Ymin is constrained by
(2α− 1)Co,max when α > 0.5. When α ≤ 0.5, it can be seen that the variance of
an OOK signal follows P 2o . For any value of Po where Ymin = 0 and Ymax = 2Po,
Equation 6.18 bounds variance by P 2o . In this case, y¯ = Po since Ymin = 0 and y¯
2 is
in fact the upper bound on variance which equates to the variance of an OOK signal.
Optical OFDM Evaluation
In Figures 6·3 and 6·4, the bounds are compared to empirically determined post-
clipping variances for DCO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM. For both DCO and ACO, 64
subcarriers are used and the active subcarriers implement 16QAM. Post-clipping vari-
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Figure 6·3: Relationship between variance bounds and simulated vari-
ance for DCO signals with various pre-clipping electrical powers.
ance of the OFDM signals are shown for various pre-clipping electrical powersi. The
simulation is averaged over 1000 iterations of each combination of pre-clipping electri-
cal power and desired DC optical power scaled from well below the minimum clipping
point to well above the maximum. At each iteration, a random OFDM signal is gen-
erated and normalized for the specified electrical power. The signals are then biased
to achieve the desired average optical power. Finally, the signals are clipped before
calculating the true mean and variance. Figures 6·3 and 6·4 show the true variance
relative to the true mean.
The results show that both DCO and ACO techniques fall well below the Bhatia-
Davis bound for practical pre-signal electrical powers. At 10dBm and 15dBm, there
is a range of α where the variance is relatively constant. At these points, the signal
fits within the boundaries of the OW constraints and minimal clipping occurs. At
20dBm, the DCO and ACO signals have minimal clipping at α = 0.5 and α ≈ 0.2,
iElectrical power is defined as E
[
(y′)2
]
. The dBm values are relative to maximum achievable
electrical power given the peak constraint in Equation 6.12.
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Figure 6·4: Relationship between variance bounds and simulated vari-
ance for ACO OFDM signals with various pre-clipping electrical powers.
respectively. However, shifting the desired average above or below these points can
lead to large percentages of the signals being clipped. At 25dBm and 30dBm, the
signals see large clipping regardless of α. Although the variance of the 10dBm and
15dBm signals fall well below the Bhatia-Davis bound, variance can be above or below
y¯2 depending on the specified value of α.
SINR Comparison
Figure 6·5 displays the CDF of interference plus noise as the number of interferers
becomes large and the distribution becomes Gaussian due to the CLT. The results
show N combined 4PPM signals and N combined 4PAM signals with y¯i = y¯ =
1
4
Co,max∀i in order to keep the mean of the aggregate interference as approximately
Ny¯ for both scenarios. The results in Figure 6·5 are determined with N = 50 to
show the distributions once they have become Gaussian. The aggregated signals
are observed over 10000 random symbol combinations and the CDF is empirically
evaluated.
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Figure 6·5: Empirical distribution of the signal from N interferers plus
noise in relation to Gaussian distribution where σ2o,i = y¯
2 and Gaussian
distribution where σ2o,i is bounded by Equation 6.16 with Co,max = 4y¯.
Two Gaussian CDFs for σ2o,i = y¯
2 and σ2o,i = y¯Co,max− y¯2 are also shown for com-
parison. The Bhatia-Davis bound uses Co,max = 4y¯ in order to meet the maximum
value requirement of a 4PPM signal. Noise power is consistent across all scenarios
and is set so that the interference is the dominant source of disturbance. Responsivity
is set to R = 1. The results show that the Gaussian with σ2o,i = y¯
2 provides a poor
generalization since the distribution can vary drastically in either direction depend-
ing on the modulation scheme. Observing the bounding condition overestimates the
disturbance from PAM; however it provides a tight worst case scenario for the dis-
turbance if only the OW constraints are known. Given knowledge of the underlying
modulation, interference is best modeled by the properties of the actual signal.
Figure 6·6 shows the evaluated SINR with interference modeled as the variance of
the interfering signals for MPPM and MPAM. The SINR bound from Equation 6.21
is also shown along with the SINR evaluated with the approximation σ2o,i = y¯
2 and
with the definition from Equation 6.4. As with the previous figure, it can be seen
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1
50
y¯sig∀i 6= sig and σ2n = 11000 y¯2sig. SINR is shown for
variance approximated by y¯2i , aggregate variance approximated by the
squared average interference power, variance bounded by the Bhatia-
Davis bound, and true variance of MPAM and MPPM signals.
that approximations directly relating to y¯ can either underestimate or overestimate
performance depending on the modulation scheme. The bounding condition underes-
timates performance in many cases, but will always provide a minimum performance
given the OW constraints.
6.1.3 Evaluating the Gaussian Interference Assumption in OW
The second key assumption commonly observed in performance analysis is that ag-
gregate interference is Gaussian. This is inaccurate in many scenarios where a single
dominant interferer exists. Figure 6·7 compares the Normal distribution to a scenario
where interference follows the distribution of a dominant interferer implementing
4PAM. This work evaluates when Gaussian interference is a valid assumption in OW
systems (Rahaim and Little, 2015a) and also demonstrates use of interference to noise
ratio (INR) for performance analysis.
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Figure 6·7: Performance analysis assuming Gaussian interference is
inaccurate in the presence of a dominant non-Gaussian interferer.
In order to optimally provision OW layout, appropriate analysis should be used to
evaluate interference in a given environment. Defining and analyzing decision metrics
for dynamic resource allocation also requires accurate interference models. Given the
range of operating conditions stemming from potential MT location and rotation, the
effect of interference varies throughout the environment and a Gaussian interference
model does not always provide an accurate performance evaluation. Cell overlap can
be used constructively if the system of luminaires is coordinated and MIMO or spatial
modulation (SM) techniques are used (Zeng et al., 2009; Mesleh et al., 2010); however
this coordination is not trivial and the implementation of independent links between
multiple APs and multiple MTs offers great potential for improvement in aggregate
system throughput (Rahaim and Little, 2015b).
Given Gaussian interference, SNR, SIR and SINR can be used interchangeably in
order to evaluate performance of a link with disturbances from noise, interference, or
both, respectively. SNR provides an accurate evaluation when disturbances are noise
dominant. SIR provides an accurate evaluation when disturbances are interference
dominant. SINR should be used when the disturbances from both noise and interfer-
ence are on the same order of magnitude. In scenarios where a single interferer or a
small number of interferers dominate the aggregate disturbance, CLT does not apply
and interference is more accurately modeled by the distribution of the dominant in-
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Figure 6·8: Normalized distribution of baseband pulsed modulation
schemes compared with a standard Normal distribution.
terferer or interferers. In this case, it is beneficial to define the interference to noise
ratio (INR) of the ith transmitter asii
INRi =
(
RP¯o,i
)2
σ2n
(6.25)
where i 6= sig and INR of the dominant interferer is equal to the maximum INR over
all non-signal APs.
Modulation Distribution Comparison
Figure 6·8 compares the normalized distributionsiii of various pulsed modulation
schemes with the standard Normal distribution. Time domain distributions of com-
mon OW OFDM techniques are shown in Figure 6·9 in order to evaluate the effect of
such signals on pulsed schemes in environments where various modulation techniques
iiINR is conventionally defined in terms of average electrical interference power. In the OW anal-
ysis, it is defined in terms of
(
RP¯o,i
)2
in order to observe constraints on P¯o,i and remain consistent
with the SNR definition in Equation 5.61.
iiiThe normalized distribution of the signal x is defined as x−µxσx where µx and σx are the mean
and standard deviation, respectively.
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Figure 6·9: Normalized distribution of time domain samples for
DC biased optical OFDM (DCO) and asymmetrically clipped optical
OFDM (ACO) compared with a standard Normal distribution.
are used (e.g., when each AP independently determines MCS based on link quality).
Note that modulation schemes such as VPPM and ACO OFDM are not symmetri-
cally distributed about the mean, implying that distributions have higher likelihood
of shifting a signal in a certain direction and the optimal decoding decision points are
not the same as in the presence of strictly Gaussian disturbances. While DCO OFDM
signals with many subcarriers are Normally distributed, clipping in optical OFDM
generates truncated Normal distributions and analysis is affected to various degrees
depending on the clipping range. Although DCO signals observe a Gaussian distri-
bution, interference is not necessarily white due to various bit loading and bandwidth
extension methods as well as the frequency response of the optical emitters.
Error Rate Comparison
If the disturbance is dominated by a single interferer with a distribution shown in
Figure 6·8 or 6·9, the probability that a symbol error occurs due to a constellation
point being shifted beyond a decision point can drastically differ from that of an
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Figure 6·10: Relative error in theoretical error rate of an OOK signal
in the presence of interference from another OOK signal when using
SINR and assuming Gaussian interference.
assumed Gaussian distribution. In order to show the effect of an inaccurate use of the
Gaussian assumption, the following evaluates the difference in theoretical BER for an
OOK signal in the presence of a single dominant interferer that is also implementing
OOK. True BER is derived for four equiprobable received values (0, 2Po,int, 2Po,sig,
and 2Po,sig+2Po,int) through an AWGN channel. Po,int is average received interference
power and the decision point is at Po,sig + Po,int. The true BER, BER1, and BER
with inaccurately assumed Gaussian interference, BER2, are:
BER1 =
1
2
Q
(√
SNR +
√
INR
)
+
1
2
Q
(√
SNR−
√
INR
)
(6.26)
BER2 = Q
(√
SINR
)
(6.27)
where BER2 is evaluated with conventional BER analysis of optical OOK (or 2PAM)
using SINR in the place of SNR from Equation 5.80.
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Figure 6·11: Ratio of the theoretical error rate evaluated with SINR
and assuming Gaussian interference to the true BER for an OOK signal
in the presence of interference from another OOK signal.
In Figure 6·10, relative erroriv is evaluated as a function of SNR and INR to show
the difference as a percentage of the true BER. Figure 6·11 depicts the ratio of BER
evaluated with the Gaussian assumption to the true BER in order to show difference
in magnitude. In the calculation of BER2, the relationship
SINR = SNR
(
σ2n
σ2I + σ
2
n
)
= SNR
(
1
INR + 1
)
(6.28)
is used where the second equality is valid for OOK since σ2OOK = (RP )
2 as determined
from Equation 6.6. INR is shown from -10dB to 10dB in order to show the effect
of interference when it is in the range of one order of magnitude above and below
noise power. In practical environments, the amplitude of interference signals and,
accordingly, INR values have a wide potential range due to the variability in AP layout
as well as MT location and rotation. SNR is shown from 5dB to 15dB as this relates
to OOK error rates between 10−2 and 10−8 in the absence of interference. Scenarios
ivRelative error of BER2 is defined as
|BER2−BER1|
BER1
.
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Figure 6·12: Relative error in theoretical error rate of an OOK signal
in the presence of interference from another OOK signal when using
SINR and assuming Gaussian interference.
where INR > SNR are not valid since the MT is assumed to be associated with the
transmitter having maximum signal. Noise dominant scenarios show essentially no
difference in the calculation since SNR ≈ SINR.
In cases where
√
SNR±√INR ≈ √SINR, we see that BER1 ≈ BER2 and the
Gaussian assumption has minimal effect. This occurs when INR is low since noise
dominates interference, SINR ≈ SNR and √SNR  √INR. When SNR is in the
range of interest (i.e., 12dB < SNR < 15dB where error rates from noise are between
10−5 and 10−8) and interference either dominates or is on the same order of magnitude
as noise power, relative error ranges from 0dB (100%) to 20dB (100x). As an example,
true error rate at INR = 5dB and SNR = 15dB is approximately 3× 10−5; however
it is evaluated as approximately 3 × 10−3 when Gaussian interference is assumed -
leading to a 100x difference in expected BER. These values become further distorted
as SNR increases beyond 15dB.
In Figures 6·12 and 6·13, similar results are shown for SIR. In this analysis, SIR
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Figure 6·13: Ratio of the theoretical error rate evaluated with SINR
and assuming Gaussian interference to the true BER for an OOK signal
in the presence of interference from another OOK signal.
is not the SIR definition used for error performance in Equation 6.1. Instead, it is
defined by
SIR2 =
P¯o,sig
P¯o,int
(6.29)
so that received optical signal power and received optical interference power can be
related. In this way, INR = SNR/SIR2 and can be used in Equation 6.28. The
resulting figures indicate that the difference in error rate becomes increasingly drastic
for high SNR regimes when interference dominates the disturbance.
Environment Analysis
Given that a dominant interferer can lead to discrepancies between the true perfor-
mance and the expected performance as evaluated with the Gaussian assumption,
analysis of OW networks is required to evaluate when the Gaussian assumption is
not appropriate. In order to determine if a dominant interferer is present, interferer
to interference ratio (IIR) is defined as the ratio of the largest interferer to the total
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Figure 6·14: Interference distribution of five 8PAM interferers - one
dominant and four of equivalent (lower) power. Distribution is sym-
metric about the mean.
interference. When IIR is high, it implies that a single interferer accounts for the
majority of the optical power interference.
IIR =
maxi 6=sig Po,i∑
i 6=sig Po,i
(6.30)
Interference distribution given multiple interferers is first evaluated. Figure 6·14
shows probability distributions for various IIR values of APs implementing 8PAM.
Five interference signals are observed - one is the dominant source of interference
and the remaining four have equivalent Po,i for the specified IIR. At low IIR, the
distribution closely matches the Normal. As IIR increases, the distribution becomes
less Normal and the Gaussian assumption leads to a heavier tail. As IIR approaches
1 (i.e., the only noticeable interference comes from a single dominant interferer), the
distribution has well defined and equally spaced steps that do not follow the Normal
distribution but rather relate to the distribution of the dominant interferer.
The second portion of the system analysis evaluates IIR in a 2D environment
modeled as shown in Figure 6·1, where ω is defined as the rotation of the MT and
dtx is the distance between transmitters. There are 11 transmitters placed in the
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Figure 6·15: Irradiance and IIR for various MT rotation angles with
transmitters placed 2m apart, receiver locations at 2m below the trans-
mitters, and either (a) 60◦ half angle emission and receiver FOV, or
(b) 45◦ half angle emission and receiver FOV,
range from −5dtx to 5dtx and receivers are located at 2m below the transmitters.
Figures 6·15 a and b show results for various MT rotation angles in order to evaluate
the range of interference scenarios in a potential environment given that MTs are
mobile and vary their orientation. Irradiance is also shown in order to verify that the
transmitter placement and half angle of emission are selected in a way that maintains
a relatively flat illumination pattern at the working surface.
The directionality of the optical signals and the angle selectivity of optical lenses
lead to many scenarios where a small number of interferers have a direct LOS path.
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Figure 6·16: IIR evaluated in a 10mx10m room for Lambertian emit-
ters with 60◦ half angle and either (a,b) cellular layout or (c,d) grid
layout. Cellular and grid APs are separated by 2.2m and 2m, respec-
tively. MTs are directed upward with FOV of (a,c) 50◦ or (b,d) 60◦.
In scenarios where there are multiple LOS interferers within the 2D environment,
Figures 6·15 a and b show that the dominant interferer has average received optical
power between 2x to 10x larger than the second largest signal. This scenario relates
particularly to strip lighting layouts where APs are aligned in one direction.
The same analysis can be done in a 3D environment. Figure 6·16 shows results of
a 2D plane within an environment consisting of grid and cellular AP layouts. APs in
the grid and cellular layouts have 2m and 2.2m separation, respectively, and all APs
have a 60◦ half angle of emission. Illumination is relatively flat at the working surface
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Figure 6·17: IIR evaluated in a 5mx5m room for Lambertian emitters
with 60◦ half angle, rotated MTs with 60◦ FOV, and either (a) cellular
layout or (b) grid layout.
and in the range of 400-600 lux. All APs utilize the same resources so co-channel
interference occurs from every AP and IIR is evaluated at the working surface 2m
below the APs. IIR is calculated by determining the received power from every AP,
marking the AP with maximum received power (i.e., the actual signal), and evaluating
IIR from Equation 6.30.
The results show that the directionality leads to LOS interference primarily from
neighboring cells. In the center of the cells aligned in the cellular layout, IIR is 1/6
and relates to equal interference from each of the neighboring APs. In the grid layout
with 50◦ FOV MTs - shown in Figure 6·16c - IIR in the center of cells is equal to
1/4 due to equal interference from the vertical and horizontal neighbors. In the grid
layout with 60◦ FOV MTs - shown in Figure 6·16d - IIR in the center of a cell drops
below 1/4 since an upward facing MT has the horizontal and vertical neighbors in its
FOV as well as the diagonal neighbors. In regions between cells, IIR ranges from 0.3
to 0.6 depending on the layout and FOV.
In OW systems, MT rotation also plays a role in determining the AP with the
strongest signal and the number of interferers within the FOV of the MT. Figure 6·17
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Figure 6·18: Expected IIR for (a,b) cellular and (c,d) grid layouts
averaged over 1000 Monte Carlo trials with random MT rotation. In
a and c, APs extend beyond the boundaries. In b and d, APs are
constrained within the bounds of the 10mX10m room.
shows a specific scenario where the MT is rotated 30◦ from the X axis and 75◦ from
the XY plane. The edges of the environment where the MT is directed have a higher
IIR. Assuming MTs have a range of motion, IIR at any location depends on the
MT rotation. Figure 6·18 shows the expected IIR for cell and grid layouts averaged
over 1000 Monte Carlo trials where the MT observed in each trial has a random
rotation (0 ≤ Az ≤ 2pi and pi/4 ≤ El ≤ pi/2). Whenever a LOS path to an interferer
does not exist, IIR is set to 0. When the lattice extends beyond the bounds of the
environment, IIR is consistently in the range of 0.25 to 0.35; however, Figure 6·18b
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Figure 6·19: Expected IIR for (a,b) cellular and (c,d) grid layouts
with distance from AP to working surface of (a,c) 2m and (b,d) 1.5m.
and d show that dominant interferers exist at room edges where IIR ranges from 0.4
to 0.6. Note that average IIR is very low room corners since it is likely that no LOS
interferers exist (i.e., the signal AP is then only AP within the FOV of the MT).
The results presented in Figures 6·15 through 6·18 depict various scenarios where
IIR can range from 0.1 to 0.8. This implies the wide range of interference scenarios
within a single environment; however there are additional system provisioning and
environmental parameters that can alter the interference regions. First, these results
assume a specific use of wide angle emitters that provide good coverage and smooth
illumination for VLC; however narrow emission APs tend towards higher IIR values
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since the signal drops off quicker with the increasing emission angle as devices move
further away in the XY plane. Similarly, the plane of the MT effects the rate of
change of emission and acceptance angles. Figure 6·19 shows the difference in IIR at
a working surface 2m below the APs versus a surface 1.5m below.
In addition, the results shown here observe the LOS path - ignoring multipath
interference and blocking conditions. Multipath is ignored assuming that interference
from LOS sources will dominate any interference from multipath. Blocking conditions
can improve IIR when a dominant interferer is blocked or increase IIR if other lower
power interferers are blocked. Finally, this models a system where all neighboring
APs share resources. If these resources are the same as the signal AP, SIR will be
low. Rather, assume that the interfering APs are all out of band and have some
overlap with the resources of the signal AP. Resource allocation and its effects are
discussed in the next section.
6.1.4 Results and Conclusions
As the focus of OW research shifts towards optimal provisioning of OW networks and
implementation with RF/OW HetNets, it is essential that the observed OW interfer-
ence models provide an accurate analysis of the system performance. The analysis in
Section 6.1.2 has shown that the variance of an OW signal can not be bounded by
knowledge of the average optical power alone. Upper bounds for variance given both
the peak and average optical power were derived and related to a lower bound on
SINR. True variance and SINR for various modulation schemes were evaluated given
full knowledge of the signal structure and compared to the defined bounds. The true
variance of signals defined in this work ignores the potential for overlapping symbols
due to match filtering or sample integration at the receiver; however, these scenarios
can be bounded in the same manner. While evaluation of OW networks should ideally
take the modulation and coding into account in order to provide the most accurate
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performance analysis, the bounds presented in this work can be used to define a min-
imum performance in a modulation agnostic evaluation when the structure of the
individual interfering signals is unknown and the aggregate interference is Gaussian.
Section 6.1.3 analyzed the validity of the Gaussian assumption in OW networks.
The probability distribution and relationships between average received optical power
and variance for multiple modulation schemes as well as the effect that incorrectly
assuming Gaussian interference can have on the evaluation of error performance. At
the system level, the effect of a dominant interferer on the distribution of aggregate
interference was shown. The directionality of OW signals was also evaluated and
shown to lead to practical scenarios where dominant interferers are present. This work
primarily focuses on interference in the time domain; however similar concepts can be
observed in the frequency domain and should be explored since much of the current
research in high speed OW analyzes OFDM techniques. While OFDM techniques
observe digital constellations in the frequency domain, clock variations between the
receiver and interfering transmitters will also add rotation to the constellation and
effect the distribution.
6.2 Multi-User Coordination in RF/OW HetNets
Since the primary benefit of the OW network is spatial reuse leading to improved
bandwidth density, it is important to consider the interaction between various OW
connections in a network with many OW APs and MTs. This includes the shared
use of OW APs by multiple MTs and the simultaneous transmission from various
APs with overlapping coverage. Interference can be mitigated in scenarios where di-
versity receivers or imaging receivers isolate individual channels (Armstrong et al.,
2012); however the optics required for such isolation can be cost prohibitive and chan-
nel selection increases the complexity of the receiver design. In a conventional OW
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network with devices utilizing non-imaging architecture, interference from multiple
simultaneously transmitting APs becomes more prevalent. In this section, techniques
for allocation of resources amongst MTs within an OW cell are discussed and parti-
tioning of resources amongst APs is described and analyzed.
6.2.1 Resource Allocation in OW Cells/Networks
When multiple MTs are located within a single OW cell, resource provisioning is
required for each MT to maintain a connection. Provisioning techniques proposed
in literature include time division, frequency division, code division, as well as wave-
length division which is unique to OW networks. With the growing interest in high
speed OW communication via OFDM, the use of orthogonal frequency division mul-
tiple access (OFDMA) has also been explored (Dang and Zhang, 2012). In broadcast
OW connections, data packets with unique IDs for each MT can be managed since
the OW APs are the only devices using the OW channel. In general, these techniques
follow similar methods to conventional RF provisioning; however, the allocation of
resources in RF/OW HetNets has the additional ability to dynamically allocate re-
sources from the RF cell to MTs within OW cells that are overloaded.
In order to provide good coverage with OW cells while avoiding interference from
neighboring APs, resource partitioning techniques are also used amongst cells as
shown in Figure 6·20 (Bykhovsky and Arnon, 2014). Alternatively, cells can utilize
all available resources and MTs with excessive OW interference can be offloaded
to the RF cell. Dynamic resource allocation and interference management should
intelligently coordinate interference between cells - deciding whether to divide OW
resources amongst cells or transfer certain MTs to the RF cell. System layout and
receiver FOV must also be considered to provide the best coverage. Ideally, a single
AP will be in the receiver FOV at all times in order to minimize interference; however,
the FOV should also be large enough that a LOS path is available to a receiver at
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6·20: Cell resource partitioning with a) full reuse (K = 1),
b) two channel (K = 2), and c) four channel (K = 4) partitioning.
the center of four APs. Placing the same receiver directed upwards in the center of
two neighboring APs will put both APs in its FOV, which implies that providing full
coverage from a grid of OW APs requires cell overlap.
When partitioning cells, available resources are divided into K slots and neigh-
boring cells utilize separate resources to mitigate interference. When K = 4, receiver
FOV can be set such that an upward facing receiver has at least one AP in the FOV
at all locations and two interfering APs will never be in the LOS of the receiver at the
same time. If there are no interfering APs with a LOS path, the dominant interference
signal comes from the multipath channels. Essentially, SINR at any location in an
environment can be categorized by the three scenarios described below (the scenario
of a multipath signal and LOS interference is invalid in most cases).
• LOS, Multipath: In the case where a LOS signal exists without any interferers
in the receiver FOV, signal power is generally orders of magnitude larger than
interference power - equating to high SINR.
• Multipath, Multipath: When no LOS signal exists, the numerator in the
SINR is low and SINR is poor.
• LOS, LOS: When signal and interferer are both LOS, the denominator in SINR
is high and SINR is poor.
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Table 6.3: SINR Analysis Parameters
Average Transmit Power Pave 5.5W
Luminaire Semiangle Φ1/2 60
◦
Bandwidth B 40MHz
Photodiode Area A 1mm2
Concentrator FOV Ψc 28
◦
Refractive Index n 1.5
Responsivity R 0.28
Thermal Noise Variance σ2thermal 10
−15A2
6.2.2 Results and Conclusions
In order to show the effect of the various interference scenarios, SINR is analyzed
in multiple simulations with parameter values defined in Table 6.3. The SPD of a
cool white LED is defined for S (λ), multipath response is modeled using the model
described in Chapter 8 with surface reflectivities set as 80%, and the MT is assumed
to be directed upwards. SINR is evaluated at a plane 2m below the APs which are
placed in a grid layout with devices located 1.5m apart in both the X and Y directions.
Transmitter placement and average power levels are set such that illumination of 400
lux is met throughout the central portion of the room.
The effect of the three interference scenarios can be seen in Figures 6·21 and 6·22
for various receiver FOVs. Values below 20dB are not shown as there is no change
from 5dB to 20dB and values less than 5dB are considered non-ideal for communi-
cation. When FOV = 28◦, nearly 100% of the plane has SINR above 25dB. As the
FOV decreases, the concentrator gain is increased and SINR improves as long as the
associated AP is in view. If the FOV is too small (Ψc < 26
◦), some locations have
no APs with a LOS path (Multipath/Multipath scenario) and a drastic drop-off in
SINR occurs because of the low signal power. If the FOV is too large (Ψc > 30
◦ for
K = 2), multiple APs with shared resources have a LOS path to the MT (LOS/LOS
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Figure 6·21: CDF of SINR values at a plane 2m below the transmit-
ters for K = 2 and various concentrator FOVs.
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Figure 6·22: CDF of SINR values at 2m below the transmitters for
K = 4 and various concentrator FOVs.
scenario) and the SINR drops off because average interference power is high. When
k = 4 (shown in Figure 6·22) FOVs smaller than 28◦ still lead to locations without a
LOS path to an AP; however FOVs larger than 28◦ do not immediately lead to loca-
tions where interfering APs have a LOS path because APs surrounding the primary
are non-interfering.
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Figure 6·23: SINR distribution for various frequency partitioning sce-
narios.
Fig. 6·23 compares various frequency partitioning cases within the environment.
As the partitioning increases, SINR increases in the environment since there are less
co-channel interferers. In the case of going from full reuse to K = 2, major improve-
ment is made due to the decrease in likelihood of LOS interferers. Approximately
5dB gain occurs when going from K = 2 to K = 4; however the gain in SINR comes
at the expense of 1/2 the resources per cell. These characterizations show results for
a specified plane; however a similar effect occurs as the MT plane moves closer to or
further from the transmit plane. Additionally, MT rotation leads to other scenarios
where multiple MTs are within the FOV of a receiver.
Resource allocation also changes IIR and the dominance of individual interferers
which effects the validity of the Gaussian assumption as described in the previous
section. In figure 6·24, results of Monte Carlo simulations on the environment from
the previous section are shown when resource allocation is implemented. This figure
shows co-channel interference for grid scenario with K = 2 and K = 4 and indicates
that expected IIR increases with increasing resource allocation since it becomes less
likely to find multiple LOS interferers in the FOV.
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Figure 6·24: Expected IIR from co-channel interferers when K = 2
(a) and K = 4 (b) partition is used.
As discussed above, LOS interference drastically reduces SINR; therefore LOS in-
terference from co-channel cells implies that signal quality is not good for communica-
tion. A more relevant IIR analysis of the environment is shown in Figure 6·25. Here,
IIR is evaluated over all out of band interferers. This relates to the interference that
stems from overlapping resources (e.g., overlapping frequencies or wavelength / op-
tical filters overlap). The results show how decreasing MT FOV can increase IIR;
therefore the improved SINR from narrower filters can reduce the accuracy of the
performance evaluation since the interference is no longer necessarily Gaussian.
6.3 Chapter Conclusions
In summary, this chapter has provided novel analysis relating to interference charac-
terization and resource allocation in OW networks. First, the relationship between
peak and average optical power constraints of the OW channel were related to signal
variance. This analysis showed that the relationship is modulation dependent and
observing the square of average optical interference power to model disturbance may
underestimate or overestimate true performance, depending on the signal modulation.
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Figure 6·25: Expected IIR from out of band interferers at MTs with
60◦ (a,b) and 40◦ (c,d) FOV and either K = 2 (a,c) or K = 4 (b,d)
partitioning.
A set of bounding conditions were also derived in order to upper bound the variance
based on peak and average signal constraints. This upper bound was then used to
derive a lower bound on SINR.
Second, the use of the Gaussian interference assumption in system performance
modeling was evaluated. Results show that expected error rate calculations can be off
by multiple orders of magnitude if the Gaussian assumption is made on the interfer-
ence disturbance in scenarios consisting of a dominant interferer. IIR was presented
as a characterization metric for modeling the presence of a dominant interferer.
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Finally, resource allocation techniques were discussed and the MT FOV was shown
to drastically effect the likelihood of valid communication within an environment.
Partitioning of resources was also shown to effect IIR and interference from out of
band APs was shown to tend towards expected IIR values in the range where the
Gaussian assumption inaccurately evaluates performance.
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Chapter 7
Network Layer Analysis
Early research in OW - specifically in VLC - focused primarily on the physical layer
and point-to-point link speed. In recent years, research has expanded to include higher
layer analysis of networks implementing multiple OW APs (Ghimire and Haas, 2012;
Bykhovsky and Arnon, 2014) and HetNets implementing OW as a supplement to RF
communications (Rahaim et al., 2011; Chowdhury and Katz, 2014; Stefan and Haas,
2014; Rahaim and Little, 2015a). This network layer research focuses on maximizing
aggregate capacity and achieving optimal performance with the available networks.
Much of the research in RF-VLC HetNets evaluates OW capacity; however practical
implementations require uplink connectivity and bidirectional network layer routing
protocols that account for the constraints of the OW channel. Additionally, HetNets
must account for temporal effects of the channel and MTs.
In this Chapter, three components of RF/OW HetNets are analyzed. First, Sec-
tion 7.1 reviews routing protocols for use of the RF/OW HetNet with bi-directional
and uni-directional OW connections (Little and Rahaim, 2015). In Section 7.2, han-
dover concepts are described for environments consisting of mobile devices and dy-
namic signal conditions. A Kalman Filter model for predicting MT motion is derived
and evaluated (Rahaim et al., 2012b) such that handover can predict MT movement
between cells. Finally, a novel cell zooming technique for dynamic variation in cell
coverage range under fixed illumination constraints is derived and evaluated in Sec-
tion 7.3 (Rahaim and Little, 2013).
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7.1 Novel Routing Architectures for RF/OW HetNets
In this section, techniques for bidirectional traffic routing and traffic distribution are
analyzed in the context of RF/OW HetNets. Potential logical topologies are described
that strive to achieve maximal performance with minimal complexity. Evaluation of
symmetric and asymmetric routing amongst nodes is first discussed, then a benefit
analysis of channel selection and data aggregation techniques is provided.
7.1.1 Symmetric vs Asymmetric
In RF/OW networks, network traffic for a given MT is routed through either the
symmetric RF connection or in a way that utilizes the capacity of the OW downlink.
Typical OW network analysis often leaves the uplink ambiguous; however, there are
tradeoffs between system complexity and performance that should be accounted for
when defining bidirectional traffic routing for the OW connection.
Potential logical topologies of an OW connection depend on capabilities of the
OW AP and MT. The following breaks topologies into three categories relating to
network traffic flow (Little and Rahaim, 2015). A symmetric OW connection routes
all traffic through the OW AP. An asymmetric OW connection routes downlink traffic
through the OW AP and uplink traffic through the RF AP. Depending on the medium
used in the uplink, the symmetric connection scenario can be further divided between
scenarios where uplink utilizes the same channel as the RF connection and scenarios
where uplink is non-interfering. Figures 7·1 through 7·3 depict the scenarios, each
with two MTs on individual OW connections and a third using the RF connection.
Symmetric Non-Interfering
This scenario, shown in Fig. 7·1, occurs when RF and OW connections are inde-
pendent. It can be further divided into cases where the physical link of the OW
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Figure 7·1: Symmetric network topology where the uplink of the VLC
connection does not interfere with the RF connection.
connection is symmetric (i.e., uplink uses OW) or asymmetric (i.e., downlink and
uplink use different media and the uplink does not interfere with the RF connection).
In the prior case, VLC uplink requires an intrusive visible signal from the MT. In the
latter, downlink can be implemented with VLC while uplink may be implemented
with Infrared (or any OW downlink and an RF uplink within a frequency band not
used by the RF connection). Interference can potentially occur between the uplink of
various OW connections and resources must be assigned accordingly. As an example,
when a femtocell is used for the RF connection a subset of resources can be allocated
to various OW APs for use in the uplink of OW connections. In a symmetric OW
link, handshaking at the link layer can be implemented between OW APs and MTs
in order to minimize network retransmissions. In an asymmetric OW link, cross layer
integration is required to coordinate any lost packets across the OW connection. The
results and of an asymmetric link implementation are discussed in Chapter 9.
Symmetric with Interference
In this scenario, the link between an OW AP and MT is asymmetric and the uplink
of the OW connections interfere with RF connections. As seen in Fig. 7·2, the RF
channel is shared and contention occurs between downlink traffic of all RF connections
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Figure 7·2: Symmetric network topology where the uplink of the VLC
connection interferes with the RF connection.
and uplink traffic from all MTs. The primary example of this scenario is the use of a
WiFi WLAN for the RF connection and use of WiFi for uplink between MTs and OW
APs in the OW connections. Regarding handshaking, cross layer techniques must be
used as in the asymmetric link described previously; However, the RF channel is not
reserved during the OW transmission in this case and uplink packets do not have a
guaranteed response time; therefore, acknowledgments may be delayed.
Asymmetric
The asymmetric implementation, shown in Fig. 7·3, routes downlink traffic and uplink
traffic to different devices. Specifically, OW APs provide a unidirectional or broad-
cast connection to MTs with no physical link from MTs to OW APs. This case is
considered in VLC networks to avoid use of intrusive VLC transmission from MTs.
This eliminates the possibility of a point-to-point handshaking protocol between the
VLC AP and MT; therefore, accurate data delivery relies on handshaking at the
higher layers (Shao et al., 2014). It is possible to route acknowledgments through the
network; however this also implies a cross-layer implementation and adds complexity
to the system design. If the RF connection is implemented with a contention-based
WLAN, performance gains relative to a strictly RF network still come from the of-
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Figure 7·3: Asymmetric network topology where downlink traffic is
routed through the VLC AP and uplink traffic is routed through the
RF AP.
floaded downlink traffic as well as the improved uplink performance from the MTs
since they have less contention for the RF channel. In the case of a femtocell RF
connection, RF resources can be allocated to the various VLC-enabled MTs for use
in the uplink.
7.1.2 Multi-Cell vs Data Aggregation
Given the addition of OW connections within the coverage of an RFSC, methods
for use of the OW network should be defined. This section compares the use of
OW strictly for data offload to the use of OW for data aggregation where MTs
simultaneously connect to the RF and OW networks. Various scenarios are analyze
to compare integration of distributed OW cells improves system performance. In
a static environment, potential aggregate throughput improvement depends on the
relationship between MT rate requirements, R, the number of MTs, N , and the RF
and OW link capacities, CRF and COW . Here, capacity is defined as the maximum
throughput an AP can provide. Assume that all MTs have the same R, the access
network does not limit capacity, and MTs are distributed amongst OW cells with a
1:1 AP to MT ratio.
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The top graphics in Figure 7·4 depict scenarios when selection-based methods
are used such that every MT is connected to the network via either RF or OW.
Given a single MT (Figure 7·4a), OW improves performance only when COW > CRF
and R > CRF . Given multiple MTs, the following cases exist: (1) aggregate through-
put requirement, NR, can be satisfied by the RF cell, (2) aggregate requirement can
be satisfied by an OW cell but not the RF cell, and (3) aggregate requirement can be
satisfied by neither the RF cell nor a single OW cell.
• Case 1: In this case, OW adds no benefit to the specific RF network since the
RFSC can accommodate all MTs. The bandwidth density improvements from
the densely distributed OW cells do not improve performance of the system since
the capacity of the RFSC is capable of handling MT requirements; however,
offloading to OW cells can remove RF congestion from neighboring RFSCs.
• Case 2: Since a single OW cell can satisfy all requirements, offloading MTs to
unique OW cells guarantees that requirements are met. By definition, the RF
cell alone cannot satisfy requirements; therefore the OW cells improve system
performance.
• Case 3: In this case - shown in Figure 7·4b - a single OW cell cannot accom-
modate aggregate throughput requirements; however the bandwidth density
and scalability of OW add benefit since MTs can associate with unique OW
cells rather than sharing the RF channel. When COW/geqR, individual MT
requirements can be satisfied by their unique OW AP (Regions 1, 6, 7, 8).
When COW < R, requirements cannot be met by offloading alone; however,
adding OW can increase aggregate throughput in most scenarios. If COW either
exceeds or is approximately equal to CRF , aggregate throughput scales with the
number of OW connections (Regions 2, 3). When R ≥ CRF >> COW , aggre-
gate throughput increases by COW with each MT beyond the first; however, the
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Figure 7·4: Benefit analysis for added OW with selection-based traffic
distribution vs. RF only (top) and the addition of data aggregation
capabilities vs. OW with selection-based traffic distribution (bottom).
Analysis is shown for the single user scenario (left) and the multi-user
scenario where aggregate capacity requirements can be accommodated
by neither RF nor a single OW connection (right)
benefit is dependent on the ratio of CRF to COW (Region 4). Finally, There
is potential for improvement when NR > CRF > R > COW . In this scenario,
OW links cannot accommodate requirements of individual MTs; but aggregate
throughput improves as long as the increase in throughput from offloading a
MT to its OW channel outweighs any associated loss in throughput on the RF
channel (Region 5).
The lower graphics in Figure 7·4 indicate when data aggregation provides benefit
beyond selection-based integration and assumes that overhead from aggregation is
negligible. Given a single MT (Figure 7·4c), requirements are satisfied without the
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addition of data aggregation if CV LC ≥ R or CRF ≥ R. However, data aggregation
increases throughput and potentially satisfies requirements when R > CV LC and R >
CRF . Given multiple MTs, the cases described above are again observed:
• Case 1: As with selection-based integration, OW adds no benefit because the
RF cell accommodates all MTs.
• Case 2: When capacity of a single OW cell can handle the aggregate throughput
requirements, data aggregation provides no additional benefit over selection-
based integration.
• Case 3: In this case, data aggregation adds no benefit when COW ≥ R since
selection-based methods allow MT requirements to be satisfied by their unique
AP (Regions 1, 6, 7, 8). However, when R > COW , aggregation provides the
flexibility to distribute traffic from an individual MT across media, maximizing
throughput of the unique OW cell assigned to the MT and also utilizing available
capacity of the RF cell (Regions 2, 3, 4, 5).
These observations show that OW integration can be impactful even if the capacity
of an individual OW connection is on the same order of magnitude or less than that
of the RF connection due to the density of OW cells. Also, the benefits of data
aggregation come primarily from scenarios where individual MTs have very high rate
requirements or OW link capacity is very low. While this is the case on occasion, the
primary communication benefits of OW integration are expected to come from multi-
user scenarios where aggregate requirements can be distributed amongst various cells
via selection-based methods. The evaluation here does not account for traffic priority
or system dynamics - it provides a general sense as to scenarios where OW integration
provides the most benefit and, in turn, has the greatest opportunity for success.
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7.1.3 Results and Conclusions
In this section, network topologies were described for OW connections and a compar-
ison was made between use of the OW network for data offloading and data aggre-
gation. In general, it is shown that the optimal use and layout of the OW network
is situational - depending on the capabilities of the individual RF and OW networks
as well as the characteristics of MTs. When implementing the OW connection, sym-
metric links offer the ability to implement link layer handshaking whereas symmetric
connections with asymmetric links require cross layer coordination. Asymmetric con-
nections also lack capabilities for link layer coordination and even acknowledgments
via higher layer protocols require that the messages be passed through the HetNet to
reach the AP.
In regards to the question of data offloading vs data aggregation, data offload-
ing was shown to improve the performance in most cases; whereas data aggregation
capabilities primarily add benefit in scenarios where the OW cells do not meet the
requirements of associated MTs. This occurs due to low capacity OW cells, MTs with
high rate requirements, or when multiple MTs overload a single OW AP. In the latter
case, offloading capabilities can mitigate the overloaded cell by switching some MTs
back to to RF connection; however aggregation techniques allow for higher resolution
in the distribution of traffic between the RF and OW networks.
7.2 Kalman Filter Motion Tracking for Predictive Handover
As MTs move throughout an environment and experience dynamic signal loss condi-
tions, the availability of the RF connection and capability of rerouting traffic to RF
are paramount. This section first analyzes handover requirements within RF/OW
HetNets - including conditions for handover, assessment metrics, and implementa-
tion techniques. It then presents a Kalman Filter model for motion tracking with
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the objective of monitoring MT motion patterns for use in predictive handover tech-
niques (Rahaim et al., 2012b).
7.2.1 Handover in RF/OW HetNets
In a dynamic environment, traffic flow must be rerouted when a signal is lost or an
AP becomes overloaded. The process of rerouting traffic to a different AP is called
handover (Pollini, 1996; Nasser et al., 2006). In HetNets, metrics and techniques for
both HHO and VHO must be explored so that MTs select the appropriate AP and
media. Figure 4·10 depicts a single MT’s actions in the proposed RF/OW HetNet.
In the process of making a handover decision, the MT must first determine whether
any OW APs are available. MTs observe the OW channel while OW APs send unique
identifiers (e.g., intermittent beacons, specifically allocated frequency bins, etc). If an
OW AP is found, an assessment of the OW connection is made by the MT or network.
If it is determined that the OW connection is preferable, handover is implemented and
should be coordinated within the system. Once the MT is connected via OW, various
conditions can occur in which another decision must be made to either (a) remain
with the current connection, (b) connect to a different OW AP, or (c) switch back to
the RF connection. The following evaluates various signal loss conditions of the OW
channel, defines handover assessment criteria, and proposes techniques for handover
implementation.
Signal Loss Conditions
While static environments benefit from OW cell density, temporal effects in dynamic
environments must be understood in order to characterize true performance of the
OW link. In OW channels, the primary signal loss conditions stem from physically
moving out of range and occlusions. Assuming static OW APs, the former relates
to movement of the MT - including movement through the environment or device
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Figure 7·5: Comparison of dynamic signal loss conditions.
rotation - and the later may be due to MT movement or movement of other objects.
Figure 7·5 depicts the various dynamic changes in received signal at a receiver when
the OW AP is centered at (0,0) and modeled by a 26X26 grid of point source emitters
each with Lambertian order 1 and a separation of 0.02m in the X and Y direction.
The top left image left shows the normalized received signal for various locations 2m
below the AP. The top right shows signal when a static MT is rotated. The lower left
shows signal when a MT moves past a static object and the lower right shows signal
when an object moves past a static MT.
The signal loss due to movement is more gradual than signal loss due to occlusions.
This is because the loss of the LOS path occurs abruptly when an object passes
between the OW AP and the MT. When a MT moves out of range, the emission and
acceptance angles as well as the distance change gradually until the OW AP is no
longer in the FOV of the MT. In this case, the signal loss can be predicted as the signal
begins to degrade. The response to motion has an additional factor of receiver FOV
since the concentrator model abruptly loses signal once the acceptance angle becomes
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greater than the FOV. This loss is similar to the occlusion; however it is preceded by
gradual loss. In addition, signal is more likely to return quickly when loss due to an
obstruction than it is when loss is due to movement out of range - particularly when
the MT is static and occlusion occurs.
For either of these conditions, the expected channel quality relates to the frequency
and duration of signal outage. Frequency of the outage is defined as the rate at which
signal loss conditions occur and duration is defined as the length of time that the
signal is lost. In the case of signal loss due to movement out of range, predictive
modeling of the MTs motion can be used to estimate frequency and duration. In the
case of occlusions, knowledge of previous occlusions can be used to model expected
frequency and duration of future occlusions. Occlusions are often more likely to have
a short duration as the occluding object moves through the LOS path between OW
AP and MT. Out of range loss conditions are likely to have longer duration since
signal loss stems from movement or rotation away from the OW AP and the signal
from the specific AP will typically require a change in the motion of the MT.
Handover Assessment
The assessment of whether the specific MT should perform a handover can either be
done (a) in a distributed user-controlled manner where each MT makes a decision
specifically on the knowledge of the available channels, (b) in a centralized network-
controlled manner where the intelligent network maintains knowledge of the MTs
within the network and their potential AP associations, then accordingly distributes
the MTs such that they are well divided amongst APs, or (c) in a mobile assisted man-
ner where MTs use knowledge of their current status (e.g., traffic pattern, mobility
pattern, SINR etc.) to assess the connections and make a request to the centralized
network coordinator. The centralized coordinator can then make the final decision
such that traffic is distributed amongst APs in a more optimal way.
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In the case of user controlled assessment, MT centric parameters such as channel
quality, signal strength, or required MT power consumption are evaluated. When
comparing channel quality of an RF and OW connection, the appropriate character-
ization metrics should be evaluated for fair comparison. This relates specifically to
the differences in SNR or SINR definitions described in Chapter 5. In the case of user
controlled assessment, inaccurate evaluation of a connection can occur since the MT
doesn’t have knowledge of other MTs in the network and is not aware of the available
resources. As such, network controlled or mobile assisted assessment techniques are
preferable since decisions are made with knowledge of the system.
For network controlled assessment, network centric parameters such as channel
usage and available resources are used. A preference can also be placed on the smaller
cell in order to mitigate interference in the system and benefit from the density of the
OW APs. With mobile assisted assessment, a combination of both parameter sets are
used. When a MT makes a handover request, it can either be optional or mandatory.
When the RF channel is in use and an OW AP is located, VHO is optional since a
MT can remain on the RF channel. When a MT is using an OW link and the signal
is lost, VHO is mandatory since the OW connection no longer exists.
In either scenario, a utility function observes a desired set of parameters for the
network, p1 through pn, and a set of weights for each parameter relating to perfor-
mance preferences of the network or the specific MT, ωp1 through ωpn
U = f (ωp1 , p1, ωp2 , p2, · · ·ωpn , pn) (7.1)
The utility function evaluates parameter values of the various channels and a han-
dover is implemented when the utility of the new channel meets the requirements
for handover. Immediately switching to the highest utility can lead to the ping-pong
effect where multiple handovers occur while transitioning between channels; therefore
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the requirements can include an absolute threshold that the utility of the current
channel must drop below or a hysteresis margin, h, such that the utility of a new
channel must be greater than the utility of the current channel plus h.
Past history can also be observed in the handover assessment. With OW con-
nections, evaluation of channel reliability over time can improve performance by pre-
dicting the likelihood of a signal outage and the expected duration of the outage.
Temporal history of the previous signal loss conditions can improve average perfor-
mance by avoiding overhead from repeated handovers.
Handover Implementation
When the assessment determines that the current connection is no longer the best
available, the rerouting of traffic in the network must be coordinated. Once the
network or MT determines that a handover should be initiated, both ends need to
coordinate the handover. In a simple case, this implies that the router updates where
incoming traffic is routed and the MT changes its expectation of where the downlink
traffic is coming from. If a MT is switching to resource allocated channel that is in use
by multiple MTs, this coordination includes the definition of the allocated resources
for the MT. For example, if a MT is joining an OW AP using OFDMA, the MT must
know which frequency bins to observe.
Given the two OW signal loss conditions, optimal handover implementation may
differ. An immediate handover occurs as soon as the primary signal is lost, whereas
a delayed handover dwells for a specified time to see if the channel returns before
initiating the handover. If an out of range signal loss occurs, the signal is usually lost
for an extended period - implying that the handover should be made immediately.
When a blocking condition occurs, it’s likely that something is passing through the
LOS path and will return soon - implying that the device should delay before handover
initiation in the likelihood that the signal will return (Hou and O’Brien, 2006).
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As an example, consider a system with an ROWb/s OW link, RWb/s WiFi link,
X second handover delay, and Y second OW outage time. After T seconds:
D = ROW (T − Y ) (7.2)
I = RW (Y −X) +ROW (T − Y −X) (7.3)
where D is the throughput of a MT that waits for the OW connection to return and I
is the throughput of a MT that immediately switched to the WiFi link when the OW
signal was lost, then switched back when it returned. Comparing these two values,
D − I = ROWY − (RW +ROW )X (7.4)
and it can be shown that immediate handover performs better when Y
X
> ROW+RW
RW
and delayed handover is optimal when Y
X
< ROW+RW
RW
. Since the system doesn’t
know a priori when the VLC link will return, predictive techniques can observe past
tendencies, MT motion or rate of signal loss in order to increase the probability that
an appropriate decision is made. In particular, knowing that a MT is highly mobile
would sway the assessment to prefer the RF connection and avoid repeated overhead
from handover on the OW connection. Alternatively, knowledge of the MTs motion
can assist in the prediction of which OW AP to associate with next in order to
preemptively coordinate resource allocation from the new AP.
7.2.2 Kalman Filter Model
Indoor localization has been explored in many contexts, but most often finds applica-
tion in piggybacking existing communication infrastructures (e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth)
due to the fact that customized solutions (e.g., UWB, Ultrasound, and IR) are too
expensive and require hardware devoted solely to localization in addition to exist-
ing communication infrastructure. Moreover, conventional localization techniques
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require transceivers capable of processing channel measurements (e.g., angle, signal
strength, time of flight) and relating them to positional estimates through localization
algorithms (e.g., multilateration, triangulation). With the transition from electric to
electronic lighting and the ubiquity of light in indoor spaces, visible light may prove
to be the next communication infrastructure to exploit for localization services.
The benefits of the optical channel as a localization medium are its directionality,
short range, and impulse response. Additionally, the distribution and availability
of anchor visible light luminaries for illumination can be exploited. One approach
observes the ubiquity and directionality of light in order to localize the mobile user
(Prince and Little, 2012). In Kalman Filter (KF) model that follows, measurements
of the optical channel are observed as part of a recursive state estimation model with
the goal of estimating dynamic position and velocity of a MT.
Kalman Filter - Motion Detection
Generally, discrete-time linear state space models are employed to describe the be-
havior of dynamical systems
x[t+ 1] = Ax[t] +Bu[t] +Gw[t] (7.5)
y[t] = Cx[t] +Du[t] +Hv[t] (7.6)
The discrete-time Kalman Filter is a recursive MMSE estimator, and for the pur-
pose of this investigation, its operation can be summarized into a few high-level steps:
initialization, prediction, measurement, and update. The filter requires an initial state
and covariance estimate to begin operation. It uses this initial estimate, which can
be any time instant t (not necessarily zero) (xt|t and Σt|t) to predict the state, xt+1|t,
and covariance, Σt+1|t, at the next time step. The filter then receives measured data,
yt+1, from the environment and compares it to the predicted measurement, yt+1|t;
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this difference is known as the innovations of the filter, νt+1. The innovations provide
the filter sufficient information to adjust its Kalman Gain, Kt+1, to correct its inac-
curacies between its predicted and measured data during its update state. The filter
is recursive in that it will use this last update as its reference for making a prediction
in the next time step and is summarized as:
xt+1|t = Axt|t +Bu[t] +GE{w[t]} (7.7)
Σt+1|t = AΣt|tAT +GQGT (7.8)
yt+1|t = Cxt|t +Du[t] +HE{v[t]} (7.9)
xt+1|t+1 = xt+1|t +Kt+1νt+1 (7.10)
Σt+1|t+1 = [I −CKt+1]Σt+1|t (7.11)
νt+1 = yt+1 − yt+1|t (7.12)
Kt+1 = Σt+1|tCT [CΣt+1|tCT +R]−1 (7.13)
The basic KF operates on the assumption that all system dynamics and mea-
surement models are linear ; Many circumstances arise in which these relations are
non-linear. Linearization of the non-linear model creates the standard discrete-time
linear form known as the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) (Mehra, 1970). Depending
on the degree of non-linearity, the EKF is difficult to implement, difficult to tune,
and only reliable for systems that are almost linear on the time scale of the updates
due to the inherent linearization in the EKF.
An alternative approach is to use an Unscented Transformation (UT) (Julier and
Uhlmann, 2004). The principle behind the UT is that it is easier to approximate a
probability distribution than it is to approximate an arbitrary non-linear transfor-
mation. The UT requires the selection of a set of σ-points which deterministically
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Figure 7·6: Reference room with overhead view of grid and cell layout.
(contrary to random particle filters) mirror the mean and covariance of the states
of the system. Furthermore, weights are assigned to the sigma points to provide an
unbiased estimator. The mean and covariance of the σ-points can be used in the KF
to produce the MMSE of the state. The UT propagates system state and covariance
information through nonlinear transformations rather than analytically linearizing
the transformation. It is more accurate, easier to implement, and uses the same order
of calculations as linearization.
In this section, the environment under consideration, the observed KF model, and
three simulated scenarios are described. Although the implementation is described
for a defined environment, the concept may be extended to generic environments with
known transmitter locations and orientations. As a base case for the model, an empty
room with dimensions 6m X 6m X 4m is observed with fixed position transmitters
located in the grid layout or cellular layouts shown in Figure 7·6. When starting the
model, it is assumed that a MT first determines the AP with maximum signal strength
and that the initial location in the environment is normally distributed with expected
value below the AP. It is assumed that the MT is moving through the environment
with zero mean random acceleration in x and y, following conventional state models
for translational motion (Kohler, 1997).
The KF model observed in this work considers a linear state model, x, with transi-
tion matrix, A, and a nonlinear measurement, y. Process noise, w, and measurement
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noise, v, are assumed to be independent, zero-mean, Gaussian white noise processes
with covariance matrices Q and R, respectively.
x [t+ 1] = Ax [t] + w [t] (7.14)
y [t] = h [x [t] , t] + v [t] (7.15)
In the first scenario, the MT is assumed to be directed perpendicular to the floor
such that ψij = φij where i specifies the AP and j specifies the MT. The state
represents the position and velocity in the x and y planes and location in the z plane
is assumed to be held constant. The measurement vector consists of the set of received
signal powers from each of the 9 APs in the room, including measurement noise. The
signal from each AP is assumed to be distinguishable via resource allocation.
x = [x, Vx, y, Vy]
′
y = [SIG1j, SIG2j, ..., SIG9j]
′
Scenario I observes the state transition and covariance matrices described in
(Kohler, 1997). We then modify these matrices to account for additional parame-
ters in scenarios II and III.
AI =

1 dt 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 dt
0 0 0 1
 (7.16)
QI = q ·

dt3
3
dt2
2
0 0
dt2
2
dt 0 0
0 0 dt
3
3
dt2
2
0 0 dt
2
2
dt
 (7.17)
RI = rsig · I9x9 (7.18)
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As indicated by Equation 5.13, DC channel gain and associated received power
from AP i is dependent on Pt, Ar, ψij, φij, and dij. The AP locations (Xi, Yi, Zi),
AP transmit power, and MT effective area are held constant. Channel variables ψij,
φij, and dij are dependent on the receiver location in the x, y, and z planes.
d2ij = (Xi − x)2 + (Yi − y)2 + (Zi − z)2 (7.19)
ψij = φij = arctan

√
(Xi − x)2 + (Yi − y)2
Zi − z
 (7.20)
In the second scenario, similar measurements are used while adding the additional
complexity of MT rotation to the state model. The state transition and process noise
covariance matrices are updated to account for the changes in the state model.
x = [x, Vx, y, Vy, θel, θaz]
′ (7.21)
AII =
 AI 0
0
[
1 0
0 1
]  (7.22)
QII =
 QI 0
0
[
(qθ) dt 0
0 (qθ) dt
]  (7.23)
In this scenario, the assumption that ψij = φij no longer holds. The acceptance
angle, ψij, is dependent on MT rotation. In order to determine ψij, the unit vector
pointing away from the center of the MT, Vrx, and the unit vector pointing from the
MT to the ith AP, Vtx,i are evaluated. These vectors and ψij are calculated as:
Vrx = {cos (θel) · sin (θaz) , sin (θel) · sin (θaz) , cos (θaz)} (7.24)
Vtx,i = {(Xi − x) , (Yi − y) , (Zi − z)} (7.25)
cosψij =
Vrx · Vtx,i
|Vrx| |Vtx,i| (7.26)
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In the final scenario, accuracy is improved by observing device rotation in the
measurement vector, Y . This change to the measurement vector also has associated
updates to the measurement noise covariance matrix.
y = [SIG1j, SIG2j, ..., SIG9j, θel, θaz]
′ (7.27)
RIII =
[
RI 0
0 rθ · I2x2
]
(7.28)
The objective of this scenario is to show that additional sensors, such as an ac-
celerometer and gyroscope, can improve performance in a more realistic setting.
7.2.3 Results and Conclusions
The following section shows results of the three scenarios described above. Monte
Carl simulations with 200 trials are run for each scenario. A random path through
the environment is observed for each trial and the error between the actual state and
filter estimation is averaged across trials. Table 7.1 lists parameter values observed in
simulation. A set of Cramer Rao bounds are first presented, then simulation results
are provided showing average error for varying parameters.
The first observation in Figure 7·7a shows the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) across
multiple sampling rates. The results show that the bounds on the estimates improve as
the sampling rate increases. Figure 7·7b shows a similar comparison as the transmitter
Lambertian order is increased from n = 1 to n = 4, corresponding to transmitter FOV
ranging from 60◦ to 35◦. The bounds improve as the emission moves more towards
a spot light. The error bound on position converges quickly as it is directly related
to the measurement; however error bound on velocity converges slower due to it’s
relation to change in position. With a sampling period of 0.2ms and Lambertian
order n = 4, the error bound on position converges to 1cm after 100ms and the error
bound on velocity converges to 2cm/s after approximately 750ms.
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Table 7.1: Kalman Filter Simulation Parameters
Parameter Phase I Phase II / III
System Parameters
Pt (W) 5 5
Ar (mm
2) 300 300
dt (ms) 0.2, 0.5, 1 0.2
n 1, 2, 3, 4 1
Initial Expectations
E[X, Y ] (m) [0.99, 0.99] [0.99, 0.99]
E[Vx, Vy] (m) [0.8, 0.8] [0.8, 0.8]
E[θel, θaz] (
◦) – [0, 0]
Σ[X, Y ] (m) [0.5, 0.5] [0.5, 0.5]
Σ[Vx, Vy] (m) [0.2, 0.2] [0.2, 0.2]
Σ[θel, θaz] (
◦) – [ pi
180
, pi
4
]
Noise Parameters
rsig 3.5 · 10−8 3.5 · 10−8
rθ –
pi
360
q 10−2 10−2
qθ –
pi
180
For comparison of filters, Figures 7·8a and 7·8b show simulation accuracies of the
EKF and UT across the range of transmitter Lambertian orders for the grid layout
with a sampling period of 0.2ms. The CRB at n = 4 is shown for comparison. The
high initial performance of the EKF is due to the initial distribution of the receiver
location being centered around the region directly below a transmitter in the grid
layout. The overhead transmitter provides a dominant signal - increasing the signal
to noise ratio and providing very good accuracy. EKF performance degrades as re-
ceivers move away from the center of a transmitter and converges with the results
from the UT as receivers move through the regions where the transmitter emission
patterns provide very little overlap. In general, the EKF performed better when
starting below a transmitter; however, the UT provides smoother results when the
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Figure 7·7: Cramer Rao bounds for multiple sampling rates (a) and
transmission orders (b)
receiver is between transmitters - as with the case of the cellular layout. The results
shown here indicate narrow FOV transmitters provide better results; however there is
an optimal setting between wide FOV transmitters and narrow FOV spot lights. As
receivers move away from a transmitter, wide FOV implementations provide overlap-
ping signals - leading to smooth transitions between dominant signals. Alternatively,
very narrow FOV implementations have many low signal regions as the user traverses
the room. In addition, lighting constraints limit the FOV of the transmitter as the
typical environment requires near-uniform lighting throughout a room.
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Figure 7·8: Simulation results for the Extended Kalman Filter (a)
and Unscented Filter (b)
A performance comparison of the grid and cellular layouts for the UT is shown in
Figure 7·9. Although the cellular layout only shows slightly improved performance, it
is important to note that the initial distribution of the user in the cellular environment
is no longer centered under a transmitter since we compare against the same set of
simulated motion paths. As previously discussed, the dominant signal at a receiver
directly aligned with a transmitter impacts convergence time.
Up until this point, the results shown have been under the base case assumptions
from Scenario I. Figure 7·10 compares these idealistic results to the more realistic
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Figure 7·9: Simulation results comparing grid and cellular layouts
scenarios accounting for device rotation. Both position and velocity estimations are
drastically degraded in Scenario II due to the additional degrees of freedom associated
with user rotation; however, Scenario III shows that noisy measurements of this
rotation can improve the position and velocity estimations such that the error is near
that of the idealized base case.
In summary, we have provided a novel state estimation model leveraging the
lighting infrastructure and capabilities of solid state lighting in order to approximate
user location and motion under realistic conditions. We have also presented simulated
results showing position and velocity estimations in an empty room with average
error of approximately 5cm and 10cm/s, respectively. Realistic conditions including
mobile users and device rotation were accounted for; however there are additional
complexities that occur in an environment due to dynamic signal conditions from
obstructions and signal reflections. If the device is controlled by a user, it is likely
that the user will occlude the signal from one direction; however this occlusion may
be used to provide additional information to the system, assuming the motion path
is known to be in the direction of the unobstructed signals. Dominant signals were
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Figure 7·10: Simulation results comparing scenarios I, II, and III
also shown to have a major impact on performance - indicating that valid results may
still be obtainable if some channels are blocked.
7.3 A Novel Technique for Dynamic OW Networks
With the variability of MT distribution in most environments, an important compo-
nent of OW networks is the ability to dynamically reconfigure the coverage regions of
individual cells in order to provide load balancing amongst APs. Chapter 6 discussed
resource allocation techniques such as OFDMA, CDMA, and TDMA that allow the
channel resources to be divided amongst APs with overlapping coverage. Earlier in
this chapter, use of the RF channel to provide additional capacity to OW cells that
are overloaded was described. Power allocation is another technique for load balanc-
ing that dynamically alters the structure of the network to alter per-cell coverage
regions. This section describes a novel technique for dynamic power allocation - or
cell zooming - in VLC networks under the lighting constraints of fixed average optical
power and emission (Rahaim and Little, 2013).
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7.3.1 Cell Zooming
In addition to these considerations for wireless network connectivity, dual purpose
VLC devices have the primary lighting requirement of providing a desired illumination
in the environment. When developing a OW system as a network of VLC cells,i
there are many concepts that overlap with RF cellular networks. The concept of
cell zooming or dynamic range expansion has been proposed as a method for load
balancing amongst RF cell towers with the objective of dynamically changing the
coverage area of each cell in order to distribute traffic (Niu et al., 2010). In OW
networks, a similar method can be utilized in order to distribute traffic amongst APs;
however the lighting constraint in dual-use VLC systems requires that the radiation
pattern and average optical output power from sources remain constant in order
to provide the desired illumination. Under the assumption that output from each
luminaire consists of a DC optical power, PDC , and an average optical signal power,
PSig, it is possible to dynamically change an AP’s coverage region and improve SINR
at cell edges by varying the modulation depth of the signal while maintaining the
average optical output power from each luminaire. Interference can be mitigated via
time, code, or frequency separation of neighboring cells (Ghimire and Haas, 2012);
however it is preferable to utilize spatial separation and maximize spectrum available
for devices associated with each cell.
Fig. 7·11 illustrates scenarios where cell zooming has the potential to improve per-
formance based on aggregate capacity, or bandwidth density. The default scenario in
Fig. 7·11 (a) utilizes full signal power from each AP and provides coverage throughout
the environment; however the overlapping regions (cell edges) have high interference
from neighboring cells. In Fig. 7·11 (b), cells reduce their signal power in order to
“zoom in” and decrease interference at neighboring cells; however there is no longer
iAn OW cell is defined as the area below the AP where SNR or SINR is above the required value
for a specified bandwidth, bit error rate, and user range of rotation.
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Figure 7·11: Cell zooming scenarios for a conventional lighting grid.
continuous coverage between cells. Fig. 7·11 (c) shows a scenario where some cells
zoom in and other cells zoom out in order to distribute traffic amongst APs. This
can prove beneficial if many users are congregated below a specific cell or if a power
user is utilizing a large portion of a cells available resources.
Optical Channel
In this analysis, the OW channel is observed as described in Channel 5. The multipath
channel gain, Hmulti, depends on the reflectivity of surfaces in the room and the
location and orientation of the transmitter and receiver relative to these surfaces. For
the purpose of this analysis, the CandLES software described in Chapter 8 is used to
obtain Hmulti (Rahaim et al., 2010; Carruthers and Kannan, 2002). The LOS channel
is typically the dominant source of received signal power; however interference ideally
consists of signal primarily from the multipath channels of other APs.
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Figure 7·12: Coverage regions for a 3m x 3m plane at 2m distance
for requirements of BER ≤ 10−6, B = 40MHz, θmax = 10◦, and signal
power of 10W (left), 8W (center), and 6W (right).
Defining a cell relative to SNR and maximum rotation, θmax, requires that every
position in the cell meets the desired SNR value for all elevation angles, 0 ≤ θel ≤ θmax,
and azimuth angles, 0 ≤ θaz ≤ 2pi. Note that a fixed position receiver will have
minimum SNR when it is rotated away from the transmitter (ψ = φ + θmax) if only
the LOS channel is considered. This assumption does not necessarily hold when
including the multipath component.
Considering a channel with NRZ OOK modulation, BER of the channel is defined
as BER = Q
(√
SNR
)
. Given fixed requirements for (B,BER, θmax), the overall
coverage at a plane below the transmitter varies dependent on the signal power as
shown in Figure 7·12. In this case, total noise variance is assumed to be a constant,
σ2total = 5 · 10−15. The coverage area will also vary as the receiver moves towards or
away from the receiver plane; however for the purpose of this analysis a fixed plane
is assumed. Variation in location on the X and Y planes is typically larger than that
in the Z plane.
As defined in Chapter 2, illumination from a VLC device is based on its average
optical output power,
Pave,i = PDC,i + PSig,i (7.29)
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where i represents the specified AP. The surface irradiance [W/m2] at the receiver
plane is defined as
Irad,i =
Pave,iT (φ) cos (φ)
d2
(7.30)
where φ is used in the cosine function because the surface is parallel to the transmit
plane and APs are assumed to be pointing downwards. Reflected light is ignored in
the irradiance calculation since the LOS path is the dominant source. The sum of all
irradiance values are used to calculate surface illuminance (lum/m2 or lux), defined
as
Ilux =
(∑
i
Irad,i
)
· 683lum
W
720nm∫
380nm
S (λ)V (λ) dλ (7.31)
where S (λ) is the spectral power distribution (SPD) of the source and V (λ) is the
eye sensitivity function. The desired illuminance at a working surface is typically
between 400 and 500 lux in office environments.
Cell Zooming
Dynamic changes in coverage area of individual cells allow wireless networks to im-
plement load balancing amongst APs within the network. While RF networks vary
average electrical power to implement range adaption techniques, OW networks with
fixed average optical power requirements must vary modulation depth or signal range.
RF Cell Zooming: In RF cellular networks, implementation of the cell zooming
technique is done by either physically adjusting the antenna tilt or dynamic power ad-
justment of the transmit signal. Centralized and distributed algorithms have also been
presented to dynamically adjust cell size according to traffic load fluctuations (Niu
et al., 2010). Since RF networks don’t have the additional average power requirement
of dual-use VLC systems, energy efficiency is also proposed as a cell zooming benefit
considering cells that operate in a sleep mode when all devices they are supporting
can be offloaded to other cells.
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VLC Cell Zooming: The method proposed in this analysis observes a VLC network
with similar objectives to those mentioned above. As with the RF channel, VLC
cell size can potentially be changed by adjusting the output power or physically
changing the radiation pattern (Wu et al., 2012a); however the additional requirement
of constant illumination is also considered in the method presented here. Equations
7.30 and 7.31 indicate that a constant illumination can be provided as long as Pave
remains constant for all transmitters. Assuming the upper limit on instantaneous
optical power is such that full modulation depth is available at any desired average
output power, the average signal power for the ith device is constrained by
0 ≤ PSig,i = Pave,i − PDC,i ≤ Pave,i (7.32)
Given these constraints, PSig can be selected and PDC can be calculated in order to
maintain constant illumination. SINR at specific locations is improved by increasing
PSig,x and decreasing PSig of nearby APs. Instances where doing so can improve
aggregate performance are analyzed in the following.
7.3.2 Results and Conclusions
In order to show the benefit of cell zooming, SINR is analyzed in multiple simula-
tions with parameter values defined in Table 7.2. The parameters observed in these
simulations are the same as those observed in the SINR analysis from Section 6.2.
The SPD of a cool white LED is defined for S (λ), surface reflectivity for multipath
response is set as 80%, and the MT is assumed to be directed upwards with θmax = 0.
SINR is evaluated at a plane 2m below the APs which are placed in a grid layout with
devices located 1.5m apart in both the X and Y directions. Transmitter placement
and average power levels are set such that illumination of 400 lux is met throughout
the central portion of the room.
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Table 7.2: Cell Zooming Simulation Parameters
Average Transmit Power Pave 5.5W
Luminaire Semiangle Φ1/2 60
◦
Bandwidth B 40MHz
Photodiode Area A 1mm2
Concentrator FOV Ψc 28
◦
Refractive Index n 1.5
Responsivity R 0.28
Thermal Noise Variance σ2thermal 10
−15A2
The first scenario demonstrates a default condition where all transmitters utilize
full modulation depth for maximum signal power. Fig. 7·13 shows the SINR in the
environment when K = 2 and K = 4. SINR drops below 5dB when interfering APs
are in the FOV of the receiver; however, these values, which occur at the center points
between four transmitters, are not shown in the color axis of Figures 7·13 and 7·14.
Figure 7·14 shows SINR in the environment when cell zooming is used with fre-
quency partitioning of K = 2 and K = 4, respectively. In both cases, PSig is reduced
to 4W at various APs to reduce their coverage regions and extend the coverage re-
gions of other APs. In the first scenario, edge APs use reduced power such that the
central and diagonal APs have larger coverage area. In the second scenario, central
and diagonal APs use reduced power such that edge APs have larger coverage area.
This displays how cell zooming allows the network to dynamically change the high
SINR regions by updating which transmitters are sending at low signal power and
which are sending at high signal power. Doing so allows cells to increase or reduce
coverage area dynamically.
Figures 7·15 and 7·16 observe the case where K = {2, 4} and the signal power of
the edge APs are varied. Fig. 7·15 shows that SINR performance improves at some
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Figure 7·13: SINR for the default case when K = 2 (left) and K =
4 (right).
areas of the room and declines at others when signal power of select transmitters is
reduced. Fig. 7·16 shows the coverage of each AP for the various zoom levels. When
full signal power is used throughout, coverage is evenly distributed with approximately
2.2m2 per AP. When the signal power of edge APs is reduced to 4.5W, coverage varies
from 1.8m2 to 2.9m2. When it is reduced to 3.5W, coverage varies from 1.6m2 to 2.9m2
with more APs covering 2.9m2. Reducing signal power at select APs improves SINR
below full power APs and at cell edges while SINR directly below the reduced power
APs is decreased.
These results show the ability to dynamically alter cell coverage regions and SINR
distribution in the environment while maintaining constant illumination. This capa-
bility has two major benefits. First, traffic can be evenly distributed amongst APs
by mapping the coverage regions to the spatial distribution of users. Second, in-
creasing cell size allows a mobile user to remain associated with a cell for a longer
period, minimizing overhead from handover. It is also shown that a 2W increase in
signal power from neighboring APs can effect SINR by 2-3dB, therefore a user will
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Figure 7·14: Comparison of SINR for the cell zooming cases when
reuse factor of K = 2 (top) and K=4 (bottom).
see decreased performance if another user is associated with a neighboring AP. In a
heterogeneous system, this implies that it may be beneficial for the network to initiate
a VHO to transfer the second user to an alternative media or to keep a new user on
the alternative media rather than transferring to an unused VLC cell.
As dual-use VLC systems are developed, it is important to consider network co-
operation for environments with many users. This includes a combination of static
devices and mobile users, creating a variable environment which requires dynamic
distribution of resources amongst cells in order to optimally accommodate network
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Figure 7·16: Comparison of coverage per transmitter for the case
where edge APs have various signal powers.
traffic. Cell zooming provides an opportunity to rearrange cell coverage regions in
the network while maintaining the illumination required by the lighting system.
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7.4 Chapter Conclusions
This chapter has provided description and analysis of various topics for OW Networks
and RF/OW HetNets. In Section 7.1, topologies were provided for implementation
of RF/OW heterogeneous links where MTs utilize the OW AP as either a symmetric
connection or as a unidirectional channel with uplink routed via the RF channel.
Section 7.2 presented and evaluated a Kalman Filter model for state estimation and
motion tracking using OW APs as localization points within the environment. Han-
dover topics were also covered including the use of MT motion for predictive handover.
In Section 7.3, dynamic reconfiguration techniques were described and a cell zooming
technique for VLC networks was developed and analyzed while observing constant
illumination constraints of dual-use VLC APs.
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Chapter 8
CandLES: Communication and Lighting
Environment Simulation
In this chapter, the Communication and Lighting Environment Simulator (CandLES)
is presented (Rahaim et al., 2010). CandLES is a detailed model of a dual-use VLC
signal chain and environment for simulating communication and illumination perfor-
mance. It models system components including the modulation, transmitters, optics,
channel, noise, interference, receivers and decoding, and incorporates them into an
overall system model. The software evaluates communications performance with re-
spect to key metrics including achievable datarate, error rate and coverage. It also
evaluates lighting performance with respect to illumination coverage at a plane in the
environment.
This combination of modeling individual components and their joint operation
as an integrated system makes CandLES a powerful design tool. It allows for the
identification of components that serve as bottlenecks on performance (e.g., modu-
lation, transmitter, receiver, optics) and enables rapid evaluation of improvements
to the design of any component based on their effects on the system as a whole.
It allows for testing robustness of a system design to changes in the environment
(room size, objects, orientation, shadowing, wall colors, noise), or in operating re-
quirements (required lighting level, field of view). It can also aid in the design of
systems level solutions, such as optimal placement of lamps/transmitters, or modes
of cooperation/competition between transmitters.
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Figure 8·1: CandLES Graphical User Interface.
In Section 8.1, the iterative site base impulse response simulator (IRSIM) model
from (Carruthers et al., 2003) is described as it is key to the multipath channel
modeling within CandLES. Section 8.2 presents a novel GPU accelerated version of
the IRSIM model which provides a 10X speedup in simulation time for evaluating
environment impulse response (Rahaim et al., 2012a). Finally, Section 8.3 presents
the software package and achievable results.
8.1 Impulse Response Calculator
In this section, the optical channel model and core algorithm behind the IRSIM
software are defined. When modeling the path from point to point, the LOS channel
model from 5.13 is used. In addition to the signal loss, the delay from source to
destination is defined as ti,j = di,j/c where c denotes the speed of light. In the model,
all transmitters, receivers and reflectors are observed as point sources. Rather than
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observing a time step simulation and maintaining every path - increasing overhead and
complexity with each reflection - the IRSIM algorithm uses an event driven simulation
to model the received signal depending on the number of reflections in a path from
transmitter to receiver. This method benefits from known memory overhead and a
calculation time which increases at a constant rate per reflection. The algorithm
follows the five steps listed below:
1. Zero Bounce (LOS) Calculation: The zero bounce calculation determines the
LOS impulse response (delay and attenuation) at each receiver from the set of
transmitters. Note that the attenuation function observes objects in the room
and returns 0 if the path is obstructed.
2. Room Partitioning: The environment is next partitioned into reflectors or source
/ destination pairs. This is done by observing each of the objects and the walls
of the room as a set of planes. Each plane is divided into a set of reflectors and
added to a list. This list of reflector received signals is an m X n matrix where m
represents the maximum number of time slots of an impulse response array and n
represents the number of reflectors in the environment. Note that m increases
with smaller time steps, an increased number of reflections, or an increased
maximum distance between reflectors in the simulated environment.
3. Matrix Initialization: This step of the algorithm calculates delay and atten-
uation from each transmitter to each reflector and stores the results to the
appropriate time slot in the matrix.
4. Received Power Update: Given the matrix described above, delay and attenua-
tion from each reflector to each receiver is calculated. The m X 1 reflector array
is convolved with the delayed attenuation impulse and added to the appropriate
time slots in the receiver impulse response array.
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5. Matrix Update: The final stage of the algorithm updates the matrix for the next
reflection. Attenuation and delay is calculated between each pair of reflectors
and the received signal is stored in a temporary matrix. Once completed, the
new matrix is used to determine the receiver signals from the next reflection
by repeating step 4. These two steps are repeated so that the receivers have
the sum of the LOS response and multipath responses from each of the desired
reflections.
8.2 GPU Accelerated Model
High complexity implementations of the basic IRSIM algorithm, including those with
small time step, a large number of reflectors, or multiple reflections, are potentially
very time consuming. Each iteration (or reflection) relies on the previously calcu-
lated matrix, therefore is dependent on the previous and should be run sequentially;
however each step in the algorithm allows for parallelism and an opportunity for im-
provement in the overall performance. Implementation of a model that can be run
with massive parallelism benefits from the speedup of GPU accelerator and has been
proposed and developed as described in (Rahaim et al., 2012a).
• Zero Bounce (LOS) Calculation: This step can be parallelized by allowing each
thread to observe a specific transmitter, receiver, or pair. Due to write de-
pendencies, selecting a transmitter or pair per thread requires synchronization
across threads; however allowing each thread to observe a receiver allows threads
to run independently. The GPU function first determines the receiver associated
with the thread and loops through the necessary calculations from all sources
to the specific receiver.
• Matrix Initialization: Here we follow a similar method to the LOS calculation,
now observing transmitter and reflector pairs. Again, due to write dependencies
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Table 8.1: GPU Acceleration for IRSIM with various environments
Scenario Room Size Time Res Spatial Res Bounces Speedup
Empty Room 1 4m x 4m x 4m 2.5ns 8 div/m 2 19.10x
Empty Room 2 8m x 8m x 8m 5ns 10 div/m 4 20.73x
Cubicles 6m x 6m x 3.5m 5ns 10 div/m 4 12.98x
at the reflectors, we parallelize by associating threads with a reflector and having
each thread loop through all transmitters. The reflectors from different planes
are associated with different GPU blocks and each block is padded so that the
total number of threads per block is equal to the number of reflectors in the
largest plane. If the largest plane has more reflectors than the maximum threads
per block, we divide each plane amongst multiple blocks. Each thread observes
its location relevant to the associated plane and is considered invalid if it does
not map to a reflector. If valid, the thread loops through transmitters and calls
the same attenuation and delay function from the LOS calculation.
• Received Power Update: In this step each receiver is given a thread (as with
the LOS calculation) which determines the signal from each reflector to the
receiver. The parallelism here is dependent on the number of receivers rather
than the complexity of the environment.
• Matrix Update: Here, each reflector must determine the received signal from
each other reflector, leading to a complexity on the order of n2m in the basic
implementation. To parallelize this, we setup the GPU grid and blocks in
the same way as the matrix initialization. Every valid thread determines its
associated reflector and calculates received signal from all other reflectors -
allowing the GPU implementation to potentially run with a number of execution
steps on the order of nm.
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Figure 8·2: Performance versus (a) number of reflectors and (b) time
resolution.
In order to compare the accelerated implementation with the original software,
we observe performance and accuracy. Both sets of simulations are run on the same
workstation an HP Z400 with an Intel Xeon W3505 processor. The GPU used for the
accelerated simulations is an Nvidia GeForce 285 with CUDA version 2.3. Table 8.1
offers an overview of the performance improvements provided by the accelerated im-
plementation in multiple scenarios - Including the office layout with cubicles as shown
in Figure 8·1.
In Figures 8·2 and 8·3, the execution time of the GPU accelerated implementa-
tion is compared to the original IRSIM CPU implementation and speedup is observed.
Figure 8·2a shows performance as spatial resolution ranges from 2 to 10 divisions per
meter with a time resolution of 2.5ns. Similarly, Figure 8·2b compares performance
as time resolution ranges from 0.5ns to 5ns with a spatial resolution of 6 divisions
per meter. Both sets simulate 4 reflections. In general, the accelerated implemen-
tation offers an 8x to 13x performance increase for these scenarios. Higher spatial
resolution scenarios offer better improvement due to the larger number of reflectors
which leads to a larger matrix. Similarly, larger time step scenarios have shorter
impulse response arrays associated with each reflector. The smaller ratio m/n leads
to a higher speedup when comparing the GPU implementation to the basic CPU
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Figure 8·3: Performance vs reflections for time resolution of (a) 5ns
and (b) 0.5ns.
implementation. Speedup begins to decline at higher spatial resolution (very large n)
due to growing number of invalid threads from block padding. This can be mitigated
by adjusting the mapping between threads and reflectors.
Figures 8·3a and b show performance as the number of reflections ranges from 0
to 5 with a spatial resolution of 10 divisions per meter. Note that the CPU provides
better results for LOS simulations due to the overhead of memory transfer in the ac-
celerated implementation; however, multiple reflection scenarios perform better with
the GPU implementation due to the parallelization of the matrix update step. In
general, speedup remains constant as the number of reflections increases (as shown in
Figure 3); however scenarios with a small time step show a drop off in speedup after
the second reflection (as shown in Figure 4). Since the length of the impulse response
array increases with the number of reflections, the ratio m/n also increases leading
to this decrease in speedup.
In addition to performance metrics, the output from the CPU and GPU imple-
mentations are also compared in order to validate the accuracy of the results. An
average difference of 2nW in the calculated signal power at the receivers in the simu-
lation, which equates to an average of 0.6% error from the basic IRSIM results. This
is primarily due to the precision of 64 bit floating point operations on the CPU versus
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(a) (b)
Figure 8·4: Simulated maximum bit rate for a cubicle environment
with either (a) a single centralized AP or (b) four distributed APs.
32 bit floating point operations on the GPU. The normalized impulse responses are
nearly exact matches, with an average difference of 0.05%.
8.3 Software Package
Beyond the impulse response model, the CandLES software package provides a graph-
ical user interface (GUI) which offers a rich capability to modify the modeled system
design settings and environment parameters. The GUI, shown in Figure 8·1, also
automatically outputs the most pertinent results in graphical form. Alternatively,
CandLES can be accessed by directly editing the configuration file, which contains
the complete specification of the system design and environment. For example, this
mode may be used for changing more detailed aspects of the system specification
(e.g. the input signal PSD, or the responsivity curve of a receiver photodiode), or for
accessing less commonly needed outputs (e.g. the receiver frequency response).
Results presented by the CandLES software include individual communication
performance analysis (e.g., SNR, SINR, error rate) for MTs placed within the environ-
ment as well as illumination and communication performance analysis and coverage
across a plane in the specified environment. As an example of the results provided
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by CandLES, Figure 8·4 shows simulated results of a cubicle environment comparing
maximum OOK throughput at a desired BER of 10−6 for a room illuminated with
either (a) a single central AP or (b) four distributed APs. In addition to the use of
CandLES for the work in this thesis, it has also been used by other researchers for
evaluation of a variety of VLC implementations (Borogovac et al., 2011; Vegni and
Little, 2012; Biagi et al., 2012).
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Chapter 9
SDVLC: Software Defined VLC
SDR has proven to be an effective and practical tool in RF communications, al-
lowing flexible and rapid exploration of dynamic RF signal processing techniques
while accelerating advancement of configurable RF antennas and front-end hardware.
Multiple software toolkits now exist for SDR implementation, including GNURadio,
Matlab/Simulink, and Labview. Low cost SDR hardware platforms are also broadly
available for RF - the most common of which is the Universal Software Radio Pe-
ripheral (USRP) from Ettus Research (Ettus Research, 2015). The SDR concept
can also be adapted to other physical media such as VLC. An SDVLC solution has
been developed that implements an OW front-end to adapt SDR platforms to the
constraints of an OW channel using the visible spectrum (Rahaim et al., 2014). The
platform, shown in Figure 9·1, has been used for proof of concept implementation and
demonstration of VLC via commercial LED luminaires as well as RF/VLC HetNets
implementing broadcast VLC downlink with conventional WiFi uplink.
The SDVLC platform allows the OW connection to be dynamically modified in
order to meet requirements of a dual-use system providing both data communica-
tions and illumination. The platform also enables concurrent development of signal
processing techniques and front-end hardware within an integrated testbed. This
modularity, along with the ability to quickly bring up an OW system and implement
new test scenarios, makes SDVLC a powerful concept for facilitation of research and
experimentation with VLC. The implementation of an SDVLC system requires phys-
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Figure 9·1: Various iterations and components used within the SD-
VLC testbed. System implementation with Cree Luminaires (left) and
with VLC transmitter and receiver developed with partners at Tufts
University and RPI (right).
ical layer development of modulation techniques and the VLC front end, development
of the asymmetric connection using VLC downlink and RF uplink, and network layer
development of the dynamic routing techniques for use of the VLC connection as one
of many options within a system of multiple MTs and a variety of APs.
9.1 Implementation of an SDVLC PHY
The SDVLC physical layer implementation requires (1) adaptation of the transmitter
front end to produce an intensity-modulated visible light signal, (2) adaptation of the
receiver front end to detect and convert the received optical power signal, and (3) im-
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Figure 9·2: SDVLC data path / signal chain (inset) and network
implementation of the VLC physical layer via SDVLC.
plementation of VLC modulation and coding schemes that meet the IW constraints.
In the SDVLC implementation shown in Figure 9·1, the physical layer implementa-
tion consists of the unidirectional path from the VLC AP to the MT. The signal
chain / data path of the VLC connection is shown in the inset within Figure 9·2.
Beginning at the source, data is passed to the signal processing block on the source
workstation - implemented in either GNU Radio or Simulink - which generates the
desired digital signal. This signal is passed to the USRP which provides digital to
analog conversion and interpolation. The transmit USRP utilizes a low frequency
transmit (LFTX) daughter card and the output is connected to a voltage controlled
current source. A bias T is used to add a DC component to the output of the current
source in order to bias the signal into the linear range of the luminaires LED string.
This creates a near-linear relationship between the electrical transmit signal of the
USRP and the emitted optical signal of the luminaire. At the receiver, an avalanche
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photodiode (APD) converts the optical signal to an electrical signal which is passed
to the receiving USRP utilizing the low frequency receiver (LFRX) daughter card.
At the receiver, the sum of the ambient light and VLC signal should not saturate the
APD or else the received signal will be clipped from above. The LFRX either converts
the passband signal to the baseband equivalent or passes the real valued baseband
signal directly to the USRP motherboard. The USRP provides decimation and ADC
before sending sample values to the sink workstation. These values are processed in
the signal processing block and the processed data is sent to the data sink.
The modulation and coding of the transmitted signal along with the signal pro-
cessing at the receiver are implemented in software with one of the various SDR
software toolkits discussed above. In the simplest case, available implementations for
RF communications are transmitted over the VLC link using a low frequency car-
rier that modulated onto the IM/DD optical channel. The benefit that stems from
software defined systems is that the various VLC modulation schemes presented in
literature can also be implemented by writing software blocks to fit into the frame-
work of the SDR software toolkit. In addition, the MCS may be dynamically modified
based on varying channel conditions or requirements of the lighting system. The sys-
tem has been used for demonstration of various dimmable VLC techniques including
VPPM (Rahaim et al., 2014) and reverse polarity optical OFDM (Mirvakili et al.,
2015). Real time video streaming over the OW channel has also been demonstrated
by using streaming video input from a Gstreamer application as the data sink and
output to mplayer video player at the receiver.
9.2 Implementation of an SDVLC Heterogeneous Link
In order to show practical use of the SDVLC system, a device must be able to receive
signal from the VLC AP and also send requests and uplink to the network. In a
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Figure 9·3: SDVLC Heterogeneous Connection
practical connection, the necessary modifications to connect to a typical network
should remain contained within the MT and VLC AP. One technique to implement
the asymmetric routing is presented in (Shao et al., 2014). If the SDVLC link is
defined as a virtual interface, network traffic can be routed through the link. The
challenge in the asymmetric connection is to route requests and uplink traffic to the
router over the WiFi channel and receive downlink traffic on the virtual interface
of the receiver. The key procedures to get routing to work appropriately are to
implement static routing at the router, disable IP packet forwarding and specify the
packet relay path at the VLC AP, and implement “operating system spoofing” at the
receiver to make sure that higher layer protocols recognize packets coming into the
virtual interface when the request for these packets were sent over the WiFi interface.
Figure 9·3 shows an SDVLC connection and network traffic flow. Uplink traffic is
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Figure 9·4: Proposed SDVLC Network Implementation
routed over WiFi and downlink traffic is routed through an SDVLC simplex link where
the VLC AP uses a USRP to transmit signal through a luminaire and the MT receives
signal samples from a USRP connected to an APD. In Figure 9·3, this implies that the
MT sends requests to the router at 192.168.1.1 and returning downlink traffic into the
router that is destined for the MTs virtual interface at 192.168.2.2 should be routed
through the VLC AP which is connected at 192.168.1.109. At the relay, IP packets
that arrive at 192.168.1.109 should be sent to the virtual interface at 192.168.2.1.
At the MT, traffic is received by the virtual interface at 192.168.2.2. With this
asymmetric connectivity, the VLC link can accordingly be used for traditional IP
network traffic. This allows for web browsing and network wide testing in order to
see how the addition of VLC links can improve aggregate system performance.
9.3 Proposal for an SDVLC Heterogeneous Network
An SDVLC HetNet implementation utilizes multiple SDVLC links within a system
that automates the distribution of network traffic and the selection of traffic routes
for multiple MTs. The traffic is distributed amongst the broad RF connection and
the various SDVLC connections. Two options for the physical implementation of such
a system are shown in Figure 9·4. The first option scales the single instance from
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Figure 9·3. This implementation allows each SDVLC link to utilize the processing
power of the individual Relay PCs; however each channel acts as an independent link.
Any coordination between APs in this setup requires attention to the latencies of the
access network. Network intelligence and control for the VLC APs must be distributed
amongst APs or MTs, centralized within the router, or incorporated within one of
the relay PCs.
The second option shown in Figure 9·4 utilizes a single relay PC connected to
multiple SDVLC front ends. This option improves the ability to coordinate signals
amongst various APs a capability that is particularly important when implementing
spatial multiplexing techniques or spatial modulation schemes where synchronization
is needed. In this case, control of the VLC APs can be centrally coordinated within the
relay PC. The difficulty of this option is that the scaling of VLC APs implies additional
signal processing requirements of the relay PC. If its processing is a bottleneck, real
time throughput will be limited accordingly. Both of the options presented here
require scaling of the USRPs and AP hardware. The first option also requires scaling
the number of relay PCs and access network connections whereas the signal processing
capabilities of the single PC must be scaled in the second option. This expansion of
the SDVLC system is planned for future work and discussed in Chapter 10.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions and Future Work
Next generation wireless communication systems promise drastic changes in perfor-
mance requirements and implementation. While peak performance has been the
driving force in the standardization of previous wireless networks, 5G demands will
motivate an increased focus on the minimum and average performance requirements
over a wide range of use cases. In particular, added capacity in indoor environments
is needed to satisfy the dense distribution of new devices and traffic requirements of
novel applications. Hyper-dense OW small cells offer the distribution and direction-
ality to provide additional capacity where it will be needed most.
OW - and VLC in particular - is still a nascent field in relation to the vast work that
has been done in RF communications; however recent advances show great potential
for high data rate communications and densely distributed networks. Use of OW
within the context of multi-tier and multi-technology HetNets adds the aggregate
capacity of OW small cells to the wireless infrastructure and provides the reliability
of the existing RF network. As a supplemental medium, OW is able to be utilized in
an opportunistic manner where high data rate downlink traffic is offloaded from the
congested RF medium. Such an opportunistic approach requires system intelligence
and flexibility to recognize and account for the variety of use cases that stem from
dynamic environments. The work presented in this thesis spans a wide range of
topics related to the integration of hyper-dense OW small cells within next generation
wireless networks and contributes a system level view of RF/OW HetNets.
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The motivational analysis in Chapter 3 evaluates the continuation of the small cell
and network densification trends. Results indicate that the increasing device require-
ments and density of devices expected in the coming years will drive down system
effectiveness. The results also motivate increasing cell density and per-cell capacity
in next generation wireless networks in order to drive performance towards improved
system effectiveness. Chapter 4 depicts how integration of densely distributed OW
APs can overcome infrastructural limitations of omnidirectional cells in order to in-
crease the aggregate system capacity. Heterogeneous integration of OW within RFSC
networks is motivated by the use of OW as an opportunistic medium. In this way,
the system maintains the coverage and reliability of the RFSC in order to mitigate
OW outages that stem from mobility of devices and dynamic signal conditions.
In Chapters 5 and 6, models for RF and OW channel quality are evaluated with
the motivation that HetNet channel selection requires fair comparison. Chapter 5 de-
fines a variant of the OW signal chain that allows the optical channel to be evaluated
via conventional electrical power characterization. OW characterization techniques
relating to peak range optical power and average optical power are related to the
electrical power characterization and the relationship is shown to be modulation de-
pendent. Chapter 6 provides novel analysis of OW interference models. The relation-
ship between average optical power constraints of an interferer and variance of the
disturbance due to interference is upper bounded with the additional constraint on
peak range optical power. SINR is accordingly lower bounded to define minimum per-
formance. The Gaussian assumption for modeling distribution of interference in OW
networks was questioned and analysis shows that assuming Gaussian interference in
the presence of dominant interferers can lead to inaccuracies in performance analysis
of multiple orders of magnitude. IIR is evaluated in OW environments and dominant
interferers are shown to account for 40-70% of the interference in most cases.
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Chapter 7 presents architectures for integration of OW within the RF network as
either a bidirectional or broadcast channel. Two novel OW network techniques are
also defined and evaluated. The first utilizes the OW network for localization and
motion tracking. A Kalman Filter recursive estimation model is shown to quickly
converge in idealistic scenarios while MT rotation is shown to increase average error by
4x. It is then shown that the addition of rotational measurements improves accuracy
to nearly the performance of the ideal scenario. The second technique proposes cell
zooming for dynamic range expansion and load balancing in VLC networks. VLC
modulation depth is varied in order to dynamically alter cell coverage regions by up
to 50% while maintaining a constant illumination for lighting requirements.
Finally, Chapters 8 and 9 present analysis tools that have been developed as an
outcome of the work defined above. CandLES, a simulation software for modeling
communication and lighting performance in dual-use VLC networks, was developed
for analysis of the optical channel and signal chain. A novel GPU accelerated model
for impulse response calculation was developed and provides an average speedup of
10x compared to the original model. An SDVLC testbed was also implemented for
evaluation of VLC connections and has been used for evaluation of various VLC
transmitter/receiver hardware and novel modulation techniques within our research
group. In addition to the various publications referenced throughout, this work has
led to two book chapters that have been submitted for publication relating to the
integration of RF and VLC (Rahaim and Little, 2014; Rahaim and Little, 2015c).
Given the novelty of the OW field, there is a great deal of future research to be
done. Specifically, research related to OW systems is an attractive area with open
questions regarding interaction of many OW connections operating in dense envi-
ronments. The work presented in this thesis focuses on many aspects of HetNet
integration from the perspective of a MT within an environment consisting of mul-
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tiple transmitting APs; however additional research is required to define techniques
for optimal interaction of many MTs. This relates to dynamic resource allocation for
MTs with varying traffic requirements, highly dynamic environments where the dis-
tribution of MTs and traffic changes rapidly, and interaction between multiple MTs
using asymmetric OW connections. The SDVLC testbed is a step towards practical
testing of multi-AP/multi-MT OW networks. The testbed is now capable of network
connectivity through an asymmetric RF/OW connection. By scaling the testbed for
multiple APs and MTs as discussed in Chapter 9, many techniques for network layer
integration can be further explored.
In conclusion, leveraging the unique characteristics of both OW and RF commu-
nications can provide system level performance improvements over either operating
alone. In addition to the individual contributions described above, this work has
contributed a system level view of the necessary components for heterogeneous in-
tegration of hyper-dense OW cells and broader coverage RF small cells. Systems
level integration and intelligence are key to the success of practical OW networks.
With appropriate integration within RF/OW HetNets, optical wireless communica-
tion has the potential to play an integral part in the path to meeting demands of next
generation wireless networks.
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Appendix A
RF Protocols in Cellular and WLAN
The following work comes from (Rahaim, 2014) and provides a historical overview of
the evolution of various MCS techniques and standards within IEEE. 802.11 (WiFi)
WLANs and cellular technologies.
IEEE 802.11 - WiFi
The IEEE 802.11 protocol suite defines standards for MAC and physical layer (PHY)
specifications in WLANs (Roshan and Leary, 2004; Berg, 2011; Rahaim, 2014). The
protocols are specified for various Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) bands
around 2.4GHz, 5GHz, and 60GHz. The “legacy mode” 802.11−1997 or 802.11−1999
was released in 1997 with specified data rates of either 1 or 2 Mbps and operation
solely in the 2.4GHz band. It implements either frequency hopping spread spec-
trum (FHSS) or direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) for interference mitigation.
The FHSS specification implements Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying with either 2
or 4 frequencies corresponding to 1 or 2 bits per symbol. DSSS uses either Binary
Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) with 1 bit per symbol or Quadrature Phase Shift Key-
ing (QPSK) with 2 bits per symbol. The spread spectrum techniques each transmit at
11Mchip/s and implement an 11 chip code; therefore the BPSK and QPSK symbols
provide 1 and 2 Mbps throughput, respectively.
The IEEE 802.11a amendment was the first to utilize the 5GHz band and OFDM.
Each channel has 20MHz of bandwidth, B, and utilizes an OFDM frame with an
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800ns guard interval (TGI = 800ns). Active carriers implement BPSK, QPSK, or
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) with order 16 or 64. The corresponding
number of bits per symbol, Nbps, are 1, 2, 4, and 6. Coding rate, R, for the forward
error correction schemes are 1/2, 2/3, or 3/4. Since the specification uses OFDM
rather than single carrier, multiple subcarriers provide data in each symbol. Sub-
carrier spacing, fc, is defined as 312.5Khz is calculated assuming a 64 point FFT in
fc = B/NFFT . The specification uses 52 information carriers; however the number
of carriers with active data, NAC , is 48 since 4 are reserved for overhead. The pe-
riod of the data symbol is Tdata = 1/fc = 3.2µs, and full OFDM symbol period is
Tsym = Tdata + TGI . Accordingly, the PHY throughput for a specific MCS is
T802.11a = (R) (Nbps) (NAC)
(
1
Tsym
)
(A.1)
The 802.11b standard is specified in the 2.4GHz band with backwards compatibil-
ity for legacy devices. It also uses DSSS; but not FHSS. The scheme has four modes.
The first two, Differential BPSK (DBPSK) and Differential QPSK (DQPSK), oper-
ate at 1 and 2 Mbps, respectively, and are compatible with the legacy standard. An
additional complementary code keying (CCK) scheme utilizes a sequence of 8 “chips”
and at 11Mchip/s. Data can be encoded with either 4 bits per chip sequence or 8
bits per chip sequence, corresponding to 5.5Mbps or 11Mbps. The 5.5 and 11Mbps
rates can also be achieved with packet binary convolution coding (PBCC) where the
data bits are passed through a half rate binary convolution encoder and mapped to
DBPSK or DQPSK symbols.
The success of OFDM in 802.11a motivated the standardization of a similar scheme
for use in the 2.4GHz spectrum. Hence, the 802.11g amendment incorporates the
OFDM MCS from 802.11a - specified for channels in the 2.4GHz band - as well as
the legacy schemes from 802.11b and the IEEE 802.11−1997 standard for backwards
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compatibility. Two optional schemes modify the PBCC schemes in 802.11b to im-
plement 8PSK with varying clock rates and 2/3 rate binary convolution encoder in
order to achieve 22 or 33Mbps throughput.
The 802.11n amendment utilizes strictly OFDM signaling and develops protocols
that improve link rates in the 2.4 and 5GHz bands by 1-) increasing bandwidth and
number of OFDM carriers, 2-) increasing the code rate, and 3-) decreasing the guard
interval in order to increase the per channel capacity. In addition, 802.11n adds
spatial multiplexing through MIMO and specifies up to 4 parallel spatial streams,
NSS ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. The specification allows for either 20MHz bandwidth or 40MHz
bandwidth, but maintains a subcarrier spacing of 312.5KHz by using a 64 point FFT
for 20MHz and 128 point FFT for 40MHz. A 20MHz signal utilizes 52 active data
carriers and a 40 MHz signal utilizes 108 active data carriers. The guard interval
can be set as 400ns or 800ns. Specified throughput ranges from 6.5Mbps (MCS0,
800ns GI, 20 MHz Bandwidth, single channel) to 600Mbps (MCS7, 400ns GI, 40MHz
Bandwidth, 4 parallel channels).
T802.11n = (NSS) (R) (Nbps) (NAC)
(
1
Tsym
)
(A.2)
The 802.11ac amendment specifies all of the MCSs from 802.11n with additional
variations to increase capacity (Qualcomm, 2012). It operates solely in the 5GHz
range since it offers high bandwidth modes (80MHz and 160MHz) that the 2.4GHz
band can not accommodate. Carrier separation is 312.5KHz, therefore the FFT size
goes to 256 for the 80MHz channel and to 512 for a 160MHz channel. There is also
the option to use two disjoint 80MHz channels in an 80 + 80 mode. Two new MCSs
are added for 256QAM and MIMO is specified for up to 8 spatial streams. Speci-
fied Throughput ranges from 6.5Mbps (MCS0, 800ns GI, 20MHz Bandwidth, single
channel) to 6.93Gbps (MCS9, 400ns GI, 160MHz Bandwidth, 8 parallel channels).
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Since 802.11ad is specified for use in the 60GHz band, it is most similar to OW
schemes in that high frequencies innately lead to directionality and LOS require-
ments (Agilent Technologies, 2013). The amendment specifies a larger set of MCSs (32
compared to 10 for 802.11ac); however each MCS has only one mode. Schemes are
broken into 4 categories: the Control PHY (CPHY), the Single Carrier PHY (SC-
PHY), the OFDM PHY, and the Low Power Single Carrier PHY (LPSCPHY). The
OFDM PHY utilizes 2.64GHz clock rate and others have a clock rate of 1.76GHz.
The CPHY is the default and must be robust; therefore, it uses differential en-
coding, 32x spreading, a code rate of 1/2 and BPSK modulation. The pi-2 DBPSK
modulation implies that the constellation is rotated by pi/2 after each symbol and
that the bit mapping is differentially encoded. For a BPSK modulator, the pi/2 rota-
tion ensures that each symbol has a 90◦ phase shift from the previous. Spreading is
done with a 32 sample Golay code and a low density parity check (LDPC) with code
rate 1/2 is used to ensure operation even at low SNR.
T802.11ad,CPHY = (R) (Nbps) (B)
(
1
Nspread
)
= 27.5Mbps (A.3)
The schemes belonging to the SCPHY share similar encoding steps, but have
various modulation orders and code rates. The pi/2 rotation is used for each of the
modulation schemes. Each scheme implements an LDPC with codeword length of
672; however the data bits carried per codeword can be either 336, 504, 420, or 546,
relating to a code rate of 1/2, 3/4, 5/8, or 13/16, respectively. In addition, a block
code of 512 symbols, NBsyms, is used with a 64 symbol guard interval, NGIsyms.
T802.11ad,SCPHY = (R) (Nbps) (B)
(
1
NRep
)(
1− NGIsyms
NBsyms
)
(A.4)
Each scheme in the OFDM PHY observes an FFT size of 512 with 336 active data
carriers, a guard interval (or cyclic prefix) equal to 25% of the symbol period, and a
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bandwidth of 2.64GHz. The modulation schemes for the OFDM PHY include Spread
QPSK (SQPSK) where a single QPSK symbol is modulated onto two carriers that
are maximally separated in frequency - such that an average of 1 bit per carrier is
transmitted. MCS 15, 16, and 17 are considered “QPSK” modulation; however they
are actually specified as dual carrier modulation (DCM) where 4 bits are mapped to
2 active carriers (i.e., the 2 carriers, each with 4 possible settings, have 16 possible
pairings that map to the 16 possible combinations of the set of 4 bits).
T802.11ad,OFDMPHY = (R) (Nbps) (B)
(
NAC
NFFT
)(
Tdata
Tsym
)
(A.5)
The low power single carrier schemes (MCS25-31) are similar to those of the
SCPHY; however the LPDC is replaced by a combination of a Reed-Solomon code
and Hamming block code. Each scheme has a code rate of 13/16 from the Reed
Solomon code (with rate 208/224) and additional Golay coded guard intervals spread
throughout the 448 symbol block (compatible with the SCPHY). Within the 448
symbol block, there are 7 sub-groups each with 56 data symbols and an 8 symbol
guard interval. The rate of the Hamming block code, RH , is specified for each MCS
and the throughput is calculated as
T802.11ad,LPSCPHY = (R) (Nbps) (B)
(
1− NBsyms
NGIsyms
)
(RH) (A.6)
Cellular
Early mobile telephony systems from the 1970’s - including Mobile Telephone Sys-
tem (MTS) and improved MTS (IMTS) - had very limited capacity due to the high
power emission and large coverage area of the base stations (BSs). The deployment
of cellular systems beginning in the 1980’s and the evolution that followed have paved
the way for the wireless systems in place today (Ghosh et al., 2010). This work pri-
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marily analyzes the relationship between OW and RFSCs rather than the effect of
OW on the broader cellular network; however an overview of cellular technologies
that have led to the use of RFSCs is presented here for continuity. Many techniques
from the evolution of cellular networks have been evaluated in OW systems with some
modifications to the meet OW channel constraints.
The first generation of cellular networks brought the ability to automatically
reroute calls via handover from one BS to another. The Japanese Nippon Telegraph
and Telephone (NTT) system and the Nordic Mobile Telephone system (NMT-400)
were the earliest deployed cellular networks; however the Advanced Mobile Phone
Service (AMPS) and the European and Japanese Total Access Communications Sys-
tems (ETACS and NTACS) were deployed in the mid and late 1980’s and saw more
success. These 1G systems implemented analog frequency modulation (FM) for
voice and frequency shift keying (FSK) for control with frequency division multi-
ple access (FDMA) for channel separation. Second generation cellular (2G) systems
moved to fully digital modulation with the Global System for Mobile Communica-
tions (GSM) being the most broadly used. IS-95 was another popular 2G system
and the first to implement code division multiple access (CDMA). In addition to
voice, low rate data applications including the Short Messaging Service (SMS) were
also supported in 2G systems. Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) was the
modulation scheme used in GSM while BPSK and QPSK were used in IS-95.
Third generation cellular (3G) systems in the late 1990’s and 2000’s brought ca-
pacity improvements for improved Internet connectivity. CDMA-2000 was an evo-
lution of the IS-95 standard and Universal Mobile Telephone Service (UMTS) was
an evolution of GSM. For higher throughput, both standards added enhancements
which implemented quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). CDMA-2000 added an
enhancement for “Evolution, Data Only” or EV-DO and UMTS added High-Speed
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Packet Access (HSPA). The move from 3G to “beyond 3G” and fourth generation
cellular (4G) or Long term evolution (LTE) brought further advancements in link
capacity capabilities. Enhanced HSPA or HSPA+ increased the maximum QAM
modulation order and added Multiple Input-Multiple Output (MIMO) capabilities;
however this was only a step towards 4G systems. LTE is the successor to both UMTS
and CDMA-2000 and uses orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and
higher order MIMO in order to greatly improve the peak performance capabilities.
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